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ABSTRACT

As part of the OECD-sponsored Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) Vessel
Investigation Project (VIP), margin-to-failure calculations for mechanisms having the
potential to threaten the integrity of the vessel were performed to improve
understanding of events that occurred during the TMI-2 accident. Analyses considered
four failure mechanisms: tube rupture, tube ejection, global vessel failure, and localized
vessel failure. Calculational input was based on data from the TMI-2 VIP examinations
of the vessel steel samples, the instrument tube nozzles, and samples of the hard layer
of debris found on the TMI-2 vessel lower head. Sensitivity studies were performed to
investigate the uncertainties in key parameters for these analyses.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As part of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) Vessel Investigation Project (VIP), margin-
to-failure calculations were performed to increase understanding of events that occurred during
the TMI-2 accident. Because there is considerable uncertainty in input parameters for these
calculations, analyses relied upon methods with closed-form or simplified numerical solution
techniques so that a large number of cases could be evaluated.

Calculations were performed to consider tube and vessel failure mechanisms. Results from
these calculations illustrate uncertainties in the ability of current models to predict debris behavior
and vessel response during a severe accident. Results from thermal and structural response
calculations combined with the relatively rapid vessel cooling indicated by metallurgical
examinations indicate that debris cooling occurred that was not evident from companion sample
examinations and that is not currently considered in severe accident analysis models. In addition,
analysis results suggest that a stress-based failure criterion may be too conservative for predicting
failure. Furthermore, the large uncertainty in methods for predicting vessel failure precluded an
accurate assessment of the margin to failure during the TMI-2 event. Little, if any, validation has
been performed on methods used to predict melt/water interaction, molten pool behavior, cooling
in debris that solidifies after relocation, and structural creep failure in a severe accident.
Therefore, analysis results should only be viewed as providing insight into areas, such as assessing
what failure mechanisms were plausible during the TMI-2 event, quantifying for which failure
mode there existed the smallest margin during the TMI-2 event, and emphasizing areas where
additional research is needed in severe accident analysis. Major conclusions and insights from
these calculations are listed below.

• Tube failures have been eliminated as potential failure mechanisms during the TMI-2 event.

Melt penetration calculations indicate that ceramic melt would not penetrate below the
vessel head. Therefore, ex-vessel tube rupture calculations were performed assuming
tube temperatures consistent with the vessel coolant temperatures. Because such
temperatures were expected to result in very high margins to failure, a constant upper
system pressure of 15 MPa was applied in the tube failure calculations. Results indicate
that the margin to failure for this mechanism was very high.

Prior to performing a tube ejection analysis, a weld failure analysiswas performed to
determine if the weld holding the nozzle to the vessel failed. Since it is not known if the
hot spot temperatures occurred at the same time that the RCS was repressurized to
15 MPa,'weld failure calculations were conservatively performed assuming that peak
temperatures and pressures occurred simultaneously. Results indicate that even for these
very conservative assumptions, there was considerable margin in the weld's integrity.
Therefore, there was no need for a tube ejection analysis.

• Debris coo,ling occurred within the first 2 hours after debris relocation.

Vessel thermal response calculation results indicate that only a case with "lower-bound"
input assumptions for parameters, such as debris decay heat, vessel outer heat transfer
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coefficient, and deb,'is-to-vessel gap resistance resulted in global peak temperature
predictions consistent with the boat sample examination data, namely that vessel
temperatures remain below values where the material undergoes a transition from ferritic
to austenitic steel. However, temperatures for this lower-bound case do not reflect the
10 to 100 K/min cooling rate deduced from boat sample examination data.

The potential for the vessel to experience a global failure was evaluated for vessel
temperature distributions based upon nominal and lower-bound input assumptions
consistent with companion sample data. Global failure was predicted to occur at 1.7
hours after relocation for the nominal case and 2.3 hours after relocation for the lower-

bound case. Subsequent parametric studies indicate that failure will be predicted for
global vessel temperatures above 700 to 800 K, if the reactor vessel is maintained at
pressures near the operating pressure. Although the magnitude of cooling required was
decreased when a stress-based failure criterion was replaced with a mechanical instability
failure criterion, analyses indicate that debris cooling must have occurred within
approximately 2 hours after debris relocation in order to prevent global failure.

Finally, an energy balance based on parameters directly measured or inferred from data
measured during the accident indicates that the debris must have cooled after relocation.
Calculations were conservatively performed by neglecting heat losses to the vessel and
internal structures. Input parameters, such as debris decay heat, coolant injection rates,
and relief val_,e flow rates were quantified based upon data measured during the accident
or inferred from data measured during the accident. For all of the cases evaluated,
which included upper-bound and lower-bound estimates on debris decay heat and mass
flow rates, the debris is predicted to cool in the time period between debris relocation
and vessel repressurization.

• Enhanced debris cooling may have occurred via coolant traveling in channels within the
debris and in channels between the debris and the vessel.

Although there are insufficient TMI-2 data to determine the exact mechanisms that

caused the debris to cool, scoping calculations were performed to quantify the magnitt.de
of cooling needed in order to obtain results consistent with metallurgical examination
data. Results indicate that both "slow"cooling (via coolant flowing through channels
within the debris bed) and "rapid" cooling (via coolant flowing between the debris and
the vessel) were needed in order for the vessel thermal response to be consistent with
metallurgical examination data. Calculations indicate that coolant traveling through a
negligible volume of channels within the debris bed (i.e., much less than 1% of the debris
bed volume) and a very small gap thickness (e.g., as small as 1 mm) would provide
sufficient cooling.

• Itispossible for the vessel to withstand the hot spot temperatures and durations inferred
from the vessel metallurgical examinations if the balance of the vessel remains relatively
cool.

Jet impingement calculations indicate that the magnitude and duration of hot spot
temperatures estimated in TMI vessel examinations were not due to debris from an
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impinging jet. This is due to the fact that peak temperatures from an impinging jet could
not be sustained for more than about 1 minute. The limited area estimated to have

experienced hot spot temperature suggests that this region was subjected to a longer

term localized heat source, such as might occur with a nonhomogeneous debris bed or a

localized region with enhanced debris-to-vessel contact.

The potential for the vessel to experience a localized failure was evaluated by imposing
hot spot temperatures on two background distributions, which were selected to bound
possible background temperature distributions predicted by metallurgical examinations.
Results for the background ease with higher temperatures indicate that the presence of a
hot spot reduces the predicted time to vessel failure. However, results from the case

with lower background temperatures indicate that the vessel is capable of surviving local
hot spots in the temperature range and of the duration inferred from the metallurgical
examinations if the balance of the shell remains relatively cool.

Localized and global vessel failure calculations indicate that the background temperature

behavior, which is highly dependent upon the heat load from relocated debris in the

lower head, is key to predicting failure from either of these mechanisms. However, data

from companion sample examinations were not sufficient to quantify the timing and rate

of cooling that actually reduced this heat load.

The importance of results from these calculations may not be limited to TMI-2 specific
applications. Rather, insights from these analyses provide another step toward answering severe
accident questions.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Radius of debris on upper surface of hard layer (m)

b Temperature-dependent constant used in Bailey-Norton creep equations
(dimensionless)

c Temperature-dependent constant used in Bailey-Norton creep equations
(dimensionless)

cp Specific heat capacity; may be further designated by the subscript, d for debris,f for
bulk coolant temperature, g for coolant in vapor phase, l for coolant in liquid phase, p
for molten pool material, jet for impinging jet material, or v for pressure vessel steel
(J_g-K)

de Effective diameter for melt flow (cm)

dt Nozzle inner diameter (cm)

also Instrument string outer diameter (cm)

f(_o) Function indicating variation of heat flux as function of angle, _ (dimensionless)

f! Fanning friction factor (dimensionless)

g Acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)

h Heat transfer coefficient iW/m2K)

h Height of debris in lower head (m)

hc_ Heat transfer coefficient through the outer half of the pressure vessel (W/m2K)

hconv Component of the heat transfer coefficient on the outer surface of the vessel due to
natural convection (W/m2K)

hc,ua Heat transfer coefficient through the crust (W/m2K)

h_ Heat transfer coefficient due to jet impingement (W/m2K)

h_ Convective heat transfer coefficient from the molten pool to the lower crust (W/mZK)

hp,,r Heat transfer coefficient for film boiling and radiation from the crust to the coolant
(W/m2K)

hfs Coolant latent heat of vaporization (J/kg)
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hm Coolant enthalpy at the inlet (J/kg)

h/,u Debris to structure gap heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)

ho_ Coolant enthalpy at the exit (J/kg)

hey Effective heat transfer coefficient for the pressure vessel (W/m2K)

heyo Heat transfer coefficient on the outside of the pressure vessel (W/m2K)

hrad Radioactive component of the heat transfer coefficient on the outside of the vessel
(W/m2K)

h_ Saturated liquid coolant enthalpy for a given pressure (J/kg)

h_ Heat transfer coefficient between tube wall and debris (W/m2K)

huc Convective heat transfer coefficient from the molten pool to the upper crust (W/m2K)

h_ Heat transfer coefficient between coolant and debris (W/m2K)

k Thermal conductivity;may be further designated by the subscript, crust for crust
material, d for debris material,f for liquid coolant, jet for impingingjet material,por for
porous material, s for nonporous material, or v for vessel material (W/mK)

lt Distance melt must travel through nozzle to outer vessel surface (m)

m Temperature-dependent constant used in Bailey-Norton creep equations
(dimensionless)

m Temperature-dependent material constant used in low temperature (<922 K) creep
strain relations (dimensionless)

Mass flow rate of impinging jet (kg/s)

r_ Coolant mass flow rate in Section 5, may be further designated by the subscript,crack,
for flow through a crack, in, for flow entering the vessel, out, for flow exiting the vessel,
and tot, for flow through all debris cracks

m d Debris mass (kg)

rosaa Mass of saturated coolant (kg)

n Exponent used in power law hardening relation (dimensionless)

n Number of cracks in a debris bed (m)
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p_ Reactor system pressure (MPa)

qn Heat flux from debris to vessel (W/m2)

q/i Film boiling heat flux (W/m2)

q n Combined film boiling and radiative heat flux up from the pool (W/m2)ks

q n _,a_ Film boiling heat flux to subcxmled coolant (W/m2)

q ii Heat flux for nominal case (W/mz)

q ii Radiative heat flux to coolant (W/mz)r

qrmso_ Heat that must be removed by coolant in the debris to vessel gap to obtain cooling
rates consistent with metallurgical examinations (W)

qs/nk Heat that must be removed by coolant flowing through the cracks to prevent vessel
failure (W)

q n Nucleate boiling heat flux to coolant (W/mz)NB

q I/ Natural convection heat flux (W/mz)NC

qm Volumetric heat generation rate (W/m3)

r Radial distance from the center of curvature of the vessel (m). In Hookes' Law
equations, it specifies the radial direction.

rh Horizontal distance from the vertical axis/centerline of the spherical head for use in
calculating x (m)

ri Inner vessel radius (m)

rj Mean radius of segment of vessel head (m)

rs Mean wall radius of vessel head (m)

ro Outer vessel radius (m)

t Time (s or h)

t_,_ Time required for jet to drain (s)
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t_ Gap thickness, (m)

tr Rupture time (s or h)
t

t_ Time required for melt to solidify while traveling through tube (s)

tv Vessel thickness (m)

u Radial displacement (m)

u d Debris internal energy; may be further designated by the subscript, I or 2, to denote an
initial or final state, respectively (J/kg)

ut Coolant internal energy; m,_ybe further designated by the subscript, 1 or 2, to denote
an initial or final state, respectively (J/kg)

vd Melt velocity (m/s, cm/s)

tp Angle between the vertical and point along the inner surface of the vessel in Appendix
C and Appendix E; may be modified with subscript o to define undeformed
configuration (radians)

x Fraction of the effective cross-section area covered by debris (dimensionless)

x Quality in the RCS (may be further designated by the subscript, 1 or 2 to denote an
initial or final state, respectively)

xp Melt penetration distance (cm)

zcrac, Effective height for a crack in the debris (m)

zd_,t, Effective height for a crack in the debris (m)

A Temperature-dependent constant used in Bailey-Norton creep equations
(dimensionless)

A Contact area; may be further designated by the subscript, dcrust for area between
bottom of molten pool and crust;pvi for area between molten pool and vessel inner
surface,pro for outer surface area of the vessel, td for area between tube and debris,
top for area between upper crust and coolant, ucrust for area between top of molten
pool and crust, or wd for area between coolant and debris (m2)

Aa_ t Surface area in a crack (mz)

Aao_ Surface area of debris facing vessel (m2)
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A/Imv _-sectional flow area (m2)

C1 Structuralcapacity (N)

D Creep damage based on time to rupture (dimensionless)

De Effective diameter for a crack in the debris (m)

D/m Jet diameter (m)

E Young's modulus (MPa)

Fd Deadweight load (N)

Fp Pressure load (N)

Fsoma Total force on weld (N)

Fo Fourier number (dimensionless)

Gr Grashof number (may be further designated with the subscript, y, to dt:signate that it be
evaluated at the bulk coolant temperature) (dimensionless)

Jl F'wststress invariant (MPa)

K Entrance loss coefficient (dimensionless)

L Latent heat of fusion; may be further designated by the subscript, d in Section 3 for
debris or the subscript, crust in Appendix C for debris crust (J/kg)

L_sar Characteristic length (m)

Lj Applied load (N)

LMP Larson-Miller parameter (dimemionless)

M Mass; may be further designated by the subscript,p for pool material or v for pressure
vessel material (kg)

Mc Coolant mass in the RCS (may be further designated by the subscript, I or 2 to denote
an initial or final state, respectively) (kg)

Ma Debris mass in hard layer (may be further designated by the subscript, I or 2 to denote
an initial or final state, respectively) (kg)

M,_ot Total debris mass in the vessel (kg)
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MF Margin to failure (dimensionless percentage)

Nu Nusselt number; may be further designated by the subscript,stag to indicate value for
stagnation region (dimensionless)

P Pressure;may be further designated by the subscript,init to indicate initial value or max
to indicate maximum value (MPa, Pa)

P,,u_ Crust porosity (dimensionless)

Pe Peclet number (dimensionless)

Pr Prandtl number (may be further designated with the subscript,f, to indicate that it be
evaluated at the bulk coolant temperature, or w, to indicate that it be evaluated at the
debris surface temperature) (dimensionless)

PRcs RCS pressure (MPa)

Qdecay Debris decay heat (W)

Qhs Volumetric internal heat generation within a molten pool (W/m2)

Ra Rayleigh number (dimensionless)

Re Reynolds number; may be further designated with the subscript, f, to indicate that it is
evaluated at the bulk coolant temperature (dimensionless)

Rc,u_ Radius of crust on upper surface of debris bed in lower head (m)

Rm Length parameter for estimating convective heat transfer in a molten pool in Appendix
C (m)

R_, Radius of curvature for the deformed surface (m).

R_ Radius of curvature for the undeformed surface (m).

Ss Modulus of principal stresses (MPa)

Su Ultimate strength at temperature (MPa)

Sy Yield strength (MPa)

T Temperature for Larson-Miller parameter calculation ('R)

Ta Containment ambient temperature (K)
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T_a_ Bulk coolant temperature (K)

Tc Coolant temperature (K)

Td Debris temperature (K)

T_, Initial debris temperature (K)

T_ Initial coolant temperature (K)

T/,, Coolant inlet temperature (K)

T/a Inside shell surface temperature (K)

T/_ Interface temperature between the coolant and the crust upper surface (K)

Tja Jet temperature (K)

T,ap Debris melting temperature (K)

Tmp_, Melting temperature of material within pool (K)

To_a Coolant exit temperature (K)

Tout Outside shell surface temperature (K)

Tp Temperature within molten pool (K)

T_ Peak temperature for hot spot temperature definitions (K)

T_ Coolant saturation temperature (K)

T_ Subcx_led coolant temperature (K)

T=q, Superheated coolant temperature (K)

Tt In-vessel tube temperature (K)

Ta_v Ex-vessel tube temperature (K)

T_mface Tube temperature at vessel/tube interface (K)

TRcs Reactor coolant system temperature (K)

Tv Vessel temperature (K)

T._a Melt cup wall temperature (K)
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. U Overall heat transfercoefficient; may be further designated by the subscript down to
indicate transfer from the pool downward to the vessel, up to indicated transfer from
the pool upwardto the coolant, or out to indicate transfer from the vessel to the
surroundings (W/mZK)

V Volume; may be further designated by the subscript,dcmst to indicate volume of crust
on lower pool surface ucmst to indicate volume of curst on upper pool surface (m3)

V_ Reactor coolant system volume (may be further designated by the subscript, I or 2 to
denote an initial or final state, respectively) (ms)

X, Solid fraction (dimensionless)

a Thermal expansion coefficient (Kq)

Thermal diffusivity;may be further designated by the subscript p for pool material, d
for melt; or v for vessel material (m2/s)

_! Shape factor (dimensionless)

err Vessel thermal diffmivity (m2/s)

p Shell rotation relative to its original configuration (radians)

p Thermal expansion coefficient (may be further designated with the subscript, f, to
designate that it be evaluated at the bulk coolant temperature) (Kq)

lip Coefficient of thermal expansion of melt in a molten pool (K"1)

Pc Coefficient of thermal expansion for coolant (K"1)

y Material rotation from normal to the deformed middle surface (radians)

._/ dy/de (radiam)

Ati Time increment used in creep damage calculations (h)

Atv Incremental width of a vessel segment (m)

At Time step;may'_:further designated by the subscript, creep to indicate that step was
selected baaed _,_poncreep strain rates, press to indicate time steptonext time at which
a pressure stt .e is defined, or temp to indicate time step to next time at which a
temperature distribution is defined (seconds)
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AT Temperature increment; may be further designated by the subscript,p to indicate
amount that pool temperature is incremented or v to indicate amount that vessel
temperature is incremented (K)

hz Mesh size (m)

6 Crust thickness; may be further designated by the subscript dcrmt to indicate lower
crust thickness or ucrmt to indicate upper crust thickness (m)

• Strain;maybe modified with the subscriptsy, plcr, T, av, m, q_ O, and r to define yield,
plastic, creep, thermal, average, at the middle surface, and/or strain component
directions (dimensionless)

Effective, or equivalent, strain; maybe modified with the subscript cr to define effective
creep strain (m/m).

ec,u_ Crust emissivity (dimensionless)

eva Vessel emissivity (dimensionless)

C Distance between shell material and midplane, measured normal to the middle surface,
between -t/2 and +t/2 (m)

1.c Melt solidification constant (dimensionless)

tt Temperature-dependent material constant used in low temperature (<922 K) creep
strain relations (dimensionless)

tt Viscosity; may be further designated by the subscriptg for coolant vapor, jet for molten
jet material, p for pool material,f for the bulk coolant temperature (Pa-s)

v Poisson's ratio (dimensionless)

vp Melt kinematic viscosity in a molten pool (m2/s)

Parametric variable used to define the shell model meridian, 0 < _ < 1, _2 = r/b
(dimensionless)

p Density; may be further designated by the subscript crust, to indicate crust density, d to
indicate melt density, f to indicate liquid coolant density, g to indicate vapor coolant

density,p to indicate pool material density, sats to indicate density for saturated vapor
phase of coolant, sat t to indicate density for saturated liquid phase of coolant, sub to
indicate subcooled coolant density, or sup to indicate superheated coolant density (kg/m3)
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o Stress; may be modified with the subscriptsy, O,O,r or 1,2,3 tO define yield, or stress
component directions or principalstresses (MPa)

i_ Effective or equivalent stress (MPa). Note: Mises effective stress (ovm) is defined
separately

oc Crust thickness (cm)

of Surface tension for liquid coolant (N/m)

om Temperature-dependent material constant used in low temperature (<922 K) creep
strain relations (dimensionless)

o_, Stefan Boltzmann constant (5.672 x 10"s W/m2K4)

Ovm Mises effective stress (MPa)

Characteristic time used in creep strain relationship (hours)

uI Saturated liquid specific volume (may be further designated by the subscript, I or 2 to

denote an initial or final state, respectively) (m3/kg)

us Saturated vapor specific volume (may be further designated by the subscript, 1 or 2 to
denote an initial or final state, respectively) (m3/kg)

_p/ dc#[d_,in Appendix E (radians)
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FOREWORD

The contents of this report were developed as part of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Vessel
Investigation Project. This project is jointly sponsored by eleven countries under the auspices of
the Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
The twelve sponsoring organizations are:

* The Centre d'Etudes d'Energie Nucl6aires of Belgium,
* The S_iteilyturvakeskus of Finland,
* The Institute de Protection et de Sfiret6 Nucl6aire

of the Commissariat _ rEnergie Atomique of France,
* The Gesellschaft fiir Reaktorsicherheit mbH of Germany,
* The Comitato Nazionale per La Ricerca e per Lo Sviluppo Dell'

Energia Nucleare e Delle Energie Alternative of Italy,
* The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
* The Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear of Spain,
* The Statens K_irnkraftinspektion of Sweden,
* The Office F6d6ral de rEnergie of Switzerland,
* AEA Technology of the United Kingdom,
* .The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and
* The Electric Power Research Institute.

The primary objectives of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) are to promote cooperation
between its Member governments on the safety and regulatory aspects of nuclear development,
and on assessing the future role of nuclear energy as a contributor to economic progress.

This is achieved by:

- encouraging harmonisation of governments' regulatory policies and practices in the
nuclear field, with particular reference to the safety of nuclear installations, protection
of man against ionising radiation and preservation of the environment, radioactive waste
management, and nuclear third party liability and insurance;

- keeping under review the technical and economic characteristics of nuclear power
growth and of the nuclear fuel cycle, and assessing demahd and supply for the different
phases of the nuclear fuel cycle and the potential future contribution of nuclear power
to overall energy demand;

- developing exchanges of scientific and technical information on nuclear energy,
particularly through participation in common services;

- setting up international research and development programmes and undertakings jointly
organized and operated by OECD countries.

In these and related tasks, NEA works in close collaboration with the International

Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, with which it has concluded a Cooperation Agreement, as well
as with other international organizations in the nuclear field.
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Calculations to Estimate the
Margin to Failure in the TMI-2 Vessel

1. INTRODUCTION

1.10b|ective

This report describesthe calculations performed to estimate the margin to failure (MF) of
the Three Mile Island Unit-2 (TMI-2) pressure vessel lower head. Scoping calculations were
performed to quantify the margin to failure of several mechanisms that might have caused failure
of the lower head. These mechanisms include tube ejection, tube rupture, and localized or global
vessel failure. Several models, using closed-form analyticalor simplified numerical solution
techniques, were u_ed to determine the thermal and mechanical response of the lower head to
the molten core material that relocated from the core to the lower plenum. Although it is
recognized that the uncertainty in many input parameters for these calculations is large, an
attempt was made to estimate the margin to failure for each failure mechanism, and results were
compared to determine which mechanism had the smallest margin to failure.

Rather than obtaining a definitive answer related to the margin to failure that existed in the
vessel during the TMI-2 accident, results from these calculations illustrate uncertainties in the
ability of current models to predict debris behavior and vessel response during a severe accident.
As will be discussed within this report, thermal response calculation results indicate that debris
cooling occurred that was not evident from companion sample examinations and that is not
currently considered in severe accident analysis models. Furthermore, the large uncertainty in
methods for predicting vessel failure precluded an accurate assessment of the margin to failure
during the TMI-2 event. Little, if any, validation has been performed on methods used to predict
melt/water interaction, molten pool behavior, cooling in debris that solidifies after relocation, and
structural creep failure in a severe accident. Therefore, analysis results should only be viewed as
providing insight into areas, such'as assessing what failure mechanisms were plausible during the
TMI-2 event, quantifying the failure mode with the smallest margin during the TMI-2 event, and
emphasizing areas where additional research is needed in severe accident analysis.

1.2 Methodology

Failure of the TMI-2 pressure vessel lower head due to relocation of approximately
19 tonnes of debris to the lower hehd could have resulted from one of several mechanisms.

These failure mechanisms include tube ejection, tube rupture, localized vessel failure, and global
vessel failure. Scoping calculations for each mechanism were performed to determine for which
mechanism there existed the smallest margin to failure. Figure 1-1 presents a flow diagramof the
scoping calculations performed to accomplish this task. Scoping calculations for failure
mechanisms are shown in bold ellipses in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1. Flow diagram of scoping calculations.



The margin to failure for each of the mechanisms was quantified on the basis of both
ultimate strength and creep effects. Failure of a nozzle or the vessel by exceeding the ultimate
strength of the material reflects the instantaneous response of the material to temperature/load
combinations over a given time period. Failure by creep reflects the cumulative damage of the
temperature/load over the entire time period. Creep failure occurs at or before an ultimate-
strength failure; thus, creep produces the lowest margin to failure.

As shown in Figure 1-1, several preliminarycalculations provide input to the failure analyses.
These calculations modeled melt penetration, jet impingement, and the thermal response of the
vessel and vessel components. Melt penetration calculations were completed to determine if melt
that penetrated into the instrument tubes traveled beyond the vessel lower head. Results
provided a basis for determining the effective tube temperature to be used for a tube rupture
analysis. Jet impingement calculations were used to determine if the thermal load from a
coherent jet would cause the hot spot temperatures observed in Vessel Investigation Project
(VIP) metallurgical examinations. This information was used in global vessel thermal response
calculations. The vessel temperature distribution information was used in the weld failure analysis
and the localized and global vessel failure analyses. Because the weld between the instrument
tube nozzle and the vessel must fail prior to tube ejection occurring, results from a weld failure
analysis determine the need for a tube ejection analysis.

As indicated in Figure 1-1, these calculations rely upon three major sources of VIP
examination data: nozzle examination data for characterizingmelt composition and penetration
distances within instrument tubes; companion sample examination data for characterizingdebris
properties, such as decay heat and material composition; and reactor vessel steel, "boatsample,"
examination data for characterizing peak vessel temperatures, duration of peak temperatures, and
vessel cooling rate. As will be illustrated by results within this report, calculation results indicate
that some of the companion sample data were inconsistent with boat sample examination cooling
rates (namely that the debris underwent a slow cooling). When results based upon companion
sample data indicated that vessel failure would occur, irrespective of which failure criterion was
selected, it was postulated that cooling, not indicated by companion sample data, needed to be
modeled. Hence, calculations were performed to quantify the magnitude of this cooling and the
debris configuration required to support ,his cooling. Calculations were also performed to verify
the existence of this cooling based upon plant thermal-hydraulic parameters.

Many of the models used in the scoping calculations are extensions of models developed
and/or applied under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-sponsored Lower Head
Failure Analysis Program.1 These models were modified according to the geometry of the TMI-2
vessel and operating conditions during the accident.

1.3 Report Content

Many of the parametersusedin thesecalculationsdependupon tke manner,quantity,and
timing of debris relocation to the lower head. Plant data available to quantify details related to
accident progression are summarized in Section 2. In addition, Section 2 presents several possible
scenarios for the manner in which molten debris relocated to the lower head. Sections 3 and 4

describe initial scoping calculations that were performed based upon VIP examination data.
Section 3 describe_ results from thermal analyses that provide input to the failure analyses.
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Failure analyses and margin-to-failureestimates for each failure mechanism are documented in
Section 4. Results from these initial scoping calculations illustrate uncertainties in the ability of
current models to predict debris behavior and vessel response during a severe accident. Two
areas of uncertainty, the amount of cooling that occurred within the debris after relocation and
the criterion used for predicting vessel failure, were invest/gated in more detail. Section 5
summarizes results from these additional scoping calculations. Conclusions from these calculations
are discussed in Section 6.

1.4 Reference

1. J.L. Rempe et. al., Light Water Reactor Lower Head Failure Analysis, NUREG/CR-5642,
EGG-2618, October 1993.
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2. TMI.2 ACCIDENT DATA AND RELOCATION
SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

Prior to performing the marl0n-to-failureanalyses,it was necessaryto have a clear
understandingof the informationavailablefor reconstructingthe TMI-2event. To assistin this
understanding,plantinstrumentationdata,previousexaminationdataand TMI-2Vessel
InvestigationProgram(VIP) clauswere reviewed,withassociatedanalysesof these data. Results
fromthisreviewand a descriptionof possiblerelocationscenariosbasedupon current
understandingof these dataare providedin thissection.

2.1 Measured Plant Data and Examination Data

Data from online instmmenustionand the subsequentanalysisof these datamisted in
identifyingthe possiblesequence of events that took placewithinthe reactorvessel duringthe
accident. Instrumentationinformationwas used to set inputparametersin the thermalanalyses
andscopingcalculations. Most datadiscussedin thissection wereused in margin-to-failure
calculations. In some cases, additionaldatahavebeen includedfor completeness.

2.1.1 InstrtmlefltatlmlDatls

Online instrumentation recordedreactorcoolantsystem(RCS) pressure,coolant
temperatures,sourcerange monitor(SRM) countrate,and self-poweredneutrondetector
(SPND) responseduringthe TMI-2accident. Figure2-1 showsthe RCS pressure,withsignificant
events overlaidup to the time when a majorrelocationwas postulatedto occur.1 Figure2-2
shows the pressurefromreactorscramto 17 hours.2 The pressurizerblockvalvewas repeatedly
cycledbetween6 and 8 hours,in an attemptto establishRCS flow (see Figure2-2). Figure2-3
showscold leg temperaturesfrom0 to 17 hours. Figure2-4 showsthe cold leg temperatures
between 220 and 230 minutes.

2.1.2 SRM Data and Analysle

Source range monitors provided the only time-dependentdatato estimatecore liquidlevels
andchanges in core geometry. Figure2-S showsthe sourcerangecountrate duringthe accident
withreactionsto significanteventshighlighted.The datawere interpretedusingneutronic
analysisand assumptionsof the core configurationandcoolant distributionin the core and
downcomer.2 Initialcore uncoveryoccurredbetween 114to 120minutes. At 140 minutes,the
coolant level was estimatedto be at midcore. By 165 minutes,coolantcoveredapproximately1.0
m of the core. The core wascompletelycoveredwithwaterafteremergencycoolingwas injected
at 200 minutes. The relocationof 10 to 19 tonnes of molten fuel is substantiatedby the sharp
increase in the count ratebetween 224 and 226 minutes. Based on analysisof the count rate,
moltenfuel continuedto drainonto the uppercontrolsupportassemblyafterthe majorrelocation
at 224 minutes,althoughin muchsmalleramounts.
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2.1.3 $PND Data

SPND data provided information relative to core heatup. The sourcesof SPND data
included the alarmsystemdata,whichindicateda departurefrom the normaloperatingrange for
anyof the 364 SPNDs,anda stripchartrecordermonitoringoutputfrom 18 SPNDs. Figure2-6
showsthe elevationsof SPND levelswithinthe core. Correlationof SPND responsewith local
temperaturesby experimentalanalysishasproducedtwomajorconclusions.3 First, local
temperatur_ can bcdeducedonlywhena signalchangespolarity. Second,two threshold
temperatures,850 K and1,350K, canbe identified. In experimentalanalysis,SPNDsgenerated
negativesignalswhentheyreached850 K andpositivesignalsat 1,350IL At temperatures
around1,350K, rapidoxidationof fuel rod claddingwouldincreasethe fuel rod temperatures
enoughto melt thecladdingandeventuallythe UO2 pellets.

SPND data indicatedthattemperaturesof 850 K were reachedwithin thecore at
135 minutes. At 150 minutes,level6 SPNDsin the upperregionof thecore indicated
temperaturesof 1,350K. At 167minutes,approximately33% of the SPNDsat the lower
elevations,as low aslevel 2, alarmed. Alongthe peripheryof the core, SPND measurements
indicatedtemperaturesreached1,350K by 180 minutes.At 224 minutes,SPNDsat almostall
levelsat corelocationsE?, F7, F8, G6, O9, HS, andM9 indicatedtemperaturesof 1,350IL
SimultaneousSPND alarmsat all levelsin eachof the core locationssuggesta commondamage
pointto the instrumentation,whichmay haveoccurredin the lowerplenum. Molten debris
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Figure 2-6. Elevationsof SPND levels within the core.

flowing across the lower plenum may have heated the SPND leadwires inside the instrument
tubes to temperatures high enough to generate thermoelectric currents which would set off the
SPND alarms.3 The timing sequence of level 1 SPND alarms in the vessel between 224 and 226
minutes is mapped in Figure 2-7. The first level 1 alarms occurred at locations P6 and R7 in the
southeast quadrantof the vessel. Subsequent alarms moved toward the core center. Level 1

SPND alarms at core locations E9 and H9 alarmed positive between 228 and 232 minutes, along
with alarms at higher levels at various core positions. These alarms indicated temperatures of
1,350 K existed either within the core, or in the lower plenum if the leadwires were damaged.
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2.1.4 Core Conflguratlon

The end-state core configuration has been estimated based on the results of core boring
operations along with visual inspection of the vessel. 1 Figure 2-8 shows the postulated end-state
configuration of the reactor vessel and the core. The end-state configuration was represented by
four distinct regions. A void cavity, representing approximately 26% of the original core volume,
existed in the upper core region and extended to the core periphery. A loose core debris bed
below the void cavity rested on top of a solid crust located at midcore. The upper debris bed was

composed of fuel pieces, cladding fragments, and previously molten ceramic and metallic material.

The crust encased a region of previously molten core material, part of which surrounded partially
intact fuel rods, in the lower half of the core. The fourth region consisted of fuel rod stubs in the

bottom of the core, which extended upwards to the previously molten region.

2.1.5 Lower Head Debris

Video inspection and wire probing of the lower head allowed contour maps to be
constructed of the debris resting on the lower head.4 The material on the lower head consisted of
a hard layer covered by a bed of loose debris. The distribution of the material on the lower head
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was neither uniform nor symmetric. The particles composing the loose debris bed varied in size
from granules to large rocks. The largerpieces were concentrated toward the periphery,
especially in the northeast and southwest quadrants. The granular particles were located towards
the center of the core. Results from wire probing examinations were used to obtain the
topographical map of the hard layer of debris shown in Figure 2-9. Note that the contour lines
shown in Figure 2-9 represent the depth of the hard debris, i.e., the difference between the "hard
stop" for the probe tests and the bowl-shaped lower head, rather than the surface contour of the
hard layer. As shown in Figure 2-9, the height of the hard layer varied between 0.0 to 0.45 m,
and was highest at core locations H8, H9, K8, and K9.4

Results from probing 17 of the 52 incore instrumentation tubes indicated that all but one of
the tubes were plugged to the extent that a wire would not penetrate into the vessel from the
incore seal table. This indicates either the collapse of the probe channel in the instrument string
from the pressure gradient, or the presence of melt in the probe channel. Molten debris in the
probe channel of the instrument string, see Figure A-43, would not pose a serious safety threat,
since it would have to melt through both the instrument string and the instrument tube wail.
Penetration into the vessel was achieved at core location Lll, and the vessel was gamma-scanned.
Results showed increased levels of activity as the probe was retracted from the vessel, suggesting
that a layer of fuel-depleted materialexisted next to the vessel surface. Probes at core locations
M7 and G2 came within 0.3 m of penetrating the vessel wall.

Reformed thermocouple junctions embedded in the debris on the lower head indicate that
temperatures exceeding 1,000 K existed within the debris bed for three days following the
accident,s Thermocouple lead wires located in the instrument string of the instrumentation
nozzles were melted by the high temperatures of the molten debris, and later reformed new
junctions.

2.1.6 TMI-2 Lower Head Video Inspection

Videotaping of the lower head during defueling efforts presented an opportunity to view the
damage to the lower head internals, and assisted in postulating relocation scenarios and theories
of debris cooling. Ablated nozzles, guide tubes, and the flow distributor plate were videoed.
Hard as well as loose debris, rangingfrom fine silt to large chunks, could be seen. Several surface
cracks and crevices were shown, as well as gaps between the nozzles and the debris surrounding
the nozzles. With the debris cleared from the lower head, the cladding tear near the nozzle could
be seen, as well as the indentations made by the crust impact tool that fractured the layer of hard
debris in order to remove it from the vessel.

2.2 TMI-2 VlP Data

2.2.1 Lower Head Temperatures

Hardness and metallurgical examinations were performed on 15 triangular-shaped steel
samples, referred to as boat samples, removed from the lower head of the TMI-2 pressure vessel.6
These examinations identified a hot spot on the lower head of the pressure vessel. Hardness
measurements indicate that the material exceeded the ferrite-to-austenite transformation

temperature but didn't provide conclusive peak temperature estimates. Eleven of the TMI-2
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"hardstop" fromprobetests andthe bowl-shapedlowerhead.)

samplesdidnot exceed 1,000K duringthe accident. These sampleswere removedfromcore
locationsD10, Ell, FS,H4, H5, H8, KT,K13,L9, M9, andMll. Hardnessmeasurements
indicatesamplesfromlocationsE6, Eli,F10, andG8 were exposedto highertemperatures.
Boundson the thermalloadingof the foursamplesweredeterminedthroughmetallurgical
comparisonwith heat-treatedarchivedsamplesfroma similarreactorvessel. Samplesfromcore
locationsF10 and G8 experience! temperaturesin the rangeof 1,313to 1,333K for 30 minutes.
Samplesat locationsE6 and Eli experiencedtemperaturesrangingfrom 1,348to 1,373K for 30
minutes. The temperatures50 mminside the vessel sqrfacewere estimatedto be 100 _+50 K
lowerthan estimat_ peak temperatures. Examinationsindicatethat the vessel materialcooled
throughthe transitiontemperatureat rates of 10-100 K/minat times between 15 and 50 minutes
afterpeak hot spot temperaturesoccurred. Stainlesssteel claddingshowedno signsof melt,even
insidethe hot spot. Figure2-10 illustratesthe relativepositionand temperaturedistributionof
the hot spot on the lowerhead.
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Figure 2-10. Hot spotlocationon lowerhead.

2.2.2 Lower Heed Debris Properties

The debrison the lowerheadconsistedof a hard layer,from whichcompanionsampleswerel

cut, coveredby a bedof loosedebris. Samplesof the solidifiedmelt from the hard layer in
contactwith the lowerhead,termedcompanionsamples,were extractedfrom the vesselin order
to assessthe propertiesof the melt.7 Densitiesof ninecompanionsamplesrangedfrom %45to
9.40 g/cm3. Sampleswith the highestdensitywereextractedfrom thesoutheastquadrantof the
pressurevessel.PrcviouL_examinationss indicatedthat the loosedebrisvariedin densityfrom 6.57
to 8.25 g/cm3. Differencesin densitywere attributedto variationsin the porosityof the melt.
Porositiesof 16companionsamplesrangedfrom 5 to 41%, averaging18 --- 11%.

The loosedebrisandcompanionsamplesfrom the hard layerdifferedslightlyin composition.
Loosedebrishad an averageuraniumcontentof 65 wt%, while companionsamplescontained
about70 wt% uranium. Both had similaramountsof zirconium. The loosedebrishad slightly
higherconcentrationsof structuralmaterialsthan the companionsamples.The relative
compositionof thecompanionsampleswasdeterminedto bc 78 wt% UOz and 17 wt% ZrO2.
The remaining3% representsstainlesssteelandInconelconstituentsthat were probablymelted
duringrelocation.Metallic melt wasfoundonlyin samplesfrom the southwestquadrantof the
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vessel. Peak temperatures of material within the companion samples, which would have occurred
prior to when the molten debris flowed from the core to the lower head, were estimated to have
ranged from 2,873 to 3,123 K.

Evidence supports the assumption that metallic material may have existed on the lower head
prior to the relocation of the molten (U, Zr)O2. Control assembly material has been found on the
surface of nozzle H8 for heights up to 12.0 to 17.0 cm, measured from the base of the nozzle.9

2.2.3 Melt Decay Heat

Decay heat calculations were performed to determine the amount of available heat within
the bed of molten fuel in the lower head at 224 minutes and at 600 minutes after reactor scram.7

The decay heat at 224 minutes after scramwas found to be 0.18 W/g of uranium and 0.14 W/g of
uranium at 600 minutes. Convening the data using the calculated average melt composition of
the hard layer (70 .wt% U, 13.75 wt% Zr, and 13 wt% O), .the decay heat at 224 minutes was
0.13 W/g of melt and at 600 minutes was 0.096 W/g of melt. The accuracyof the reported decay
heat values is estimated at _ 20%. Companion sample examinations7 also indicated the presence
of secondary phases of (Zr,U)Oz with Fe and Cr around pores and in the matrixmaterial. The
formation of these phases requires a long cooldown period (between 3 and 72 hours), rather than
a rapid quench:

2.2.4 Nozzle Ablation

Fourteen nozzles were cut from the lower head Ofthe pressure vessel for examination.1°
These nozzles were _t core locations DI0, ET, Ell, G5, H5, H8, H9, Kll, K12, L6, Lll, M9,
M10, and R7. The initial length of all nozzles was 30.5 cm. Those nozzles removed from the
vessel that were not ablated during the accident included Ell, H9, Kll, K12, L6, Lll, and RT.
Several of the nozzles, which were within the hot spot, were severely ablated. These nozzles
!nclude E9, FT, F8, O6, and O9. The stubs remaining in the vessel at these locations were
estimated to be 1.3 to 2.5 cm tall? The ablated heights of the other nozzles removed from the
vessel were: H5-14.6 cm, D10--29.2 cm, H8-12.1 cm, M10-10.2 to 12.7 cm, M9-27.9 cm,
E7-5.1 cm, and G5-10.2 cm. The height of nozzles that were not cut were not measured.
Figure 2-11 shows the relative heights of the nozzles and their positioning within the lower head.

2.2.5 Composition of Melt Attached to Nozzles

Solidified debris in contact with the inside and outside of nozzles D10, Ell, H5, H8, L6, and
M9 was examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques.9 The results are shown
in Table 2-1. The elevations are referenced from the base of each nozzle. Table 2-2 presents
results of SEM examinations on debris shards attached to the outside of nozzles E7, G5, M10,
and R7.b The exact elevations of the measurements are unknown. However, most of the debris
shards were removed from the top of each nozzle. No element's percentages were computed.

a. Personalcommunicationwith NomanCole, MPRAssociates,Inc.,Washington,D.C., October1992.

b. Unpublishedresearch results of Brian K. Schuetz, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory,EG&G
Idaho,Inc.,Idaho Falls, Idaho.
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T_e 2-1. Composition of debris in contact with nozzles?

Composition, wt%b
Nozzle/l.x_tion c U Zr ,,, Fe Ni Cr , Ag Cd , Al,,

M9 @ 279 mm inside

matrix 29 8 6 5 43 - - 7
matrix 55 12 5 2 15 - - 9

particle 58 19 8 11 3 - - -
[uel mass 88 9 1 1 1 - - -
fuel mass 83 15 1 - 1 , - - -
fuel mass 55 12 5 15 2 - - 9

L6 @ 283 mm inside

shard 100 .......
solidified mass 83-87 11-13 2 - 1 - - -

grain boundary 41 19 17 - 14 - - 8
solidified mass 17 54 9 1 11 - - _9
solidified mass 74 27 ......

H5 @ 140 mm inside

ceramic area 25-30 13-15 1-3 1 51-57 - - -
ceramic area 82 12 1 3 1 - - -

ceramic aread (35-40) (12-16) - (40-55) ....
ceramic area 13-30 8-12 7-22 2-10 40-77 - - -
ceramic area 28 15 33 11 13 - - -

H8 @ 120 mm inside

particulate area 60 30 4 3 1 - - -

D10 @ 280 mm inside

particle 65 23 4 3 5 - - -
particle 63 12 5 15 6 - - -

D10 @ 158 mm imbedded in nozzle

particle 68 23 4 2 2 - - -
particle 77 20 1 1 1 - - -
particle 91 8 - 1 - - -
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Table 2-1. (continued).

Composition, wt%b
Nozzle__ion c U Zr _ Ni Cr Ag CA AI
I

D10 @ 82 mm outside

pa'rticle 14 62 8 6 2 7 - -
particle 81 16 2 1 ....
particle 75 16 6 2 2 - - -
particle 10 77 6 5 1 - - -
particle 22 78 ......

I

D10 @ 69 mm outside

imbedded particle 82 12 1 3 1 - - -

El I @ 280 mm inside

large shard 83 14 I - I - - -
small shard 83 14 2 - 1 - - -
matrix 34 53 8 3 3 - - -
matrix 47 44 6 2 1 - - -
matrix 66 27 4 2 1 - - -
matrix 87 10 1 - 1 - - -
surface fold outside 74 10 2 6 2 - - 6

Ell @ 274 mm inside

inside nozzle -9 --85 4 2 1 - • -
inside nozzle 27 71 1 1 ....
agglomerates 62 16 19 3 ....

Ell @ 90 mm outside

outer scale 20 20 57 2 1 - - -

a. Normalizedto -100% metal:oxygennot considered.

b. Estimatedaccuracyis ± 5%.

c. Location from the baseof each nozzle.

d. Parenthesesidentifyestimatedvalues forportionof analyzedarea.
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Table 2.a. Melt constituents on nozzle surfaces.
.......................................................... ,f j

E7 Zr.U.Ag.Cd.Fe-Cr.Mn
Zr-Ni-Al-Cr.Nb-Co-Ag-ln-Fe-Cr-Mn
Zr-Fe-Cr-Mn-Ni

Zr-Nb-Ni-Cr-Fe-Mn-Mg-AI-Ag-Cd

G5 Ni-Al-Si-Co

Zr-U-Cr-A8

MI0 Fe-Cr-Mn-U-Zr-Nb-AJ-Ag-Co-Mg
Ar-Ni-Fe-Cr-Ag-ln
Zr-Fe-Cr-Mn-Ni-AI

R7 U-Cr-Ni-AI-Nb-In-Te-Sb-Mg-Sn-Zr-Ce-Sr
U-Zr-Fe-Cr-Mn-Ni-Al-ln-Cd

ii ii i iiii i i i ii i ,llllf iii i iiii iiiii

2.2.6 Melt Flow Through Nozzles

The distancemoltendebrispenetratedthenozzleswhichwere removedfrom thevesselwas
determined from observation, gamma scanning, and wire probe testing.9,c Several nozzles had
been severely melted to within 1.3 to 2.5 cm of the vessel, d These nozzles included Eg, F7, FS,
(36, and G9. It is not known if melt was present in the stubs of these nozzles. After cutting the
nozzle at core Io_ation Kll, what appeared to be resolidified fuel was discovered filling the
annulus at the top of the stub remaining in the vessel.

The debris penetration elevations from gamma scans for nozzles DI0, Ell, H5, H8, L6, and
M9 are presented in Table 2-3. The penetration elevation was measured from the base of each
nozzle. Gamma scans were also performed on nozzles E7, G5, H9, K11, K12, Lll, M10, and R7.
However, penetration elevations were not estimated for these nozzles because SEM examinations,
which would verify the results of the gamma scans, could not be performed due to shutdown of
the radiation containment facilities at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory where the work
was to be performed.

Wire probe' tests were conducted on eight of the nozzle sections removed from the pressure
vessel,c The results are presented in Table 2-4. This method identified nozzles with completely
blocked coolant passages. Results that indicate no blockage do not imply the absence of melt.
Rather, these results indicate that a wire probe was able to penetrate the annulus the length of
the nozzle, even though melt may have been present inside the nozzle, and partially blocked the
coolant passage.

c. Personalcommunicationwith BrianK. Schuetz,IdahoNationalEngineeringLaboratory,EG&O Idaho,
Inc.,IdahoFalls, Idaho,June 29, 1992.

d. PersonalcommunicationwithNoman Cole, MPAAssociates,Inc.,Washington,D.C.,October 1992.
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Table24. Meltpenetrationelevation'(cm).

Nozzle ..............Gamma scan

D 10 5.5 max, 18.4 min
Ell 20.4
H5 8.9 max,11.7 min
H8 < 6.4
1.6 7.5
M9 24.1

i ill[ i] i illil [ll i iii i II ill

a. Elevation referencedfromthe bate of each nozzle.

Table 2.4. Wire probetest results.

Nozzle Prpbe Results,,,

E7 No blockage

G5 Nozzle completely filled with melt.

H9 No blockage

KI1 Complete blockage not encountered, narrowingof the interior noted

KI2 No blockages

L11 No blockages

M10 Complete blockage at 5.7 cm from the cut end. (The shape and depth appeared
to vary at this location.)

R7 No blockages
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2.2.7 NozzleTemperatures

Microhardnessmeasurementshavebeen completedon selected nozzles.9 These results,
whichare only qualitative,indicatetemperaturesless than 1,223K existednear the vessel, with
the exceptionof nozzle H8. Table2-5 presentsthe results. Lowhardnessvaluesthatwere not
associatedwithchromium-depletedareas indicatedhightemperatures. Analysisof the results
show thataveragetemperaturesat the base of nozzle D10 remainedbelow 1,223IL A solidified
304 stainlesssteel dropleton nozzle D10 indicateda possiblet, mperatureof 1,673K 13.3cm
above the bottomof the vessel. Similarhardnessvalues at the top and bottom of nozzle sample
Ell indicatedthat no significantaxialtemperaturegradientsexisted in the nozzle. The
temperatureof nozzle 1.6remainedbelow 1,273K 19.1cm fromthe vessel bottom. The surface
temperatureof nozzle H5 at a position10.2cm fromthe vessel bottom rangedfrom 1,223to
1,673IC Hardnessvaluesfor nozzle H8 suggestedthat the averagetemperatureof the nozzle
was 1,223K.

2.3 Relocation Scenario

This section providesa referencefor assumptionsand initialconditionsusedin
margin-to-failurecalculationsthatrequireinformationrelated to the mannerin whichmaterial
relocatedfromthe core to the lowerhead. As notedwithinthissection, datawerenot sufficient
to conclusivelydeterminehow materialrelocatedto the lowerplenum. Hence, severalscenarios
are postulated. As margin-to-failurecalculationswerecompleted,resultsindicatedthatcertain
assumptionsmade in some of these scenarioswere incorrect. In fact, as indicatedby results
documentedin thisreport,analysessuggestthatonlyScenarios2 and 4 (explainedbelow) were
not contradictedby margin-to-failurecalculationresults.

As discussedin Section 2.2,smallamountsof controlmaterialmayhave relocatedpriorto
224 minutes. However,mostceramicmaterialrelocatedfromthe core to the lowerhead 224 to
226 minutesafterreactorscram. The relocationwas completedin approximately100 seconds.
The relocationwassubstantiatedbya sharpincreasein pressureand by the increasein SRM
countrate (see Figures2-1 and2-5).

l"he relocationpath of moltendebristhroughcontrolsupportassembliesandperipheralfuel
assembliestook place primarilywithinthe southeastquadrantof the vessel. A largequantityof
materialexistedbetween the gridforgingand the flow distributorplate, as well as above the plate,
to the north,east, andsouth of core locationN12.1; Figure2-12 illustratesthe locationof these
core supportstructures. Resolidifiedmaterialthat flowedthroughthe distributorplate was
observedto the northwest,north,northeast,andeast of locationN12. Materialwas alsovisible
between the grid forgingand the instrumentsupportplate'atthe peripheryof the core. Thisdid
not appearto be a majorpathwayfor relocation,because no debriswas observedbelow the
instrumentsupportplate. Debrisfilledapproximately60.80% of the space between the grid
forgingand the instrumentsupportplate on the core peripheryat core location07. ;; Thiswas
the only locationwhere significantquantitiesof debrisexistedbetween the platesand may have
been a majorrelocationpathway. This fact cannotbe verifiedbecause no inspectionholes exist
at this location in the lower head and because no other inspection activitiescovered the region
below the flowdistributor plate.
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Table a4. Microhardn_ measurements.

........... , , , , r, i , , , H , ,,u ,,,,, =r, Ill, L ', , ,,,|", , HI

Elevation from Nozzle

Vessel (cm) _D_ _ _I_ _t_ _ M9

29.0 - 208:/:29 ....
28.3 .... 167--7 -
28.0 140±4 .....
27.4 - 137,-4 ....

26.6 136±3 .....
26.0 ..... 124±5'
15.8 124±2 .....
13.0 - - - 105±2' - -

9.0 - 190±9 ....
8.2 161±4 .....
7.7 .... 169±i3 -
6.9 168±10 .....

6.4 - - 133±4 - - -
3.8 ..... 202--28
2.5 - - - 198--8 - -
0.0 - - - 217±13 b - .

a. Cr-depletedmaterial.
b. Weldment.

Since there is a lack of conclusive evidence concerning the relocation of debris to the lower
head, four scenarios have been postulated to provide background for margin-to-failure
calculations.

Scenario 1

Molten debris _elocated through lower plenum structureswith some amount of jet breakup.
As debris flowed through the elliptical flow distributor plate, blockages forced the material toward
locations E6, El0, F6, and G10, where the vessel was estimated to have undergone a more severe
thermal transient.6 Debris relocated primarilyas a coherent jet from the core distributor plate to
the lower head, followed by dispersed particles and molten droplets which fell at a slower rate.
The debris formed an insulating crust upon contact with the vessel lower head and/or any
metallic material that may have previously relocated to the lower head. Any metallic material was
subsumed within the higher temperature molten debris. The increase in RCS pressure was due to
steam generated by the heat transferred from the molten debris to the water, which filled the
lower head.
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Reactorvessel

Figure 2-12. Lower head core support assembly.

Scenario2

Moltendebrisrelocateddownwardalongthe peripheryof the vessel with littlejet breakup.
The materialwas a two-phase"wetsand"(slurry-like)mixtureof liquidand soliddebrisby the
timeit reachedthe lowerhead.12 The two-phasemixtureformeda crustupon contactwith the
lowerheadand/oranymetallicmaterialthatmayhave previouslyrelocatedto the lowerhead. An
uppercrustof thismaterialwas continuouslyformingand breakingup as materialmovedacross
the surfaceof the lowerhead. This actionproducedthe loose debrisbed on the upper surfaceof
the debrisbed. Any metallicmaterialwas subsumedwithinthe highertemperaturemolten debris
near the lowerhead. In thisscenario,it is assumedthatthe largepressureincreasebeginningat
224 minuteswas not due to fuel/coolantinteractionsi_tween the jet of moltendebrisandthe
coolant in the lowerlhead. Instead,the pressureincreaseis attributedto fuel/coolantinteractions
withinthe core. 13

Scenario3

Multiplejets of debrisrelocated throughlowerplenumstructuresand into the coolantin the
lowerbead. Jet breakupresultedin the formationof a rubblebed on top of metallicdebris.
Voidingoccurredin the centralregionof the loose debrisbed,withrcmeltingof debrisin central
regionsfollcwing. Thisnewlymoltenmaterialsubsequentlyfloweddownwardandsubsumedany
metallicmaterialnear the lowerhead.

Scenario4

Moltendebrisrelocatedat one point at the peripheryof the core and outside throughthe
core barrelandbaffle plate. Somejet breakup,steamgeneration,and meltdroplet freezing
occurredas the debrisrelocatedthroughthe coolantin the lowerhead. Crustswere formedby
top coolingfromRCS coolant andbottomcoolingfromheat removalbythe vessel andany
metallicdebrison the lowerhead.
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3. SCOPING CALCULATIONS FOR MELT RELOCATION
AND THERMAL RESPONSE

As discussed in Section 1, several calculations provided input to the margin-to-failure
analyses. This section describescalculations performed to determine the distance melt penetrated
through the instrumentation nozzles of the TMI-2 pressure vessel, the potential for a jet of
molten debris to fragment as it travels through coolant, and the thermal response of the vessel
duringand after the relocation of molten debris to the lower head.

Figure 1-1 illustrates how results from calculations in this section are used in subsequent
failure analyses. For example, if results from melt penetration calculations indicate that molten
fuel will not relocate through a tube to locations below the lower head, the reactor coolant system
temperatures would be applied in subsequent tube rupture analyseswithout performing an ex-
vessel tube tempera_re analysis. If melt penetration calculations indicate molten fuel relocated
below the lower head, the ex-vessel tube temperature analysis would be performed, and results
from that study would be used as input for the tube rupture analyses. Time-dependent
temperature distributions from the vessel thermal analysis were used to evaluate the integrity of
the weld holding the lower head penetration tubes to the vessel and the potential for global and
_ocalized failures to occur in the vessel.

3.1 Study of Melt Penetration through TMI-2 Instrumentation Nozzles

The objective of this study was to determine the degree of melt ingress into the
instrumentation nozzles of the TMI-2 vessel lower head, specifically to determine if melt
contacted ex-vessel tube sections. This section provides a description of the instrumentation
nozzles extracted from the TMI-2 pressure vessel lower head based on examinations performed at
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL),
outlines the two analyticalmodels considered for calculating the melt penetration distance,
examines the calculational parameters for input to the models, and presents the results of
comparisons between model predictions and observed melt depths in the nozzles.

3.1.1 TMI.2 Instrumentation Nozzles

Fourteen in-core instrumentation nozzles were cut from inside the TMI-2 lower head

pressure vessel over a period of 4 days in February 1990.1 The nozzles were designated based on
their position in the lower head. The nozzles extracted were D10, E7, Ell, GS, H5, H8, H9,
Kll, K12, L6, Lll, M9, M10, and R7. Of the 14 nozzles cut, six of these were shipped to ANL
for examination, and the remaining eight were to be examined at the INEL. Figure 3-1 illustrates
the position of the nozzles in the lower head.

The eight nozzles received at the INEL were E7, GS, H9, Kll, K12, Lll, M10, and R7.
Each nozzle was visually examined. Radioactivity scans for cobalt-60 and cesium-137 were
performed on nozzles H9, Kll, K12, Lll, M10, and R7.2 Nozzles G5 and E7 were too short to

be scanned. Cutting locations for sectioning each nozzle were identified from the activity profiles.
Microphotography was used to view the microstructure and composition of melt attached to the
nozzles. However, very few photographs of transverse cuts that might indicate the presence and
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Figure 3-1, TMI-2 instrumentation nozzle map.

cross-sectional area of melt in the nozzle annuli were taken. Wire probe tests were performed on

the eight nozzles to determine the extent of blockage by debris within the nozzles (Table 2-4)?
Further work was discontinued due to a shutdown of the hot cells where the work was to be

performed.

The remaining nozzles, D10, Ell, H5, H8, L6, and M9, were examined at ANL. 3 The six
nozzles underwent visual examinations and activity scans for cobalt-60 and cesium-137.
Information derived from the activity scans determined locations for sectioning the nozzles for

SEM analysis. Microhardness measurements were also taken at various positions along the length
of each nozzle. Microphotography of the six nozzles included transverse cuts along the nozzles,
showing the size and position of melt in the annulus between the instrumentation string and
nozzle wall. This enabled the melt cross-sectional area along each nozzle to be estimated. Figure

3-2 shows curves of the relative annular area covered by melt as a function of the distance from
the base of each nozzle. The area of melt estimates given in Figure 3-2 may include debris such
as ablated instrument strings, control assembly material, and ablated nozzle material.

Photographs of transverse cuts through the six nozzles show solidified molten material
formed either a kidney shape within the nozzle annulus or a ring around the inside of the nozzle
wall. Figure 3-3 illustrates the approximate shapes of the two types of formations found in the

nozzles. As shown, the sides of the kidney-shaped melt contact coolant, the other sides contact

a. Personal communication from Brian K. Schuetz, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, EG&O Idaho,
Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, June 29, 1992.
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Figure 32. Area of debris versus distance from nozzle base for nozzles D10, E11, H5, H8, L6,
and M9.

the nozzle wall and/or the instrument string. The circumference of melt in the ring type of
formation contacts the nozzle wall on one side and coolant on the other. Five of the six nozzles

examined by ANL were determined to hold kidney-shaped melt, and one contained ring-shaped
melt.

Nozzle lengths and comments describing each of the 14 nozzles cut from the lower head of
the pressure vessel were compiled from various sourcesTM and are presented in Appendix B.
Additional data from nozzle examinations have also been reported previously in Tables 2-1
through 2-5.

3.1.2 Model Selection

Several models have been developed to predict the penetration distance of molten debris
through vessel instrumentation nozzles. Reference 5 summarizes previous analytical and
experimental studies that have been performed to consider melt transport through failed tubes.
Although no validated model is available for predicting melt flow through light water reactor
instrument tubes, melt penetration has been experimentally determined to be bounded by
distances predicted by the bulk-freezing model first advanced by Ostensen and Jackson6,7and a
conduction model proposed by Epstein. s The selection of the most appropriate model for
calculating the distance that the melt flowed through the TMI-2 nozzles is discussed below.
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The conduction layer model assumes that transient freezing is governed by crust buildup at
the nozzle wall, where conduction heat transfer governs heat loss from the melt to the nozzle
wall. Once the frozen layer closes at the center, flow ceases, and the remaining melt inside the
nozzle freezes [see Figure 3-4(a)]. The model ignores heat transfer from the leading edge of the
flow and considers only radial heat transfer. The model does not account for the presence of any
coolant within the nozzle. The model also assumes a constant melt velocity into a thick-walled
channel. Since the molten material is assumed to be at or near its melting point, no convective
heat exchange occurs at the melt-crust interface. Crust solidification is assumed to be
independent of melt flow dynamics. For all times, t, the crust thickness is zero at the leading edge
and maximum at the inlet.

The conduction model predicts a square root dependence for the crust thickness, oc , as a

function of time, t, in a semi-infinite wall channel s

(3-1)

where

_.c - solidification constant for the melt in contact with an Inconel or stainless steel nozzle

a_ = melt thermal diffusivity.

The solidification constant is found from various approximations of boundary conditions and
the number of regions that may experience phase change. The solidification constant for molten
ceramic material in contact with either Inconel-600 or stainless steel nozzles is estimated to have a
value of -,-0.75.9 Likewise, the solidification constant for molten metallic material in contact with
either Inconel-600 or stainless steel nozzles is estimated to have a value of --0.2.9

Substituting the criteria for melt freezing (oc ffid_2) and the relationship between time and
penetration distance, t = xp/vd, into Equation (3-1), the following relationship was obtained for
predicting melt penetration distance:

xp - _ (3-2)

where

de = effective melt diameter

Pe = Peclet number based on the velocity vd.

The effect of coolant within the nozzles on the melt penetration distance was modeled by
assuming a reduction in melt flow area, thus reducing the effective melt diameter as would occur
if coolant were present in the nozzle.
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Application of the conduction model for a range of melt areas between 1.6 x 10.5 to
12.7 x 10.5 m2 predicted penetration distances between 30 and 49,000 cm. The melt area range
was based on amounts of melt observed in six of the nozzles removed from the vessel (see
Figure 3-2). The distances in the predicted penetration range were much greater than the
penetration distances of molten fuel observed in the TMI-2 instrumentation nozzles. Although an
attempt to consider the effects of coolant was made by using a reduced effective melt diameter,
the penetration distances predicted show that this conduction model is not suitable for modeling
the flow of molten fuel through coolant-filled nozzles, as is the case for the TMI-2
instrumentation nozzles.

The bulk-freezing model of Ostensen and Jackson has been modified to account for the
presence of coolant in the instrumentation nozzles. The development of the equations for the
modified bulk-freezing model are outlined in Appendix B. Figure 3-4(b) illustrates the flow
mechanics and assumptions of the modified bulk-freezing model. Preliminary calculations with the
modified bulk-freezing model predicted much more reasonable results than the conduction model;
therefore, only the penetration distance results of the modified bulk-freezing model are used in
comparisons with measured melt penetration distances.

The modified bulk-freezing model assumes that turbulence in the flowing melt prevents a
stable crust from forming at the nozzle wall. The melt was modeled as flowing through an
annulus with an effective diameter

1

where

di = inner diameter of the nozzle

also = outer diameter of the instrumentstring.

Any melt that might be in the instrs,ment string was not considered. Molten debris inside the

probe channel of the instrument string would first have to melt through the instrument string into
the coolant-filled annulus of the nozzle to be considered as a safety threat. The penetration
distance was conservatively estimated by assuming the melt stops when the entire amount of
molten fuel in the nozzle has solidified. The model uses a heat balance around the molten

material to equate the amount of heat given up to solidify the melt, with the convective heat
transfer between the melt and the nozzle wall and between the melt and the coolant.

In the derivation of the modified bulk-freezing equation, coolant was allowed to escape from
the top of the nozzle. Heat exchange can occur between the melt and the coolant, as well as
between the melt and the nozzle wall. Heat transfer from the leading edge of the melt was not
considered, along with hydrodynamiceffects from melt/coolant interactions. The model does not
account for nozzle ablation or for thinning of melt along the nozzle length. However, the model
allowed for variations in the melt cross-sectional flow area, which remained constant through the
nozzle during the calculation.
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In these calculations, it was desired to use a model with a closed-form solution technique so
that calculations could be performed to consider a wide range of input parameter uncertainties.
Hence, the models used for these calculations do not allow one to consider phenomena such as
the dynamic effects of vapor generation, enhanced cooling of the melt's leading edge, and the
reduction in melt viscosity during solidification (although sensitivity calculations considering
different melt superheats provide some insight into the effects of melt viscosity). However, any
vapor generation or enhanced cooling at the melt's leading edge should reduce the potential for
melt to travel below the lower head. Thus, a more complex model that includes all these
phenomena should predict shorter melt penetration distances.

3.1.3 Model Calculatlone

Given the uncertainties in several of the input parameters, a matrixof calculational
parameterswas developed for input to the model to determine the penetration distance. These
parameters included the melt composition, the melt flow area, the melt velocity, and coolant
conditions. The multiple variations of input parameters resulted in a range of predicted melt
penetration distances.

SEM analyses of solidified material in the nozzles examined by ANL indicated compositions
Fangingfrom pure uranium to a range of metallics. Compositions varied not only between nozzles
and along the length of a nozzle, but also varied for different particles at the same elevation on
the nozzles (see Table 2-I). Metallic materialwithin the nozzles resulted primarilyfrom melting
of the nozzles. The presence of silver and cadmium in the nozzles indicated that control assembly
materials also entered the nozzles, in addition to molten ceramic core material. In order to
encompass all possible molten material scenarios, four compositions were examined. These
included 100% UO e, eutectics of 80% UOe--20% ZrO2, and 20% UOe--80% SS-304, and a pure,
metallic 100% SS-304 (see Appendix A for properties). These compositions represent bounds for
the solidified material found in the nozzles. The 80% UO2-.20% ZrO2 eutectic is based upon the
composition of the companion samples.I° Although the materials are immiscible, the
20% UO2--80% SS-304 composition was used to model a metallic materialwith a high melting
temperature.

;

The melt flow cross-sectional area range used in the model was estimated from the solidified
melt pictured in photographs of the nozzles examined by ANL. The photos showed kidney-
shaped melt covered between 12.5% to 100% of an annulus, producing a melt flow area range of
1.6 × 10s to 12.7 ×I0s me. The kidney shape was approximated in the model by assuming mel[t
completely filled the space between the instrument string and nozzle wall and covered some
fraction of the annulus. For this type of formation, the contact area at the coolant-melt interface
was independent of the cross-sectional area of melt in the annulus, unless of course the annulus
was completely filled with melt. Conservative estimates of the variation in the amount of ring-
shaped melt ranged from 1.9 × 10"sto 7.I × I0"sme. Figure 3-3 illustrates the two shapes of melt
within the nozzles.

The velocity of the melt was required for calculating melt penetration distances. The
velocity was evaluated by applying the energy conservation equation for steady, adiabatic flow to
the melt in a nozzle. The melt velocity at the point where melt exits the vessel lower head is
given by
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where

/LP - pre_ure differential

:: Fanning friction factor

K -- entrance loss coefficient

Pd = density of the melt

de = effective diameter of the nozzle

lt = distance the melt travels before exiting the lower head.

This velocity was assumed to approximate the average velocity in the nozzle. Note that lt includes
the vessel thickness and the height of the ablated nozzle, which varies depending upon nozzle
location. The solution of Equation (3-3) was plotted as a function of dimensionless penetration
distance, as shown in Figure 3-5.

The velocity was primarilygravity driven because the annulus where melt was primarily
found within these nozzles was at RCS pressure. However, an upper bound was applied, which
corresponded to a 2 MPa pressure differential. This pressure differential is approximately equal
to the increase in pressure at the time of core relocation (see Figure 2-1). The bounding
pressure differential of 0.0 to 2.0 MPa produced a melt velocity range of 2.5 to 10.0 m/s for
virtually any value of dimensionless penetration distance, as shown in Figure 3-5.

The coolant conditions in the pressure vessel varied over the accident time frame. The

average pressure before core relocation at 224 minutes was 7 MPa.11 Coolant properties for the
analysis of metallic compositions were based on a pressure of 7 MPa because metallic debris was
assumed to have entered or existed within the nozzles before the major ceramic core relocation to
the lower head. Ceramic melt most likely entered the nozzles soon after core relocation at 224
minutes. For several minutes after relocation, the primarysystem pressure was 11.5 MPa.11
Coolant properties for analysis of ceramic melt penetration were based on this higher pressure.
The system pressure increased to normal operating pressure around 350 minutes,n but
solidification of melt within the nozzles had probablyoccurred prior to that time.

As shown in Figure 2-4, temperatures in the cold legs of both the A and B loops during
relocation indicate subcooled to saturated coolant temperatures.H Calculations using the
modified bulk-freezing model examined melt in contact with either subcooled liquid or saturated
liquid. The case of a nozzle void of coolant was also examined to provide a calculationai upper
bound. In all cases, the nozzle wall temperature was assumed constant and equal to the initial
temperature of the coolant.
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3.1.4 Results

A criterionfor the shortestdistancethat melt must travelto penetratethe lowerheadwas
established. The mostconservativepenetrationdistancewasdeterminedto be 15.0cm. This
distance correspondsto a minimumnozzle stub length of 1.3 cm plus the lower head thickness
(13.7 cm). The criterion was developed baitedon nozzles which had been severely ablated when
molten core material relocated to the lower head.

The four representative melt compositions disc_ in Section 3.1.3 were initially modeled
at their respective solidification temperatures. For each composition, if the distance predicted for
melt flow in the absence of coolant at the liquidus temperature was less than the 15.0 cm
criterion, superheat temperatures were then modeled.

The melt penetration distances predicted by the modified bulk-freezing model ranged from
0.2 to 26.0 cm for kidney-shaped melt and 0.4 to 21.7 cm for ring-shaped melt. The lower bounds
for each melt shape were calculated assuming the smallest melt flow area of gravity-drivenceramic
melt, in contact with saturated coolant. The upper bounds were calculated assuming the largest
area of 100% SS-304 flowing at 10 m/s. Subranges based on melt composition may be extracted
from each of the melt shape ranges given above. The range for ceramic kidney-shaped melt was
0.2 to 14.8 cm, and the range was 0.4 to 11.9 cm for ceramic ring-shaped melt. A range of 3.4 to
26.0 cm was calculated with metallic kidney-shaped melt, and a range of 1.5 to 21.7 cm was
calculated for metallic ring-shaped melt.

The calculated penetration distances for both melt formations with a 100% SS-304

composition exceeded the distance criterion of 15.0 cm at the solidification temperature;
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therefore, superheat temperatures were not investigated for this composition. Calculated
penetration distances were I_ than the criterion when each of the other three compositions were
modeled at their respective solidification temperatures for both kidney and ring shapes.
Superheat temperatures of the ceramic compositions were examined, which were slightly higher
than the peak temperatures reported in the companion samples,t° A superheat temperature was
also assumed for the eutectic metallic composition. The temperatures existing within the vessel
when metallic debris may have entered the nozzles would have been much lower than the core
relocation temperature, and the large amounts of melt predicted to cause penetration of the
lower head were not seen in the nozzle examinations,s Therefore, distances predicted by the
model for the $S-304 composition should be considered highly conservative.

The depth of melt penetration within the six nozzles examined at ANL has been measured
and reported,s Table 3-1 lists the results of the measurements based on gamma scans. Maximum
and minimum distances are given for nozzles D10 and H5 because it could not be concluded if
the cesium.137 activity was inside or on the surface of the nozzles.3 The six nozzles are listed in

the first column. The shape of solidified material in each nozzle, as seen from photographs, is
given in the second column. The third column reports the distances melt traveled through the
nozzles, as measured by ,ANL. Only fuel debris penetrations are reported. The measured depth
of fuel in nozzle 1.6 was attributed to a piece of metallic aluminumwhich was _ated with fuel
particles. This debris apparently dropped into the nozzle through the guide tube above and was
not from the flow of fuel across the lower head.3 This type of debris relocation is not predicted
with the models used here. Because the debris particle quenches during this type of relocation, it
will not impact ex.vessel tube temperatures. To compare with the observed debris penetration
distance, the model ranges for the appropriate shape of ceramic melt are listed in the last column.
The distances were measured from the top of each sample down into the nozzle [see Figure 3-

4(b), distance Xp].

The lower bound of the penetration range for the kidney.shaped ceramic melt was generated
with an 80% UO2--20% ZrO2 melt composition at a temperature of 3,200 K and velocity of
2.5 m/s, filling one-eighth of the annular cross section and contacting saturated liquid. The
kidney-shaped ceramic melt upper bound was based on a nozzle completely filled with 100% UO z
at a temperature of 3,200 K and velocity of 10.0 m/s. A composition of 80% UO2.-.20% ZrO2 at
3,200 K and 2.5 m/s in contact with saturated coolant for the minimum melt cross-sectional area

examined produced the lower limit of the penetration range for the ceramic ring shape. The
ceramic ring-shaped upper bound was set by 100% UO 2 at 3,200 K and 10.0 m/s, with the large-st
amount of melt examined contacting subcooled liquid.

The penetration distance calculated using the modified bulk-freezing model was highly
dependent upon the amount of melt flowing through a nozzle. The greater the volume of melt,
the farther it would penetrate into a nozzle. The penetration distances were also dependent upon
the contact area between the melt and the coolant and between the melt and the nozzle. The

penetration distances predicted by the model for the ring-shaped melt were less than those
predicted for a kidney formation, given equal volumes of melt in the nozzles, because of the
increased surface contact of the ring formation with both the nozzle wall and the coolant. Both
surfaces, of course, provide for heat removal from the melt.
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Table 3-1. Comparison of measured melt penetration and model predictions.
.............................................................................. , ,,N,, ......

Melt Measured depth Model range
Ahg_ (cm_ c_amic melt (cm)

D10 kidney 10.8 min., 23.7 max. 0.2 - 14.8
H5 kidney 2.9 rain., 5.7 max. 0.2.14.8
1-18 kidney 5.7 0.2- 14.8

• 1.6 kidney 23.0 0.2- 14.8
M9 kidney 3.8 0.2.14.8
Ell ring 9.8 0.4.11.9

Table 3-2 shows the breakdown of maximum penetration distances predicted by the modified
bulk-freezing model for each of the four compositions. Data in the fourth column indicate the
upper bound on the penetration distance of each melt composition. These upper limits result
from modeling a nozzle annulus completely filled with melt. Except for the 100% SS-304
composition, these distances meet the criterion for melt remaining within the vessel lower head
(i.e., less than 15 cm). The second column lists the liquidus temperature of each melt

'" 'oncomposm . Data in column three indicate the degree of superheat above the liquidus
temperature on which the calculations were based.

3.1.6 Conclusions

The modified bulk-freezing model was determined to be more applicable than the
conduction layer model for the prediction of melt penetration distance,s through the coolant filled
annulus within the TMI-2 instrumentation nozzles. The modified bulk-freezing model accounts
for the presence and the state of coolant in contact with melt in the nozzles. The model
conservatively predicts the melt penetration distance by not accounting for the energy loss due to
nozzle ablation or thinning of the melt flow along the nozzle lergth. Assuming the melt stops
wnen the entire amount within a nozzle has solidified also produces a conservative distance. Four
melt compositions were evaluated over a range of melt flow areas and melt velocities. The model
predicts distances that encompass the observed melt penetration in the TMI-2 nozzles. Debris on
the outer surface of nozzle D10 and a debris particle falling into nozzle L6 through the
overlapping guide tube cause the measured fuel depth in these two nozzles to fall outside the
range predicted by the bulk-freezing model. These data points should not be considered when
comparing the model with the measured depths.

The model predicts that, in the absence of coolant in the nozzles, only debris with a highly
metallic composition may penetrate through the nozzle outside the reactor vessel. The primary
source of metallic debris _.itain the nozzles was due to nozzle ablation. Other sources included

control assembly materials that possibly quenched and solidified before entering the nozzles.
Examinations of the nozzles removed from the vessel indicated neither of these types of metallic
debris penetrated the nozzles to a depth of consequence or existed in very large quantities.
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Liquidus temperature Superheat Maximum penetration distance
Composition (K) (K) (cm)

........................................... lu II

100% UO2 3,113 87 14.8

80% UO2-20% ZrO2 2,860 340 10.9

20% UO2-8(}%SS-304 2,400 200 13.3

100% SS-304 1,671 0 26.0
_- i ,i ,ill ii iiiii ii iii1 ii i iiii ,i i i ii iii i, _ -- -

Hence, penetration of the lower head by metallic debris was highly unlikely. Model predictions
for the 100% UOz and 80% UOz..-20% ZrO2 compositions at 3,200 K indicate ceramic melt
would not flow below the lower head, conservatively assuming melt completely filled the annulus
of a 1.3-cm stub. The melt temperature assumed was conservatively higher than the reported
molten core temperature range of 2,873 K to 3,123 K in a 78% UO2--17% ZrO2 composition, l°
These conservative assumptions, along with the likelihood that coolant was present within the
nozzles during melt penetration, support the conclusion from results of the melt penetration
calculations that molten debris containing fuel did not penetrate beyond the lower head.

As noted in Section 2, wires were inserted into the instrument string probe channel within
seventeen instrument tubes (see Figure 3-3). It was found that all but one of the tested tubes
were plugged, which indicates that either the probe channel within the string had collapsed or
that melt was present within the channel. Hence, wire probes indicating that the instrument
string channels are plugged did not conclusively prove that melt was present within these channels
below the lower head. In fact, nozzle examination data indicated that the instrument string
channels were collapsed at some locations.

The bulk-freezing model predicted ceramic melt flowing through the annulus between the
instrument string and the nozzle wall did not breech the lower head. The flow of melt through
the instrument string probe channel was not evaluated. Although melt may travel farther through
the probe channel because of the pressure difference between the RCS and the probe channel
(which is at atmospheric pressure), melt present within the probe channel does not pose a serious
safety threat. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, melt present within the probe channel of the
instrument string must ablate through the string and the instrument tube wall before an ex-vessel
tube rupture can occur.

3.2 Jet Impingement and Thermal Response Calculations

Calculations were performed to investigate melt relocation and the subsequent thermal
loading to the vessel during the TMI-2 accident. Specifically, calculations were performed to

consider the potential of a debris jet impinging upon the .TMI-2lower head to cause the hot spot
temperatures observed in TMI-2 boat sample examinations.13 Global and, _calized vessel
_emperature results were obtaine#i to provide input for subsequent structulal analysis calculations
to determine the margin to failure in the TMI-2 vessel.
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Where possible, input parameterswere quantified using data from TMI-2 VIP examinations,
data from previous TMI-2 examinations, or other TMI-2 data sources. Parametricstudies were
performed to investigate the sensitivity of calculational results to input parameter uncertainties.
Results from these sensitivity studies are presented and compared with TMI-2 VIP boat sample
examination data.

Calculations documented in this section only consider the thermal response of the lower
head during and after a substantial amount of ceramic material from the core relocated to the
lower plenum. However, scoping calculations were performed to evaluate the impact of i
previously relocated metallic materialon the vessel thermal transient,b To maximize the time lag
that this layer could have upon vessel heatup, conservative assumptions were applied, such as
assuming that metallic material was present on the entire lower head reaching the height observed
by Neimark at nozzle HS.3 Results indicate that the maximum time lag that this layer could have
upon vessel heatup is between 10 and 25 minutes.

Finally, calculations were performed to provide insight related to the manner in which
material relocated from the core to the lower plenum. As discussed within this section, results
from these calculations indicate that some of the relocation scenarios postulated in Section 2 may
be eliminated from further consideration.

3.2.1 Melt Relocation

3.2.1.1 Model Description. The potential for a debris jet to quench as it travels through
water was analyzed with the TEXAS fuel-coolant interaction model.16"19Several computer codes
are available for predicting melt/water interactions. However, there is considerable uncertainty in
code results became of limited data for validating these computer codes. Hence, several
sensitivity studies were performed with the TEXAS code to consider the impact of code
uncertainties. TEXAS is a computer model which predicts the behavior of molten fuel interacting
with water coolant during the mixing and propagation phases of a molten fuel-coolant interaction
(FCI). The model was developed to examine FCI behavior under the assumption that the leading

edge of the fuel jet pouring into the coolant is the dominant mixing process; i.e., the process can
be considered in a one-dimensional manner.

The model employs a unique Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation in which the fuel is divided
into Lagrangian material volumes that are tracked as they pass through an Eulerian mesh
containing the water and steam. Each fluid is modeled with a complete set of conservation
equations and an equation-of-state to describe the balance of mass, momentum, and energy used
Jforpredicting the volume fraction, velocity, and temperature of each fluid, as well as overall
pressure.

The unique feature of the TEXAS model is that the Lagrangian fuel particles can
dynamically fragment during fuel-coolant mixing and quenching due to relative-velocity-induced
fragmentations (Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities). TEXAS follows this process and determines the

b. LetterfromJ.L. Rempe,INEL,to A.Rubin,NRC, 'ScopingCalculationsDiscussedDuringRecentTMI-2
VIP Meeting,"JLR-79.92,November15, 1992.
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fuel massquenched. TEXAS alsoconsidersdynamicfragmentationduringan explosion
propagation,but this is not relevantto thisstudy,becausethe highpressurein the "1_-2 reactor
pressurevessel suppressedanyenergeticFCI.

TEXAS only considersleadingedge breakupandneglectsbreakupdue to instabilitieson the
side of the jet, since leadingedge breakupis consideredto be the dominanteffect. In previous
analyses,TMEpsteindeterminedthat the rateof jet erosion due to Kelvin-Heimholtzinstabilities
alongthe jet columnwas negligiblebecauseof the dampeningeffects of the vaporfilm.

A complete descriptionof TEXAS is providedin References14 through17. Reference 15
givesan extensivesummaryof the modelwith relevantreactorsimulationsand results.

3.2.1.2 Input Assumptions. SeveralTEXAS simulationswereused to analyzea rangeof
debrisjets duringtheir initialmixingphase and to boundpossiblerelocationmasses,time periods
for relocation,and modelinguncertainties.Total massflow ratesrangingfrom 300 to 1,000kg/s
wereused to model scenariosin whichthe debriswas assumedto relocatethroughsaturatedor
subcooledwater conditions. These valueswere chosen to maximizethe heat transferrate,
althoughthe durationof thejet pourwas reducedto keep the total massthatrelocateda con-
stantvalue of 10,000kg. (Althoughit is recognizedthatnearly19,000kgof materialrelocatedto
the lowerhead, there is uncertaintyrelatedto the amountof materialthatmayhave relocated
duringthe 224 to 226 minutetimeframe. Furthermore,in Section3.2.2,thermalanalysesindicate
that the heat load fromless than 10,000kg could resultin temperaturesthatexceeded peak
valuesestimatedfrom metallurgicalexaminations.) Becausemeltmay havedrainedfrommore
thanone of the hol_ in the ellipticalflow distributorplate,analysesconsideredone and threejet
cases. Table 3-3 lists the fivecases considered,with inputassumptionsrelatedto initialjet
velocity, total massflow rate,jet diameter,and reactorcoolantsystemtemperature.

The greatestuncertaintyin these simulationsinvolvesthe initialconditions,whichspecifythe
rate of fuel entryinto the lowerplenum;i.e., the velocity_inddiameterof the jet, the overall
dischargetime, and the numberof jets impingingupon the'lowerhead. In addition,the amount
of coolantsubcoolingin the ves_e!wasunknownat the timeof relocation. Assumptionsfor these
simulationshave attempted to boundpossibleinput parameterrangesto discernthe effect on
quenchingbehavior.

Melt relocationtimes up to 1 minutewerechosen. Preliminarycalculationsindicatedthat
relocationtimes of 1 minuteor less maximizedthe amountof quenchthat couldoccur. For allof
the cases,the reactorvessel pressureis assumedat 10 MPaduringrelocation. This is the
approximatereactorpressureduringthe timeperiod (224 to 226 minutesafterreactorscram),
when mostdebrisrelocationis postulatedto have occurred. The coolantwas assumedto be
saturatedat a temperatureof 584 K for the first fourcases. In the final case, a waterpool
temperatureof 100K below saturationwas consideredto examinethe effect of subcoolingonjet
breakupand quenching.This value correspondsto an averageof the subcooledwater
temperaturesmeasuredin the RCS cold legs and the RCSsaturationtemperatureat the timeof
relocation(see Figure2-4).

Assumptionsrelated to the debriswere based upon resultsfromcompanionsample
examinations)° The debriscompositionis estimatedat 78%UO2--17% ZrO2.1° The remaining
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T_ 3-3. TEXAS calculational results.

Jet Initial melt Initial melt Coolant Coolant Mass Particulate

Number diameter velocity mass flow rate pressure temperature breakup size
Case ofjets (m) (m/s) (kg/s) (MPa) (k) (kg) (mm)

1 1 0.1524 2.4 333.3 10 584 14 15-19

2 3 0.1524 2.4 1000.0 10 584 43 15-19

3 3 0.1524 0.8 333.3 10 584 43 19--24

4 3 0.0762 3.2 333.3 10 584 16 3-24

5 1 0.1524 2.4 333.3 10 484 20 13-18

constituents are primarilystainless steel and Inconel from core structural components. Material
properties for this debris composition are found in Appendix A. From a phase diagram for a
U-Zr-O compound,19a freezing temperature range of 200 K was assumed, with a liquidus
temperature of 2,850 K and a solidus temperature of 2,650 IC The debris was initially assumed to
ihavea low superheat of only 50 K above the melt liquidm temperature. This temperature was
selected based upon companion sample examination results which indicated that the material
arrived at the flow distributor plate and the lower head in a molten state. Although a lower
superheat would affect the amount of melt predicted to solidify, it is not felt that the order of
magnitude of melt predicted to solidify would change.

Calculations were performed assuming a 0.74-m injection height, which is the height of the
elliptical flow distributor plate above the lower head in the center of the pressure vessel lower
plenum. The jet flow area was primarilyvaried by considering single and multiple jet flows
through the flow distributor plate. In most cases, jet diameters were assumed to correspond to
the diameter of holes in the flow distributorplate. Case 4 was performed to investigate the
sensitivity of results to jet diameter, using a jet diameter one-half the size of holes in the flow
distributor plate. This smaller jet corresponds to cases where melt had frozen and partially
blocked holes of the elliptical flow distributor plate.

3.2.1.3 Resu/ts and Discussion. Results from all of the simulations indicate that

insignificant amounts of breakup occurred considering the total mass of debris that was assumed
to be injected into the lower plenum. Maximum breakup was predicted for cases in which three
jets were considered. For the two cases assuming three jets with diameters equal to the diameter
of holes in the distributor plate, the total breakup mass was approximately 43 kg. Breakup mass
and particle size results arc summarized in Table 3-3. Results for the first three cases have a jet
length-to-jet diameter ratio (L/D ratio) of less than 5. TEXAS results indicate that only the
initial leading edge of the jet (i.e., the first of the Lagrangian material volume parcels) broke up.
In Case 4, where there was an L/D ratio of nearly 10, TEXAS predicted that the first three
Lagrangianparticles of each jet broke up. Based on the model, such a limited L/D is not
sufficient for significant breakup of the incoming fuel mass in a saturated water pool.
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In summary,the breakup predicted by TEXAS for molten jets of debris draining from the
elliptical flow distributor plate is relatively insignificant. Hence, calculation results indicate that
the assumption that major amounts of jet breakup occurred during relocation (assumed in
Scenario 3 of Section 2) is incorrect. Therefore, subsequent jet impingement and vessel thermal
response calculations continued under the assumption that most debris reached the lower plenum
in a molten state without significant breakup or quenching. Because calculation results indicate
that the "hard" layer by itself could impose a thermal load resulting in temperatures that exceeded
peak values estimat_ from metallurgical examinations (see Section 3.2.2), and because there is
uncertainty about when the additional rubble on top of the "hard" layer relocated, no further
asr_ssment of the impact of the rubble on vessel thermal response was performed.

3.2.2 Jet Impingement and Vessel Thermal Response

3.2.2.1 Model Description. A simple phenomenoi0gical model, TMI, was developed to
estimate the heat transfer that occurs duringjet impingement and model natural convection from
the molten pool of debris to the wall at the bottom of the vessel. The TMI model is essentially a
lumped parameter model. However, continuity of heat fiuxes at the inner and outer surfaces of
the vessel was then applied so that temperature distributions through the vessel wall could be
obtained for subsequent vessel structuralresponse calculations. A summary description of
phenomena modeled in these calculations is provided below. Governing equations used in the
TMI model are found in Appendix C.

The TMI model assumes that there is one jet that impinges at the center of the pressure
vessel. Although the location of jet impingement may have been different during the actual
TMI-2 scenario, the precise location of the jet is not important in this model because the
important heat transfer effects of the jet will still be observed.

The TMI model calculates the temperature history that occurs in the lower head of the
pressure vessel during jet impingement and natural convection that occurs in the pool after
relocation. The model predicts that a debris crust will form on the pressure vessel when relocated
material contacts the vessel wall. This result is based on preliminary calculations, which indicate
that the interface temperature is below the melt solidus temperature upon contact. Heat is then
transferred through the crust to the vessel. When the molten jet stops draining and surface
agitation is reduced, a crust forms on the upper surface of the pool; this upper crust is initially
considered to be of uniform thickness as it continues to cool (see Figure 3-6). The model
includes the effects of crust porosity on thermal properties using the relationship suggested by
Olander. 2° The model also considers the effect of melt solidification upon the viscosity of the
molten pool. As discussed in Appendix C, when the temperature of the melt pool drops below
the debris liquidus temperature, the solid fraction in the molten pool becomes a factor in the
analysis using the relationship proposed by Epstein and Fauske. zl If the entire pool solidifies, the
model is no longer valid and the analysis is terminated.

The pressure vessel is divided into sections, which are best described as a center disk with
concentric rings around it. A cross sectional view of this geometry is shown in Figure 3-7. The
heat flux from the molten pool travels through the crust and heats up the section of the pressure
vessel in contact with the crust. There is no communication between sections in the pressure
vessel. Thus, the only portions of the pressure vessel that are directly heated are sections that are
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Figure 3-7. ModelforTMI-2 thermalanalysis.

in direct contact with the crust that has formedon the peripheryof the melt pool. The meltpool
is consideredto be a single controlvolume at a singletemperature,whichchanges in size due to
crustformation. The crustsdo not store energyand are consideredto be resistancesto heat flow
thatchangein size dueto the differencebetween the heat transferredto it (and their decayheat)
andthe heat transferredthroughit to the vessel wall.

The transitionfromjet impingementstagnationheat transferto the naturalconvection
regimeassumesthat there is no substantialperiod overwhichthe debrismelt pool wouldbe
completelystagnant. Thisassumptionis based upon the assumptionsthat (a) mostof the melt.
arrivesin a molten state and(b) the characteristictimefor the onset of naturalconvectionis
shortcomparedto the timeof interest(severalhours). The first assumptionis based upon
TEXAS calculationalresultsdiscussedin Section 3.2.1.3. The secondassumptionis based on
resultsfromdimensionalanalyses,whichindicatethat the timescalefor the onset of natural
convectionis muchless than 1 hour.= As discussedin Section 3.2.2.3,calculationresults indicate
that the timeperiodsof interestin the vessel thermalresponseare on the orderof severalhours.
Hence, naturalconvectionbehaviorwithinthe pool is modeled throughoutthe transientusing
correlationsdependentupon a Rayleighnumberbasedupon internalheat generationwithinthe
pool. Decay heat causessome of the pool to remainmoltenand can cause significantinternal
naturalconvection. Heat transferto the lowercrustfromthe hemisphericmolten zone was
modeled based upon the workof JahnandReineke.23 The experimentaland theoreticalworkby
Jahnand Reinekez3was alsoused to predictvariationsin the heat fluxas a functionof angle
from the bottomof the pool. It shouldbe noted that there is considerableuncertaintyin using
these datato model largepool behaviorduringsevere accidents. For example,it is estimatedthat
the Rayleighnumberfor the pools that areformed duringa severe accidentmaybe severalorders
of magnitudehigherthan the Rayleighnumbersfor whichthe Jahnand Reineke datawere
obtained. Furthermore,the formation andentrainmentof solidifieddebrisin the pool may
reducethe heat tranferpredictedbysteady-statenaturalconvectioncorrelations.

Heat loss from the melt pool to the coolant in the lowerplenumis modeledbyinitially
consideringfilmboilingand radiationheat transfer. This is based upon resultsfrompreliminary
calculations,whichindicatethat the fuel/coolantinterfacetemperatureis above the critical
temperatureof waterand nucleateboilingcouldnot initiallyoccur. As the uppercrustthickens
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and the interface temperature decreases, it is expected that film boiling will cease. The model
then considers heat loss via nucleate boiling on the upper crust surface. As the interface
temperature continues to decrease, the heat transfer due to natural convection is modeled.

A detailed description of the TMI model is found in Reference 22. Governing equations
used in the model are summarized in Appendix C.

3.2.2.2 Input Assumptions. To determine the effects of uncertainties in key parameters,
various simulations were performed (see Table 3-4). Sensitivity studies were performed to
investigate the effect of assumptions related to debris decay heat, debris properties, the interfacial
contact resistance between crust on the pool periphery and the vessel, heat removal from the
vessel to the containment, the total debris mass that relocated to the lower head, the effective
surface area of the upper pool crust that is exposed to reactor ve&selcoolant, and RCS coolant
subcooling.

The decay heat values listed in Table 3-4 are representative values for the TMI-2 core at the
time of core relocation. The upper bound decay heat of 1.27 MW/m3 (Case 1) was obtained from
the American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard 5.1 for the TMI-2 core under the assumption that
the noble gases (Xe, Ks), halogens (I,Br), and alkali metals (Cs,Rb) are no longer present in the
debris that relocated to the lower head. The nominal value of 1.0 MW/m3 was used based on

estimates by Akers1° for the ceramic urania/zirconiamaterial examined in the companion samples.
A reduced value of 0.95 MW/m3 is also considered to account for the possibility that the lower
head contained a melt with 5% non-fuel material. Decay heat values in Reference 10 are
estimated to have an uncertainty of _ 20%. Reference 10 also indicates that companion sample
debris underwent a long cooldown period (3-72 hours) because the phase separation between the
(U,Zr)O 2 and (Zr,U)G 2 phases was observed to occur.

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, assumptions related to the debris composition were based
upon results from companion sample examinations.1° Debris which solidifies on the pool lower
and upper boundaries is assumed to have an average porosity of about 20%.1° An interfacial
thermal resistance may also be present due to surface roughness between the crust and the vessel.
Using the method suggested by Gamier, 24values for the gap resistance between the vessel and
crust were estimated to range between 150 and 10,000 W/m2IC

Heat losses from the vessel outer surface to the containment were modeled using a heat
transfer coefficient that considered losses via natural convection and radiation. As discussed in

Reference 5, previous analyses indicate that this heat transfer coefficient may range from 1 to
100 W/m2K. The value for this coefficient is dependent upon parameters such as vessel
temperature and containment temperature, which vary during the transient. A combined
convective and radiative heat transfer coefficient between the vessel outer surface and the

containment for the TMI-2 accident was estimated to range between 30 and 100 W/m2K. The
manner in which this coefficient was calculated is documented in Appendix C. However,
simulations listed in Table 3-4 were performed by selecting relatively high values (70 to
100 W/m2 K) to maximize heat losses from the vessel because preliminary results indicated that
vessel temperatures were exceeding values observed from boat sample examinations. Hence,
analyses with a lower heat transfer coefficient would also indicate that vessel temperatures
exceeded valuesestimated from boat sample examinations.
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Table 3-4. Vessel thermal response calculation results.
i

Decay heat Debris-to-ves_l Vesr_l-to- Quasi-steady _r crust Upper crust

Debris power gap heat transfer containment heat downward heat Peak vessel thickness at thiclmess at

bed mass density coefficient transfer coefficient Area flux at 6 hours temperature 21,600 seconds 21,600 seconds

Case (kg) (MW/m 3) (W/m2K) (W/m2K) ratioa (kW/m2) (K) (cm) (cm)

1 10,000 1.27 10,000 100 1 84 1_25 7.0 5.0

2 r0,000 1.00 10,000 100 1 74 1,350 9.0 7.5

3 10,000 1.00 10,000 70 1 63 1,525 8.5 5.0

4 10,000 1.00 10,000 70 3 58 1,425 9.0 20.0

5b 7,400 0.95 10,000 100 1 62 12.00 10.0 11.0

6 7,400 0.95 10,000 100 3 60 1,040c 7.0c 19.0c

7b 10,000 1.00 1,000 100 1 63 1,220 10.0 11.0

8 10,000 1.00 150 100 1 57 1,137 8.0 7.4

t_ 9 10,000 0.95 10,000 100 1 61 1,190 9.5 8.2

10 10,000 0.95 150 100 1 55 1,120 8.4 8.0

11 10,000 1.00 10,000 70 1 65 1,400 9.0 8.0

12d 6,800 0.95 10,000 100 1 60 1,180 10.0 11.0

13 6,800 0.95 150 100 1 54 1,105 8.7 10.0

14 6,800 0.75 10,000 100 1 55 1,110 !1.0 13.0

15e 6,800 0.75 150 100 1 49 1,020 10.5 13.7

a. Ratio between the totalsurfaceareaand the projected surface area of the upper surface if it was a smooth surface.

b. Same result was obtained for a case with a subcooled water pool of 100 K.

c. Case 6 was truncated at a time of 3,600 s because the molten pool freezes at this time, and the model is not applicable for later times.

d. Inlet for this case was based upon nominal values for input parameters, such as debris decay heat, vessel-t_ heat tramfer _ and vessel-to-
containment heat transfer coefficienL

e. Input for this case was based upon lower bound values for input paramcte_ such as debris decay heat, vessei-to.detris heat transfer me.fficie.nt, and
containment heat tramfcr ocefficicnt.



There is also uncertaintyin estimatesfor the total massof debrispresentin the TMI-2lower
head. However,it is estimatedthatthe hardlayerof debrisin the lowerheadcontainedup to
10,000kg and thatadditionalloose debriswaspresenton top of thishardlayer,so that
approximately19,000kgof materialhad relocatedto the lowerhead. The calculations
documentedin thissection areconcernedwith the formationof a moltenpool that laterbecame
the hardlayerin the lowerhead;therefore,total massesof 6,800 to 10,000kg were assumed.
The value of 6,800 kg representsthe hardlayermassestimatedusingprobe test results;_ the
value of 10,000kgwas selected as an upperboundfor thismass.

There is the possibilitythat the surfaceof the uppercrust is not smooth and fiat. A rough,
cracked, uppercrustsurfaceprovidesmoresurfaceareafor heat transferand eventualwater
ingressionand, therefore,betterheat transferto the vessel coolant. The surfaceareaparameter
shownin Table 3-4 is a ratiobetween the total surfaceand the projectedsurfaceareaof the
uppersurface if it were a smooth surface. A maximumvalue of threewas assumedin Cases4
and6, basedon workbyFarmer.u Thisratiois used as a factor,whichboundsthe increasein
surfaceareathat is exposed to the coolant. It is recognizedthatthis is a crudeestimate,and
moreworkis needed to accuratelydetermine the effect, of surfaceroughnessand water
ingressioninto thishardlayer.

The coolantwas assumedto be saturatedat a temperatureof 584 K for each of the cases
listed in Table3-4. However,to encompassconditionswhere theremay havebeen subcooling
present in the reactorvessel, Cases5 and 7 werealso analyzedassuminga water pool
temperatureof 100K belowsaturation.This value maximizedthe subeoolingmeasuredin the
RCS cold leg temperaturefollowinghighpressureinjectionabout 15 minutespriorto the timeof
melt relocation.

3.2.2.3 Results and Discussion. The results for Case 2 areshown and discussedas a
basecase example. Case2 was chosenas a convenientexampleandis not the best estimatefor
the TMI-2relocation. Results for the remainingcases aresummarizedin Table3-4, and
additionaldetailsrelated to calculationalresultsare foundin Reference 22. None of these cases
are a preciserepresentationof the TMI-2relocation. The importantobservationfor all these
cases is that the qualitativetrendsarequite similar.The initialand boundaryconditionsprimarily
impactquantitativevaluesfor parameters,such as peaktemperaturepredictionswhichare given
in Table3-4.

Initialstages of the thermal transientwerefoundto be characterizedby high inner vessel
surface temperaturesover shorttime periodson the orderof 1 minute. The innersurface vessel
temperatureat 0 and 30 degreesfromthe verticalfor Case 2 areshownin Figures3-8 and3-9.
For the short-termbehaviordepicted in Figure3-8, it is seen that the temperatureof the vessel
'surfaceat thejet impingementpoint (i.e., 0 degrees) peaksat about 1,500K for timeswhen the
debrismelt jet is stillpouringinto the plenumandbefore significantcrustformationoccurs.
Vessel temperaturesarethen observedto rampdown before theybegin to increaseover longer
_imes. This characteristicpeaktemperaturewasobservedin allof the simulationsduringthe time
of jet impingement.Althoughlowerpour rateswere observedto decreasethe magnitudeof the
peak temperature,the durationof this initialpeakwas foundto increasefor lowerpour rates.
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The next stageof the thermaltransientmaybe observedin Figure 3.9. As jet impingement
ends and the melt pool accumulates,the vessel innersurfacetemperaturedecreasesandgoes
througha minimum(in thiscase, about 1,000K) andthen begins to rise. This occursbecausethe
heat transferredfromthe melt to the vessel is beingtransferredto the rest of the vessel wall and
diffusesbyconductionheat transferto the outer vessel surface. An additionalreason for this
phenomenais that additionalcrustformationoccurs in the pool, which reducesthe heat
transferredto the vessel. Once the conductionthermalwave has reachedthe outer vessel wall
(1,000 to 2,000 seconds),the path for conductionheat transferhas become quasi-steady,and thus
the innersurfacetemperaturebeginsto rise.

The finalstage of the thermaltransientoccurson the timescale of hoursas the inner
surfacetemperaturereachesa maximumand thenlevels off. This phenomenonoccursbecause
the heat loss to the vessel (and then to the containmentatmosphere)is now at steadystate.
Furthermore,the meltpool is coolingandslowlysolidifying.Therefore,the drivingpotentialfor
heatingthe vessel decreasesin this timeframeas a balanceis reachedbetween heat gainand heat
loss.

These three s_ges of the transientonly occurat locationswherejet impingementoccurs.
At 30 degreesfrom'the bottom, the temperaturerise is delayeduntilthe melt pool reaches this
elevationand heatingbegins. The changein slope of the temperatureincreaseat about
6,000secondsoccurs due to a solid-to-solidphasechangein the steel. This phasechangeoccurs
at -1,030 K, and the propertiesof the steel changeaccordingto the temperatureof the vessel at
its centerline. Therefore,the beginningof thiseffect is not seen when the centerline inner
surfacetemperaturereaches1,030K, butwhen the averagevessel centerlinetemperaturereaches
1,030K.

ForCase 2, the innersurfacetemperaturereachesa maximumvalue of 1,300K at
30 degreesand 1,215K at 0 degrees(see Figure3-10). The temperaturedistributionshownin
Figure 3-10 illustratesthe effect of the angulardependentheat fluxdue to internalheat
generation. A peak innersurfacetemperatureof 1,340K is observedto occurat 35 degreesfrom
the vertical. At largeranglesfromthe vertical,the innersurfacetemperaturedecreasesrapidly,
due to uppercrustformationover the moltenpool. Althoughthis temperaturebehavioris
consistentwithdeep-pool behaviorpredictedby the Jahnand Reineke model,_ it is enhanced
becauseof the one-dimensionalmodelfor heat conductionwithinthe pressurevessel and the lack
of heat loss throughthe vessel wall upwardinto the coolant above the melt; i.e., fin effects are
not included. However,when angularheat fluxespredictedwiththe TMI model are input to a
two-dimensionalmodel, heat lossesup the vessel wallwere typicallyfound to overshadow
enhancedconvectioneffects in deeper pools. For example,Case 2 peakvessel surface
temperaturesshift towardthe bottomand centerof the lowerhead. Note thatseveralparameters
playa role in the initialimportanceof convectivecurrents. In additionto pool depth,which is
directlycorrelatedto meltmass, the debrisdecayheat levels are important. In calculationsthat
were performed to evaluatethe vessel thermalresponse to lowerdebrismassesand debrisdecay
heats, such as Case 15, minorvariationswere predictedin angularheat fluxes.

As shownin Figure3-11, the thicknessof the uppercrustand the lowercrustat 0 and
30 degrees increasesrapidlyfor initialstagesof the transient. However,priorto 5,000seconds,
the crustgrowthrate levels;and a moremodestgrowthrateoccurs. Note that the lowercrust
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thickness at 0 degrees is larger than at 30 degrees. This is because higher heat transfer rates to
the crust are predicAedat 30 degrees.

The total heat transferredto the lower head and to the coolant above the debris is plotted
in Figure 3-12. The rapid increase in the heat transferred down at the start of the calculation
corresponds to the heat transfer that occurs during the jet impingement stage. The heat transfer
upward also has a quick rise at the beginning, since the upper crust does not form until the jet
pouring hu ceased, which occurs one minute into the Case 2 simulation. The abrupt change in
heat transfer to the coolant can be seen more easily in Figure 3-13, where the time-dependent
heat fluxes up to the coolant and down to the pressure vessel at the centerline are shown. The
rapid decay of heat transfer over short times is due to crust formation on the lower head and
degraded jet heat transfer due to the formation of the molten pool. If the surface temperature of
the crust above the molten pool falls below the minimum film boiling temperature, then the film
boiling regime w/Ifcollapse and nucleate boiling will exist at the surface, in this case, the heat
flux would rise as the crust grows to once again balance the heat flow across the interface. This
case indicates that the upward heat flux is about 20% below the downward value. However, this
result does change as the initial and boundary conditions are altered.

As noted earlier, results for other cases are summarized in Table 3-4. Results in Table 3-4

are generally for a time of 21,600 _nds, which was a time period past the point where peak
temperatures occurred. An exception is Case 6 results, which are for a time of 3,600 seconds.
Case 6 results are given at this earlier time because the molten pool freezes at this time and the
model is not applicable once the entire pool solidifies. Thus, peak vessel temperatures for Case 6
do not necessarily correspond to the maximumvessel temperature during this transient. This case
is only provided to indicate the effects of water ingression and increased upward heat transfer
upon the thermal transient. Obviously, the result that the molten debris will solidify within the
tirst hour indicates that increased heat transfer from the debris to the coolant can significantly
affect the transient.

The qualitative trends for all the cases are similar;however, the quantitative vessel wall
surface peak temperatures differ. The first point to note is that the heating is uniform along the
vessel wail, with the only local heating excursion being predicted during the time of jet
impingement at the particularlocation of jet impingement. The model predicts the magnitude of
this local hot spot to be on the order of 1,400-1,500 K (see Figure 3-8), and it typically persists
for about a minute. This is not in agreement with observations from TMI-2 vessel boat sample
material.13 Hence, the jet impingement process cannot alone explain the localized hot spot
temperatures observed in the boat sample examinations, and Scenario 1 from Section 2 was
eliminated from further consideration. A much longer duration and more spatially uniform
heating is observed to occur at the vessel wall after several hours (--20,000 seconds). Peak vessel
inner surface temperatures for this later heating are predicted to be between 1,020-1,525 K,
depending upon the initial and boundary conditions selected.

Boat sample examinations indicate that vessel inner surface temperatures for regions outside
the hot spot did not reach temperatures above the ferritic-to-austenitic transition. Hence,
temperatures predicted for Case 15 (in which lower bound values for inputs were used) are the
only results that are consistent with metallurgic examinations. Recognizing that there is
considerable uncertainty in model input parameters and in modeling debris/water interactions, it
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was decided to adopt the following approach for performing calculations to predict global and
localized vessel failure:

1. Obtain nominal and lower bound temperature distributions by selecting appropriate
values for input parameters.

2. Superimpose a hot spot temperature distribution consistent with results of the vessel
steel sample examinations (i.e., a case with heat fluxes close to those used in Case !1,
which produces a temperature distributionwith peak values between 1,348..1,373 K for
about 30 minutes) on temperature distributionswhere peak values do not exceed the
transition temperature.

Time-dependent temperature distributions for the nominal and lower bound cases, Cases 12
and 15 in Table 3-4, respectively, are plotted in Figures 3-14a and 3-15a. Time-dependent heat
fluxes for th_ cases are plotted in Figures 3-14b and 3-15b. The manner in which these
temperature distributions were applied in the global and localized vessel failure calculations is
discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.4.1.

3.2.3 Summary

Calculations were performed to investigate the potential for the debris jet impinging upon
the TMI-2 lower head to cause the hot spot temperatures observed in TMI-2 boat sample
examinations. Time-dependent temperature distributions were obtained that can be input to
global and localized vessel margin-to-failurecalculations.

Calculations provided several useful insights into the TMI-2 accident, which are summarized
below.

• Although the quantitative vessel wall surface peak temperature differed, results from
several sensitivity studies were qualitativelysimilar. Namely, the thermal response can
be divided into three time periods.

- An initial localized temperature spike for the time and location of jet
impingement (typically,on the order of 1 minute)

- A transient vessel heatup (typically, on the order of 1 hour)

- A quasi-steadyvessel temperature distribution (typically, lasting for several hours)

Calculations indicate that the vessel temperature gradient is relatively shallow
(150-200 K)

• Rapid crust buildup (5-20 cm) causes the reactor coolant to remove heat from the
lower head debris via nucleate boiling. Hence, results were relatively insensitive to
coolant subcooling.
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• Only a case with lower bound input assumptions was found to result in global peak
temperature predictions that do not exceed the ferritic-to-austenitic steel transition
temperature range.

• The magnitude and duration of hot spot temperatures estimated in TMI-2 vessel
examinations could not have been caused by an impinging jet. Rather, hot spot
temperatures must have occurred later in the scenario from a sustained heat load due
to molten debris upon the lower head. Hence, calculation results indicate that the
assumption that hot spot temperatures were caused by a coherent jet impinging upon
the vessel (assumed in Scenario 1 of Section 2.3) is incorrect.

• The limited area estimated in TMI-2 vessel examinations to have experienced hot spot
temperatures suggests that this region was subjected to a localized heat source, such as
might occur with a non-homogeneous debris bed or a localized region with enhanced
debris-to-vessel contact.

3.3 Summary for Melt Relocation and
Thermal Response Calculations

Prior to performing failure analyses, scoping calculations were performed to provide
boundary conditions for the subsequent tube and vessel failure analyses. Calculations included in
this section consider the potential for molten debris to travel through instrumentation nozzles of
the TMI-2 pressure vessel, the potential for a jet of molten debris to fragment as it travels
through coolant, and the thermal response of the vessel during and after relocation of molten
debris. Input to these calculations was based upon data from companion sample debris
examinations, nozzle examinations, and other available sources of TMI-2 data, such as plant
instrumentation data. Where possible, data from vessel "boat sample" metallurgical examinations,
such as peak vessel temperatures, were used as a check on thermal analysis results.

Major insights from these calculations are summarized below:

• Ceramic melt is not predicted to travel through TMI-2 instrument nozzles to locations
below th" vessel. Hence, ex-vessel tube temperatures are not predicted to experience
higher temperatures than the reactor coolant system temperatures, and tube failure
calculations should be performed using RCS temperatures.

• The amount of breakup occurring as melt relocated to the. lower plenum is
insignificant. Hence, calculation results indicate that the assumption that significant jet
breakup occurred during relocation (assumed in Scenario 3 of Section 2.3) is incorrect.

• The magnitude and duration of hot spot temperatures estimated in TMI-2 vessel
examinations were not caused by an impinging jet. Rather, hot spot temperatures must
have occurred later in the scenario from a sustained heat load from molten debris upon
the lower head. The limited area estimated to have experienced hot spot temperatures
suggests that this region was subjected to a localized heat source, such as might occur
with a nonhomogeneous debris bed or a localized region with enhanced debris-to-vessel
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contact. Hence, calculation results indicate that the assumption that hot spot
temperatures were caused by a coherent jet impinging upon the vessel (assumed in
Scenario 1 of Section 2.3) is incorrect.

• Only a case with lower bound input assumptions was found to result in global peak
temperature predictions that do not contradict the results from boat sample
examination data, namely that global vessel temperatures remain below values where
the vessel material undergoes a transition from ferritic-to-austenitic steel. It should be
noted that the cooling rates observed in metallurgical examinations of vessel specimens
in the hot spot region were not predicted in any of the cases analyzed in this section.
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4. SCOPING CALCULATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL RESPONSE AND
MARGIN-TO-FAILURE ESTIMATES

As discussed in Section 1, margin-to-failurecalculations were performed to evaluate the
potential for the TMI-2 vessel to fail via mechanisms such as tube ejection (which must be
preceded by weld failure), tube rupture, global vessel failure, and localized vessel failure.

Figure I-I illustrates how calculations within this section are coordinated. Thermal analyses,
documented in Section 3, provide input for these calculations. For each failure mechanism
considered, estimates are provided for a margin to failure to provide insight into which
mechanisms had smaller failure margins duringthe TMI-2 accident.

4.1 Margin-to-Failure Background

Margin to failure, as defined by exceeding ultimate strength or by creep failure, is evaluated
for each failure mechanism. The ultimate-strength margin to failure is straight forward, calculated
as a function of the ratio of the maximumeffective stress to the ultimate strength. Creep margin
to failure is more ambiguous to define. Unlike ultimate strength, creep failure is time dependent.
Given enough time at high temperatures with some stress, a creep failure will be predicted even
when the ultimate-strength-based margin to failure is significant.

As a basis of comparison between failure mechanisms, a margin to failure for creep failure
using a stress-based damage failure criterion was defined by the consensus of the Structural
Mechanics Peer Review Group.1 The procedure includes converting the multi-dimensional stress
state to an effective stress, interpolating the time to failure for constant temperature and stress
using the Larson-Miller parameter (LMP), and predicting time to failure for the actual stress and
temperature history using a time damage model. The entire procedure has not been verified
experimentally for cases such as the TMI-2 vessel, where temperature and pressure are changing
and a temperature gradient exists through the thickness. However, the individualsteps
(calculation of effective stress, interpolation of time to failure with the LMP and use of the time
damage model) have been verified experimentally._''6 Additionally, this procedure has been used
in previous creep analysis of a case with a geometry very similar to the TMI-2 vessel and
penetrations: thick-wall furnace tubes, under internal pressure with a temperature gradient
through the thickness7

Currently, there is not a single method or procedure that is universallyaccepted for defining
margin to failure. Using a stress-based criterion, other methods are available for each of the steps
outlined above. For example, past discussions have centered on the use of Mises effective or
maximumtensile stress. The proper stress depends on whether crack initiation or propagation
dominates the creep behavior,s Other parameters can be used to interpolate time to failure for
constant stress and temperature. Finally, several damage models have been proposed in lieu of
the stress-based time damage model.

Some of the damage models proposed in the published literature include a strain damage
model,9 combined strain and time damage models,I°,11and a combined strain and temperature
damage model.12 Experimental studies comparing time damage and strain damage models for
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high-alloy steels have shown that in some cases the time damage models are more conservative; in
other cases, the strain damage model is more conservative; and in many cases, o combined
criterion appears to give the best results.1°,11 It is difficult to assess the applicabilityof the time
and temperature damage model to SA533B, since it was developed for zircaloy,which is not a
ferrous material.

No single creep failure criterion, which likely is materialdependent, has been proven to be
superior. It is beyond the scope of this project to determine which failure criterion is best for
SA533B under accident conditions. Given the limited data for SA533B at very high temperatures
and the scatter in creep data, a simple procedure that has been used in prior published analyses
was initially recommended by the StructuralMechanics Peer Review Group for the margin-to-
failure calculations. However, results from initial calculations using this stress-based damage
failure criterion predicted failure at times when strains were quite small (less than 10%).
Members of the StructuralMechanics Peer Review Group noted that these results suggest that
the stress-based damage failure criterion used in initial calculations was too conservative. Hence,
a second set of calculations (reported in Section 5.2) were performed in which failure was defined
as the point where mechanical instability occurs rather than invoking a stress-based damage failure
criterion.

4.2 Scoping Analysis for TMI Penetration
Tube Weld Failure

A penetration ejection model was developed in the NRC-sponsored lower head program1_to
predict penetration ejection, assumingthat the penetration weld failed. Prior to using the tube
ejection model, it is necessary to establish that weld failure occurs. Metallurgical evidence from
the VIP examinations indicates that the Inconel penetration welds did not melt. Stainless steel
cladding, which has approximately the same melt temperature as Inconel, showed no signs of melt,
even inside the hot spot.14 Actual examination of a penetration weld slightly outside the hot spot
revealed no melting of the weld (including the buildup above the vessel surface).15 From this
evidence, it was concluded that penetration welds did not melt.

This analysis examines the mechanical behavior of the weld for penetrations inside the hot
spot, subject to the maximumpredicted temperatures and maximumrecorded pressures during the
accident. Its purpose is to evaluate the possibility of weld failure by exceeding ultimate strength
or by creep. If weld integrity is assured, further penetration ejection analysis is not needed (weld
integrity precludes ejection).

4.2.1 Model Description

This analysis used a mechanics of materials approach, comparing weld stresses to ultimate
strength data and weld creep rupturestrength data. Applied stresses, from system pressure and
tube dead weight, were assumed to be carried by the weld in pure shear. A margin to failure,
based on ultimate capacity, was calculated. The time to fail by creep, at the accident
temperatures and the assumed pressure, was calculated using the LMP.
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4.2.2 Input Assumptions

Input assumptions for the best-estimate analysis are described below. Uncertainties in the
assumptions are provided in the next section.

Geometry
-

It was assumed that the critical region for penetration weld failure was in the hot spot of the
vessel, located approximately 0.5 m from the centerline of .thevessel. Schematics of a centerline
instrument tube and penetration weld are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2.16'17 Although Figure 4-1
shows the tube intersecting the vessel at 90 degrees, tubes in the hot spot intersect the vessel
obliquely because the hot spot is not located at the bottom of the vessel. This did not affect the
analysis, due to conservative assumptions in the weld shear area described below. The length of
the instrument tube, 5.47 m, from the vessel to the first unistrut support was used to calculate the
dead weight of the tube, as shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. The unistrut support is located, as
shown, at the horizontal end of the pipe bend)

The weld shear area was taken as the area of intersection between the tube and the weld.

As a conservative measure, the weld area associated with the weld buildup above the cladding was
ignored.

Material properties

An INCO82T weld joins the Inconel-600 tube and the SA533B vessel material. High
temperature Inconel-600 tensile and creep properties13were used for this analysis, because high
temperature INCO82T properties were not available. In general, this will produce conservative
results, since weld materials have higher strength properties than their base material counterparts.
Inconel-600 ultimate strength as a function of temperature and the LMP fit for creep data are
included in Appendix A.

Loads and Temperatures

This analysis assumed that the pressure load and instrument tube dead weight were carried
in pure shear, solely by the penetration weld, as shown in Figure 4-3. The maximum recorded
system pressure for over 10 hours after relocation (see Figure 2-2), 15 MPa, was used. The dead
weight was calculated from the length of tubing from the lower head to the first unistrut support.
The unistrut support was not allowed to bear any of the load. The peak weld temperature was
assumed to be 1,361 K for 0.5 hours. This is the mid-point for the peak temperature range
(1,348-1,373 K) estimated from metallurgical examination.14J

4.2.3 Uncertaintiss

Primary sources of uncertainty in this analysis were the peak temperature estimates from
TMI-2 boat sample examinations14and the creep data fit to the LMP. The range for temperature

a. Personalcommunicationwith Babcockand Wilcoxpersonnel,Lynchberg,Virginia,September,1992.
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uncertainties (1,348-1,373 K) was taken from metallurgical studies. 14 Upper and lower bounds
for the LMP data were statistically fitIs to 95% confidence limits, as shown in Appendix A,
Figure A-33. The minimum ablation height was also uncertain; therefore, the most reasonable,
conservative estimate was used.

The upper limit of the margin to failure and creep failure time were calculated using the
lower peak temperature, 1,348 K, and the upper limit of the LMP fit to stress. For the lower
limit of margin to failure and creep failure time, the upper peak temperature, 1,373 K, and lower
limit of the LMP were used. Upper and lower limit fits for the LMP are listed in Appendix D.
Calculations are similar to the best-estimate calculations shown in Appendix D.

4.2.4 Results

Results from calculations, detailed in Appendix D, indicate that the dead load is less than
2% of the total load. The effective stress due to applied loads, 12.32 MPa, is low relative to the
ultimate strength, 30.78 MPa, for Inconel.600 at 1,361 K. The Mises effective stress was used
because it was found to be more conservative than the Huddleston effective stress2 with a pure
'shear stress state. Ultimate-strength margin to failure was defined for this analysis as

Margin to Failure = (I - effective stress/ultimate strength)t00%.

This makes the best-estimate, ultimate-strength margin to failure equal to 60% (see Table 4-I).

If the peak temperature (1,361 K) and maximumsystem pressure (15 MPa) were held
constant, the time to rupture is 7.2 hours (see Table 4-2). Estimated time at peak temperature
was 0.5 hours. Naturally, the material spent time at some elevated temperature after peaking, but
the fact that the weld could carry the most severe conditions for 6.7 hours longer than they were
actually imposed assures that the TMI-2 accident would not have caused weld failure.

Table 4-1. Ultimate strength margin to failure for instrument tube weld failure.
I

Upper limit (1,348 K) 65%

Best estimate (1,361 K) 60%

Lower limit (1,373 K) 54%

Table 4-2. Time to creep failure for instrument tube weld failure.

Upper limit (1,348 K, upper LMP) 16.9 h

Best estimate (1,361 K, be_t LMP) 7.2 h

Lower limit (1,373 K, lower LMP) 4.2 h
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4.3.6 Dlecumlon

This analysis showed that the ultimate-strength margin to failure for the penetration weld
during the TMI-2 a_ident was at least 54%. If the peak temperature and a 15 MPa system
pressure were both maintained constant, the minimum time to creep failure was 4.2 hours. These
results, convincing in the large, ultimate-strength margin to failure and the long estimated time to
creep failure, are conservative for the following reasons:

• The weld buildup material was ignored, reducing the load bearing weld area (shear
area).

• The minimumweld depth into the vessel was used to calculate load bearing weld area
(shear area).

• The analysis assumed a pressure of 15 MPa. The maximumtemperature may have
occurred with a lower pressure.

• Calculations for the time to creep failure held the peak temperature constant, when in
fact, the peak temperature was estimated for only 0.5 hours.

• The load was carried solely by the weld. None of the load was distributed to the
unistrut support.

Ultimate strength failure was not predicted because the applied stre.cson the weld was very
low. Although the assumed temperature for the weld was relativ_Jyhigh (1,348-1,373 K), the low
applied stress (12.32 MPa, 1.786 ksi) presented little challenge to the ultimate strength of the
weld, as indicated by the 60% best estimate for margin to failure. Again, because stresses were
low, best-estimate creep failure was not predicted before 7.2 hours. Since penetration weld
integrity during the TMI-2 accident was assured, penetration ejection was ruled out as a possible
failure mode.

4.3 Ex-Vessel Instrument Tube Failure

Another possible failure mode of the primarysystem containment associated with the
instrument tube was that of the tube bursting under accident conditions in a location outside the
vessel lower head. This failure would reduce the pressure in the tube, increase the pressure
differential across any melt entering the tube from the debris bed above, and allow additional melt
penetration through the vessel wall and out of the primary pressure containment. An approach
based on force equilibrium, similar to that of the instrument weld margin to failure was used to
evaluate tube failure. Margins to failure based on creep time to failure and ultimate strength
were calculated.

4.3.1 Calculations

As discussed in Section 3, the melt penetration analysis of the instrument tube indicated that
melt would not penetrate beyond the vessel thickness. Hence, the temperature conditions for this
analysiswere limited to those of the reactor coolant system during the accident (see Figure I-I).
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An upperboundon the coolant temperature(600 K) wastakento be the saturationtemperature
correspondingto the peak systempressureduringthe first 12 hours afterrelocation. The lower-
boundtemperature(400 K) was basedon the minimumvalue measuredin the cold leg duringthe
transient. Since these conditionswereexpectedto resultin highmarginsto failure,a constant
upper-boundsystempressureof 15MPawas assumedfor the loading. This simplifiedthe analysis
and produceda conservativeresult.

The TMI-2penetrationtube is madeof Inconel-600material. Plots of ultimatestrengthas a
functionof temperatureand the LMPfit for the creeptest datafor this materialare includedin
AppendixA, FiguresA-28 andA-33.

As Figure4-4 indicates,the operatingsystempressureis the primaryload on the instrument
tube. Becausethe instrumenttube configurationbelow the lowerhead (see Figure4-2) makesa
largebend andis subsequentlyrouted horizontally,the ex-vesselpressureload resultsin an axial
stresscomponent, as well as a hoop stresscomponent,in the wall of the tube. Huddleston's
criteria2 for multi-axialconditionswas appliedto calculatethe effectivestress (AppendixA-2.3.1).

This effectivestress, _', was comparedto the ultimatestrength,5,, of the materialat 600 K
and400 K to determinean ultimate-strengthmarginto failureas shownin

The creep time to failurewas calculatedusingthe appliedstressresultingfroma constant15 MPa
systempressure,the boundingtemperatures,and the Larson-Millercurve for Inconel-600.

4.3.2 Results

Results of these calculationsindicatethat the ultimatestrengthmarginto failure is 96.0 % at
a temperatureof 400 K and95.8%at 600 K. The smallvariationin marginto failureis a result
of the minorvariationin the ultimatestrengthfor Inconel-600in this temperaturerange. Times
to creep rupture at these temperaturesareof the orderof 10is and 10_ hours. Hence, both
measuresof marginto failurecalculatedhere areveryhigh.

4.4 Global Vessel Rupture

A calculation of margin to failure for global vessel rupture requires that the lower head be
consideredfor a structu_,lcollapsemechanismunderthe primaryloadingof the vessel'sinternal
pressure. Thermalstressescomplicatethe analysisbycausingstressredistribution,some plastic
respor_se,and,at highertemperaturesand stresses,creep relaxation,resultingin furtherstress
redistribution.These stressestend not to cause ultimatecollapseof a structureunless the primary
load-carryingcapacityis affectedby the thermalplasticityand creepdamage.
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Figure 5-30. Distribution of ligaments experiencing tertiary creep at various times for the 62.5% nominal case with a hot spot.
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Figure 5-31. Distribution of ligaments experiencing tertiary creep at various times for the 50% nominal case with a hot spot.
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nominal, with failures occurring just under two and three hours respectively. A very different
response is seen for the case involving the hot spot on 50% of nominal background. Here the
rate of change of deformations appears to become more modest with time after a few hours.

To further define the fraction of nominal heat flux resulting in failure, a case was run
corresponding to 62.5% of nominal. A comparison of this ease with the case involving 50%
nominal is shown in Figure 5-27. Note that both the vertical and horizontal scales differ from
Figure 5-26. At approximately four hours into the transient, the pressure history contains a
substantial depression, resulting in pressures as low as 3 MPa before ascending back to 16 MPa at
11 hours. The rate of change of deformations drops dramatically once this depression is
encountered. In the ease of a hot spot on 50% nominal, the hot region is still quite restrained
before depressurization, with very small tensile normal stress components in the hot spot region.
When the system depressurizes, the vessel unloads elastically, and most of the hot spot
experiences compression following depressurization. Only the outer two ligaments experience
tension at this time. The structure creeps down for a period of time, so that the hoop strain
actually decreases during depressurization. There is less of this effect for the case of 62.5% of
nominal, and, after the depressurization is complete (approximately 5.25 hours), values for these
deformation parameters begin to rise again. The increase in meridian rotation at this time is the
most obvious of the three. Unfortunately, the combination of depressurization with the partial
propagation of tertiary creep through the vessel results in a few severe stress states which slow
the simulation down dramatically. Ligaments were allowed to and did return to the secondary
regime, but this did not relieve all points from the tertiary regime. As a result, it was not possible
to get the simulation to advance past six hours with the actual pressure history. Figure 5-27
illustrates that the case involving 62.5% of the nominal heat flux advanced to substantially greater
deformations than the case involving 50% nominal heat flux before the depressurization, and the
deformations appear to recover and continue to climb after depressurization. Results involving
rapid cooling, discussed below, suggest that a vessel experiencing these deflections and subject to
repressurization to 16 MPa will again experience rapid rates of increasing deformation. The
simulations suggest that the vessel is not able to survive slow cooling of a hot spot on a
background heat flux 62.5% of the nominal level.

Figures 5-28 through 5-31 illustrate the distribution of tertiary ligaments for the cases of hot
spots on 100%, 75%, 62.5% and 50% of nominal background heat fluxes under the actual
pressure history. It is clear from the figures that the tertiary regime occupies a decreasing
fraction of the lower head as the nominal background heat flux is reduced, until, at 62.5% of
nominal, it is unable to propagate all the way through thickness before the depressurization. Also
note that once the depressurization occurs, the through thickness propagation recedes in the case
of 62.5% nominal. The results of these slow cooling analyses are that the vessel is capable of
surviving a hot spot on a background heat flux between 50% and 62.5% of nominal; this is to be
compared with the results from the stress-based damage failure criterion results, which suggest
that survival is possible on a background between 25% and 33% of the nominal ease heat flux
(see Section 5.1,1).

5.2.3 Effects of Failure Criterion on Rapid Cooling Cue Results

Rapid cooling simulations were performed for hot spots on background heat fluxes equal to
62.5%, 75% and 80% of the nominal level. Maximum values of deformation parameters are
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plotted in Figures 5-32 through 5-35, and distributions of tertiary ligaments and vessel
deformations are shown in Figures 5-36 through 5-38. Rapid cooling in all cases was initiated at
2.16 hours into the transient, at which time the hot spot had been above 1320 K for a sufficient
period of time to be consistent with observations from TMI-2 metallurgical examinations. At the
time rapid cooling is initiated for the case of 62.5% of the nominal heat flux, the vessel has
experienced only modest deflections, and the hot spot is still well restrained. Initiation of rapid
cooling results in a small decrease in all freedoms and the vessel asymptotically reaches a benign
state. The vessel easily survives the case of rapid cooling for 62.5% of the nominal heat flux. In
the cases of rapid cooling for 75% and 80% of the nominal heat flux, the vessel has experienced
considerably greater deformation before rapid cooling is initiated. The characteristic response of
the freedoms is quite different from the case of 62.5% of the nominal heat flux. During the
cooling period itself, there is little change in either the peak strain or vertical deflection, but the
maximum meridian rotation decreases. Once the cooldown is completed, all freedoms continue to
increase, but at a slower pace than experienced before the initiation of rapid cooling. At four
hours into the transient, the system depressurizes, and virtually no change in any of the freedoms
occurs during this period. Once the system begins to repressurize at 11 hours, however, all
freedoms begin to rapidly increase again. Although these latter two cases were not run all the
way to failure, it appears from the plots that failure occurs in about 13 and 11 hours, respectively,
for the cases of rapid cooling of a hot spot from 75% and 80% of the nominal backgreund heat
flux. Figure 5-35 shows a comparison of the three cases with rapid cooling.

Plots of vessel deformation and the distribution of tertiary ligaments are shown in
Figures 5-36 through 5-38. A word about the secondary to tertiary transition criterion is in order
to permit comparisons of Figures 5-28 through 5-31 with Figures 5-36 through 5-38. The
transition criterion is based on strain, and the transition strain is a function of both temperature
and stress as described in Appendix A. The creep data indicate the transition occurs at relatively
low strains (few percent) at low temperatures (873 K), but that the transition strain increases
dramatically (as high as 20%) at intermediate temperatures (1,073 K), before falling again to
10-12% at high temperatures (1,273 K). In examining the distributions of tertiary ligaments in
Figures 5-28 through 5-31, it should be kept in mind that these are slow cooling cases with the
hot spot near its peak temperature, and substantial strains are required to reach the tertiary
transition through thickness. Once rapid cooling is initiated, the temperatures fall dramatically,
and the vessel can experience the tertiary state at more modest strains. In examining Figure 5-36,
for instance, corresponding to rapid cooling of a hot spot on 62.5% of nominal background, it can
be seen that at 2.16 hours, just about the time rapid cooling is initiated, there are no tertiary
ligaments in the vessel. The vessel is still at elevated temperature, and the lack of tertiary
ligaments is consistent with the first frames in Figures 5-28 through 5-31, which show only a few
tertiary ligaments at comparable strains. Once rapid cooling is initiated, however, the transition
from secondary to tertiary occurs at more modest strains, so that the outer half of the vessel
underneath the hot spot enters the tertiary regime. The stress levels in the tertiary regions of
Figure 5-36 are nearly zero, with the entire load being taken by the inner portion of the vessel.
Figures 5-37 and 5-38 both indicate that the vessel has experienced some propagation of the
tertiary regime through thickness prior to rapid cooling, and the onset of cooling is sufficient to
push the entire hot spot region into the tertiary regime through thickness. This would be largely
responsible for the rapid rates of increase of freedoms following repressurization at 11 hours.
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It should also be noted that the tertiary data in Appendix A are provided at and above
873 K. Below this temperature, the relationships at 873 K were used. Twelve hours into the
transient following rapid cooling, temperatures in the hot spot region were only 50-100 K below
this value, so the use of these relationships at these temperatures is conservative but not
unwarranted. At some point, however, there needs to be a criterion for deciding at what
temperature the transition from tertiary back to secondary is permitted. The final states in
Figure 5-36, for instance, are at 573 K, where creep is not likely to occur at all, and the notion of
some states being in the tertiary regime is meaningless. In this particular simulation, however, the
final tertiary states are entirely benign and of no consequence to the vessel's survival.

In summary, it has been found that vessel survival based on a mechanical instabilityfailure
criterion is possible for a hot spot on 50% to 62.5% of nominal case background heat flux under
slow cooling conditions, and between 62.5% and 75% of nominal case heat fluxes in the presence
of rapidcooling. Levels of survivable heat flux are substantiallylarger than in the slow cooling
case analyzed using the stress-based damage failure criterion, but the distinction between slow and
rapid cooling survivability is not nearly as great.

5.3 Conclusions

Additional calculations were completed to investigate two areas of uncertainty identified by
the initial scoping calculations in Section 4. Specifically, the amount of cooling that occurred
within the debris after relocation and the criterion used for predicting vessel failure were
investigated with additional sensitivity studies.

Although data are not sufficient to determine the exact mechanism that caused the debris to
cool within the first two hours after relocation, two possible forms of cooling were investigated
that have the pot6ntial to produce this additional cooling:

• A slow cooling mode in which it is assumed that water slowly removes heat as it travels
through cracks in the debris

• A rapid cooling mode in which it is assumed that coolant rapidly removes heat as it
travels through gaps or channels between the vessel and debris.

Three types of calculations were performed to investigate debris cooling. Using a stress-
based damage failure criterion, calculations were first performed to quantify the magnitude of
cooling needed to prevent vessel failure and obtain vessel temperature responses consistent with
VIP metallurgical examination data. Then, analyses were performed to evaluate the type of
debris configuration (i.e., the number and size of cracks and the gap size) needed to obtain the
estimated cooling rates. Finally, the hypothesis of debris cooling was evaluated using an energy
balance based on parameters measured directly during the accident or inferred from data
measured during the accident.

Slow cooling analysis results indicate that the vessel will survive a hot spot in the presence of
a background heat flux that is between 25% and 33% of the nominal, best estimate, heat flux
assumptions in Section 3. Rapid cooling analysis results indicate that negative heat fluxes
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between 25 and 125 kW/m2 are needed to obtain cooling rates consistent with metallurgical
examination data of vessel steel in the hot spot region. ,

Although higher percentages of the nominal heat flux in the region outside the hot spot may
occur if rapid cooling is present, analyses indicate that a combination of both cooling mechanisms
must occur in order for results to be consistent with metallurgical examination data. For example,
if only a slow cooling mechanism were present, the vessel temperatures would not experience the
rapidcooling rates observed in the metallurgical examinations. Furthermore, a rapid cooling
analysis for a case in which a 75% nominal background heat flux is imposed on the vessel
indicates that the vessel would fail before the hot spot temperatures could be sustained for the 30
minute time period estimated in metallurgical examinations. Therefore, these cooling analyses not
only provided an estimate for the magnitude of cooling that must occur, but also indicated that
analyses considering both cooling mechanisms were needed in order to be consistent with results
of the TMI-2 VIP examinations.

Scoping thermal analyses were performed to postulate the types of cracks or gaps that are
needed in the debris to obtain the estimated cooling'rates. Conservative heat transfer
assumptions were ,k_sedin these analyses to obtain lower estimates on the amount of heat that
would be removed by coolant traveling through debris cracks or a debris-to-vessel coolant gap.
Results indicate that the nominal backgroundheat flux could be reduced by 25% if less than 220
"throughcracks"with a 0.5-cm effective diameter existed in the hard layer of debris on the lower
head. This number of cracks represents an insignificantvolume fraction of the hard layer of
debris in the lower head. Calculations also indicate that coolant traveling through a 0.1-cm gap
between the debris and the vessel could result in the rapidvessel cooling rates estimated by
metallurgical examination data. Note that both of these calculations conservatively assumed that
the coolant remained liquid as it removed heat from the debris. If the coolant traveling within
the debris channels,was assumed to boil, heat transferwould be much more efficient (thus
reducing the number and/or size of channels).

An energy balance considering coolant mass flows entering and leaving the vessel indicates
that the debris must have cooled after relocation. Calculations were conservatively performed by
neglecting heat losses to the vessel and internal structures. Input parameters, such as debris
decay heat, coolant injection rates, and relief valve flow rates, were quantified based on data
measured duringthe accident or inferred from data measured during the accident. For all cases
evaluated, which included upper-bound and lower-bound estimates on debris decay heat and mass
flow rates, the debris was predicted to cool in the time period between debris relocation and
vessel repressurization.

Calculations were also performed to assess the influence of failure criterion and the

inclusion of tertiary creep on failure predictions. Specifically, analyses were performed including
the effects of tertiarycreep with failure defined as the point where mechanical instability occurs
rather than invoking a stress-based damage failure criterion. Results from these calculations
indicate that the vessel would survive if exposed to a hot spot on 50 to 62.5% of the nominal case
heat fluxes under slow cooling and between 62.5 and 75% of the nominal heat fluxes in the
presence of rapid cooling. The percentages of nominal case heat fluxes for which the vessel is
predicted to survive for the slow cooling cases are nearly a factor of two larger than percentages
predicted using a stress-based damage failure criterion. However, the percentages of nominal case
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heat flux for which the vessel is predicted to survive for the rapid cooling cases is similar to levels
predicted with the stress-based damage failure criterion.

In summary, scoping calculations led to the hypothesis that the debris cooled within the first
two hours after relocation although there are insufficient data to determine the exact mechanisms
that caused the debris to cool. Although the magnitude of cooling required was lower when a
mechanical instability failure criterion was used instead of a stress-based damage failure criterion,
analyses using either failure criterion indicated that the debris cooled within the first two hours

after relocation. This cooling is substantiated by calculations based upon RCS coolant injection
and relief rates. Several plausible mechanisms for achieving this cooling were investigated.
Calculations indicate that the debris cooling rates needed to prevent vessel failure could be
achieved if a minimal volume of cracks were present in the debris. Furthermore, it is predicted
that coolant traveling through a minimal size of gap between the debris and the vessel could cool
the vessel at rates consistent with the results of metallurgical examinations of the vessel steel.
samples.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As part of the TMI-2 VIP, margin-to-failure calculations were performed to increase under-
standing about events that occurred during the TMI-2 accident. Because there is considerable
uncertainty in input parameters for these calculations, analyses relied upon methods with closed-
form or simplified numerical solution techniques. With this approach, a large number of cases
could be evaluated rapidly and efficiently.

Calculations were performed to consider the four failure mechanisms identified in
Figure 6-1:

• Tube rupture

• Tube ejection

• Global vessel failure

• Localized vessel failure.

Unshaded shapes in Figure 6-1 indicate which analyses were performed in this study. Note that
several analyses for evaluating certain phenomena---such as jet impingement, melt penetration
distance, vessel thermal response, and weld failure--provided input to the failure analyses. As
indicated by the shaded boxes, results from some of these preliminary analyses eliminated the
need for subsequent analyses. For example, results from melt penetration calculations indicate
that molten fuel will not relocate to locations below the lower head. Therefore, reactor coolant

system temperatures were applied in subsequent tube rulSture analyses, rather than performing an
ex-vessel tube heatup analysis with debris in the tube.

AS indicated in Figure 6-1, these calculations employed three major sources of VIP
examination data:

• Nozzle examination data for characterizing melt composition and penetration distances
within nozzles

• Companion sample examination data for characterizing debris properties, such as decay
heat and material composition

• Vessel steel boat sample examination data for characterizing peak vessel temperatures,
duration of peak temperatures, and vessel cooling rate.

I

Some of the data were used to quantify input to the calculations and some were used to verify
output from the calculations. As illustrated by results within this report, some of the companion
sample data--namely that the debris underwent slow cooling--were inconsistent with the vessel
steel cooling rate inferred from examinations of the boat samples. When results based upon
companion sample data indicated that vessel failure would occur, it was postulated that additional
cooling, not indicated by companion sample data, needed to be considered in the analysis. Hence,
calculations were performed to quantify the magnitude of this cooling and the hypothesized debris
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Figure 6-1. Flow diagram illustrating margin-to-failure calculations performed in this study.



configuration required to support this cooling. An energy balance was also performed to verify
the existence of this cooling based upon plant thermal hydraulic parameters.

Results from calculations documented in this report are summarized in this section. These
calculations not only provide insights into the potential for vessel failure, they also provided
insights into the manner in which debris relocated into the lower plenum and the potential for
debris cooling after relocation. Insights gained from these calculations may have implications for
severe accident analyses in general.

6.1 Summary of Results

Results from scoping calculations are presented in this section according to the order shown
in the flow diagram (Figure 6-1). Starting at the upper left hand corner ("nozzle exam data"),
melt penetration calculations (reported in Section 3) indicate that molten debris would not
penetrate below the vessel head with sufficient heat capacity to raise ex-vessel penetration tube
temperatures. Hence, ex-vessel tube rupture calculations were performed assuming tube
temperatures consistent with the vessel coolant temperatures. Since such temperatures were
expected to result in very high margins to failure, a constant upper system pressure of 15 MPa
was also applied in the tube failure calculations. Results indicate that the margin to failure for
this mechanism was very high.

Jet impingement calculations (left side of Figuro 6-1) indicate that the amount of breakup
that occurred as melt relocated to the lower plenum was insignificant. Hence, calculation results
indicate that the postulated scenario with major amounts of jet breakup occurring during
relocation (Scenario 3 of Section 2.3) is incorrect. Jet impingement calculations also indicate that
the magnitude and duration of the hot spot temperatures estimated in TMI-2 vessel examinations
could not have been caused by an impinging jet. Rather, hot spot temperatures are predicted to
occur later in the scenario due to a sustained heat load from molten debris on the lower head.

The limited area estimated to have experienced hot spot temperatures suggests that this region
was subjected to a localized heat source, such as might occur with a non-homogeneous debris bed
or a localized region with enhanced debris-to-vessel contact. Hence, calculation results indicate

that the scenario with hot spot temperatures caused by a coherent jet impinging upon the vessel
(assumed in Scenario 1 of Section 2.3) is incorrect.

Although the quantitative value predicted for the vessel wall surface peak temperature
differed in each case, results from several sensitivity studies were qualitatively similar. Namely,
the thermal response can be divided into the following three time periods:

• An initial localized temperature spike for the time and location of jet impingement
(typically lasts for about 1 minute)

• A transient vessel heatup (typically lasts for about 1 hour)

• A quasi-steady vessel temperature distribution (typically lasts for several hours).

Only a case with lower bound input assumptions (discussed in Section 3.2) resulted in global
vessel temperature predictions that are consistent with the boat sample examination data; namely
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that vessel temperatures remain below values where the material undergoes a transition from
ferritic to austenitic steel.

As noted in Figure 6-1, prior to performing a tube ejection analysis, it must be established
that the weld holding the nozzle to the vessel has failed. Since it is not known if the hot spot
temperatures occurred at the same time that the RCS was repressurized to 15 MPa, weld failure
calculations were conservatively performed assuming that peak temperatures and pressures
occurred simultaneously. Results indicate that even for these very conservative assumptions, there
was considerable margin in the weld's integrity. Therefore, there was no need for a tube ejection
analysis.

The potential for the vessel to experience a global failure was evaluated for vessel
temperature distributions based upon nominal and lower bound input assumptions (see
Section 3.2). Noto that both of these temperature distributions were obtained by assuming that
the molten debris experienced relatively slow cooling rates, in order to be consistent with
companion sample examination data. Global failure was predicted to occur at 1.7 hours after
relocation for the nominal case and 2.3 hours after relocation for the lower bound case. In fact,
parametric studies indicate that failure is predicted in less than 3 hours for temperatures above
800 to 900 K, if the reactor vessel is maintained at pressures near the operating pressure. Thus,
results indicate that enhanced debris cooling occurred within the first 2 hours to prevent global
vessel failure.

The potential for the vessel to experience a localized failure was evaluated by imposing hot
spot _.emperatures on two background distributions, the lower bound case temperatures and a
benign case with cool background temperatures. ,-These two temperature distributions bounded
possible background distributions. Boat sample examinations indicate that temperatures outside
the hot spot remained below the ferritic to austenitic transition temperature, and the minimum
vessel temperature was the normal operating condition temperature. Results for the lower bound
case indicate that the presence of a hot spot reduces failure time predictions by about 0.4 hours.
Furthermore, the presence of the hot spot affected predictions of the geometry of the vessel and
the damage distribution in the vessel at the time of failure. However, results from the benign
case indicate that the vessel is capable of surviving local hot spots in the temperature range and
of the duration inferred from the metallurgical examinations if the balance of the shell remains
relatively cool.

Results from thermal and structural calculations based upon debris decay heats from
companion sample examinations combined with the relatively rapid vessel cooling indicated by
metallurgical examinations indicate that some form of debris cooling occurred that was not
evident in the TMI-2 companion samples. In addition, analysis results suggest that a stress-based
damage failure criterion may be too conservative for predicting failure. Therefore, additional
analyses were performed to investigate the effects of debris cooling and failure criterion on
calculation results. An energy balance considering coolant mass flows entering and leaving the
vessel indicate that the debris cooled in the time period between relocation and vessel
repressurization (between 220 and 320 minutes). Although there are insufficient TMI-2 data to
determine the exact mechanisms that caused the debris to cool, scoping calculations were
performed to investigate two forms of cooling that have the potential to produce additional
cooling:
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• A slow cooling mode in which it is assumed that water slowly removes heat as it travels
through channels or "cracks"within the debris

• A rapid c_ling mode in which it is assumed that coolant rapidly removes heat as it
travels through channels or "gaps"between the vessel and the debris,.

Slow cooling analysis results indicate that coolant traveling through a relatively'insignificant
volume of cracks within the debris (i.e. less than 1% of debris volume) will remove sufficient heat
to prevent vessel failure. Rapid cooling analysis results indicate that coolant traveling through a
gap of minimal thickness (i.e. as small as 1 ram) will remove sufficient heat to allow the vessel to
experience cooling rates consistent with the results of metallurgical examinations of the vessel
steel samples. In order for either of the above forms of cooling to occur, coolant must be present
within the lower head. Hence, the presence of coolant within the lower head during the TMI-2
accident was instrumental in providing these postulated forms of cooling.

Although the magnitude of cooling required was decreased when the stress-based damage
failure criterion was replaced with a mechanical instability failure criterion, catculational results
indicate that a combination of both cooling mechanisms is needed in order for results to be
consistent with metallurgical examination data. For example, if only a slow cooling mechanism
was present, the vessel temperatures would not be predicted to experience the rapid cooling rates
observed in the metallurgical examinations. Furthermore, analyses indicate that a vessel subjected
to peak hot spot temperatures on nominal case background heat fluxes could not survive the
30-minute time period estimated in metallurgical examinations. Thus, analyses indicate that both
mechanisms need to be considered in order to obtain results consistent with TMI-2 VIP
examinations.

6.2 Insights from Calculations and Severe Accident Implications

Major insights from the failure analyses include:

• The large margin-to-failure estimates for tube failure mechanisms essentially preclude
the potential for tube failure to occur during the TMI-2 event.

• It is possible for the vessel to withstand the hot spot temperatures and durations
determined from the vessel metallurgical examinations if the balance of the vessel
outside the hot spot remains relatively cool. Localized and global vessel failure
calculations indicate that the background temperature behavior of the vessel (i.e.,
outside the hot spot), which is highly dependent upon the heat load from relocated
debris in the lower head, is key to predicting failure from either of these mechanisms.

• Debris cooling may have occurred within the first two hours after relocation to the

lower head. Although companion sample examination data are insufficient to quantify
the timing and rate of debris cooling, additional scoping calculations indicate that the
debris cooled in the time interval after relocation and before vessel repressurization.

• Debris cooling may have occurred via coolant traveling in channels within the debris
and in channels between the debris and the vessel. Although there are insufficient
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TMI-2data to determinethe exactmechanismsthatcausedthe debris to cool, scoping
calculationsindicatethat the presenceof a relativelyinsignificantvolumeof flow
chamJclswithinthe debrisor a relativelythinchannelbetweenthe debrisandthe
vessel wouldhave significantlyenhanceddebriscoolingduringthis timeperiod.

Severalresultsand insightsfrom these calculationsmayhave considerableimpactupon
severe accidentsafety analyses.Some of these implicationsare the following:

• The background,or global,temperaturebehavioris key to predictingPWR vessel
failureat highpressureconditions. Althoughvessel failuretimes maybe shortened if a
localizedregionof the vessel is exposedto highertemperatures,cool background
temperatureshave the potentialto preventsuch failures.

• If relocatingdebrissolidifiescontainingchannelsor withchannelsbetween it andthe
vessel, debriscoolabilitymaybe enhanced. Hence, TMI-2analysesmayprovide
additionalinsightaboutphenomenanot currentlymodeled in severe accidentanalyses
thatcouldprovideadditionalsafetymarginsforsuch analyses.

Hence, the importanceof these calculationsis not onlylimitedto increasingunderstanding
of the TMI-2accident. Calculationresultsmayalso provideanotherstep towardanswering
broadersevereaccidentquestions.
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Appendix A

Modeling Input

A.1 ThermalMaterialPropertyData

This section summarizes the material data used for the thermal calculations in the TMI-2

margin to failure analyses. Temperature-dependent properties, such as thermal conductivity,
density, enthalpy, specific heat, and viscosity of the debris and vessel material are included.

A.1.1 UO_Data

This section contains data for properties of UO 2. Properties, such as thermal conductivity,
theoretical density, enthalpy, specific heat capacity, and viscosity are summarized in Figures A-I
through A-5. As indicated in the figures, these data are based upon information in
Reference A-I. Reference A-I also indicates that the solidus and liquidus temperature for UO 2
is 3,113 K.
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A.1.2 ZrO2 Data

This section contains data for properties of ZrOz. Properties, such as thermal conductivity,
theoretical density, enthalpy, and specific heat capacity are summarized in Figures A-6
through A-9. As indicated in the figures, this data is based upon information in Reference A-I.
Reference A-1 also states that the solidus and liquidus temperature for ZrO2 is 2,960 K, assuming
that the oxygen-to-metal ratio is 2.0.
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A.1.3 (U,Zr)O2 Compound Data

This section contains data for properties of a 78% UO2-17% ZrO2 weight fraction
compound, which is the composition estimated for debris companion samples.^2 Properties, such
as thermal conductivity, theoretical density, enthaipy, specific heat capacity are summarized in
Figures A-10 through A-13. As indicated in the figures, this data was calculated using information
in Reference A-1. Based on the phase diagramfor U-Zr-O in Reference A-3, it is estimated that
the solidus temperature for this compound is 2,650 K and that the liquidus temperature for this
compound is approximately 2,850 K.
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A.1.4 Inconel-600 Data

This section _ntains data for properties of Inconel-600, which is the material used in the
TMI-2 instrument tube nozzles. Properties, such as thermal conductivity, theoretical density, and
specific heat capacity are summarized in Figures A-14 through A-16. As indicated in these
figures, the data are extrapolated for temperatures above I,I00 K. This data is based upon
information in References A-4 and A-5. Reference A-4 indicates that the solidus and liquidus
temperatures for Inconel-600 are 1,644 and 1,700 K, respectively.
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A.1.8 8A633B1 Carbon 8reel Data

Thh section contains data for properties of SA533 Grade B Class I (SA533B1) carbon steel,
which is the material used in the TMI-2 vessel. Properties, such as thermal conductivity, demity,
specific heat capacity, and thermal diffusivity are summarized in Figures A-17 through A-20.
Reference8 for the data are indicated in each figure. Information in Reference A-6 indicates that
the solidus and liquidm temperature for SA533B1 carbon steel is 1,789 K.
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A.1.6 8talnleee Steel Data

This section contains data for the following properties of stainless steel: thermal
conductivity, density, enthalpy, and specific heat capacity. These data are summarized in
Figures A-21 through A-24.
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A.2 Structural Material Property Data

Structural calculations for the TMI margin-to-failureanalysis used the material data for
Inconei-600 and SAS33B steel summarized in this appendix. Included are temperature-dependent
structural properties such as elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, yield strength, ultimate strength and
thermal coefficient of expansion. The elastic portions of the stress-strain curves were derived
from published values of temperature-dependent elastic moduli, plastic portions were taken from
test data. Creep failure times are plotted for corresponding stresses at various temperatures and
the Larson-Miller parameter is plotted as a function of log(stress).

Some of the data listed in the tables (e.g., % total elongation) and in the figures (e.g.,
Inconel-600 Poisson's ratio) were not actually used in the analysis, but are included for
completeness. For penetration ejection analysis,weld material was assumed to have the same
material properties as its base Inconel-600 material.

A.2.1 Inconel Data

This section contains data for structuralproperties of Inconel-600, annealed for 1 hour at
1,143 K and force air cooled. Temperature-dependent properties include elastic modulus,
Poisson's ratio, yield strength, ultimate strength and thermal coefficient of expansion. In
Figures A-25 through A-33 stress-strain curves are plotted for various temperatures, creep rupture
times are plotted for corresponding stresses at various temperatures, and the Larson-Miller
parameter is plotted against log(stress). Tables A-1 and A-2 contain listings of tensile and creep
data. Not all temperature-dependent properties were used in the penetration tube rupture or
penetration weld analyses, but are included here for completeness. Much of the high temperature
property data was obtained as part of the NRC-sponsored Lower Head Failure Program.A'15
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Table A-1. lnconel-(_X)tensilctest results.

Yicld Ultimate Uniform Total Reduction

Temperature strength strength elongation elongation of area
(K) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) (%)

297.0 374.00 733.00 30 43 68

600.0 315.00 689.00 30 39 61

800.0 280.00 617.00 126 39 65

900.0 266.00 468.00 16 45 73

1,000.0 237.00 273.00 4 76 94

1,050.0 187.00 212.00 6 76 9_

1,100.0 132.00 154.00 6 76 93

1,150.0 98.00 113.00 5 88 91

1,200.0 74.00 79.00 7 62 83

1,300.0 45.00 50.00 3 66 91

1,373.0 21.00 27.00 7 55 97

Table A-2. Inconel-600 creep test results.

Time to

Temperature Stress rupture
(K) (MPa) (h)

1,005.0 173.2 1.30

1,005.0 137.8 5.00

1,005.0 93.6 38.50

1,144.0 71.1 1.20

1,144.0 55.6 3.00

1,144.0 36.I 11.50

1,255.0 44.4 0.50

1,255.0 40.6 1.80

1,255.0 29.5 3.20

1,366.0 22.2 0.75

1,366.0 14.I 5.90
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A.2.2 SA533B Data

This section contains data for structural properties of SA533B. Temperature-dependent
properties include elastic modulus, yield strength, ultimate strength, and thermal coefficient of
expansion. A Poisson's ratio of 0.3 was assumed in the localized vessel failure model. Stress-strain
curves and creep test results from high temperature, TMI-2 VIP testing of TMI-2 vessel materialare
shown in Figures A.34 through A-40 and Tables A-3 and A-4. Tensile data includes previously
published data, as well as the TMI-2 VIP data. The elastic portions of the stress-strain curves were
derived from published values of temperature-dependent elastic moduli. TMI-2 VIP strain
measurements were designed for relatively large deformations and were not sensitive enough to
accurately measure elastic moduli. For this reason, published values of a chemically similar material
(STBA12) were used to develop the elastic portions of the stress-strain curves. The plastic portion
of the stress-strain curve at each test temperature was taken from a representative TMI-2 VIP test
specimen.

The creep properties include deformation behavior (power law relations for strain versus time
curves at given temperatures and pressures) and failure behavior (Larson-Miller parameter). The
seeping global vessel analyses in Section 4.4 only required the failure behavior, whereas the localized
vessel analyses required both failure and deformation behavior.

The Larson-Miller parameter is used in creep problems to predict failure (time to rupture),
given a stress and temperature. Results from TMI-2 VIP test data are shown in Figure A-40. The
creep data for tests conducted at temperatures below the transition temperature (1,000 K) only
include specimens which did not reach 1,000 K during the accident. Specimens subjected to accident
temperatures above 1,000 K during the accident were considered atypical because they exhibited
unusually high yield and ultimate strength when tested at temperatures below 1,000 K. Because the
lowest TMI-2 VIP test temperature was 873 K, data from other published sources A'16'A.I'/were used
to predict creep failures for lower temperatures, rather than extrapolating the TMI-2 data beyond
its range (Figure A-41).

Data for strain venus time data used in the localized vessel analyses were taken from several
different sources. At low temperatures, creep strain rateswere evaluated on the basis of an algorithm
suggested be Reddy and Ayres^'is, based on their experimental lower temperature (<922 K) data.
Creep strain rates are evaluated from the relation

where l"is a characteristic time (107 hours), t is time (hours), z/1 • _ and m/_ • _ are temperature-
dependent expressions, _ is an effective stress (Huddleston's effective stress^'21 is used in the
localized effects model; see Section A.2.3.1) and am is a stress and temperature dependent constant.
The only difficultywith this relationship is thatsome combinationsof stress and elevated temperature
produce negative values of am, which is evidently intended to be a positive quantity. For this reason,

the procedure at temperatures below 922 K is to use these relations as long as _a m in
Equation (A-l) exceeds one. If the ratio falls below unity, alternative relations are used.
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Figure A.34. STBA12(chemicallysimilarto SA533B)modulusasafunctionof temperature.A'19
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FigureA-36. SA533Bultimatestrengthasa functionof temperature,basedonTMI-2 VIP data.
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Figure A.37 (a). SA533B stress-straincurves for 297 K and 873 to 1,073 K, basedon TM].2 V]P
data.
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Figure A-37 (b), SA533B stress.strain curves for 1,073 to 1,473 K, based on TMI-2 VIP data.
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Figure A-39. SA533B creep time to rupture as a function of stressand temperature, based on
TMI-2 VIP data.
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T|bls A4, SA533B TMI-2 TIP tensile test r_ults.
I I [ I I II I I III I II III II r iIiii i iiiii iiiliiiiii i i IIII I IIlIlll II I I I I Illllll I lll II

Yield Ultimate Uniform Total Reduction

Country/ Temperature strength strength eionsatton elongation of area
_n (K) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) (%)

II I IIU] I I II Jlll I IIII IIIIII I II II I I IIlllIII I I III _ I I II

Spain/ 294.0 426.00 600.00 13.0 29 63
K-7

Fmmm:e/ 294.0 408.00 581.00 11.0 22 65
M-II

lkisium/ 294.0 414.00 594.00 I1.0 24 72
K.13

U.S.A,/ 294.0 42.3.00 592.00 9.0 16 62
L-9

Spain/ 873,0 238.00 24%00 3.2 48 81
K-7

France/ 873.0 224.00 2.'_,9.00 1.2 33 75
M-11

Belgium/ 873.0 243.00 25%00 0.8 25 72
K.13

U.S.A./ 873.0 2._1.00 1'_6.00 1.6 44 91
L-9

Spain/ 973.0 89.00 110.00 4.8 83 87
K-7

France/ 973.0 136.00 146.00 1.6 42 66
M-11

Belgium/ 973.0 100.00 120.00 1.7 77 90
K-13

U.S.A./ 973.0 126.00 137.00 2.8 50 86
H-8

'France/ 1,073.0 44.(30 79.00 18.0 64 43
L.9

U.S.A./ 1,073.0 52.00 77.00 15.0 80 65
G-8

Spain/ 1,173.0 29.00 40.00 13.0 _ 27
L-9

Belgium/ 1,173.0 32.00 49.00 13.0 43 31
F-3

U.S.A./ 1,273.0 20.00 30.00 14.0 42 35
H-8

Spain/ 1,.343.0 11.00 19.00 13.0 (110) (Not
L.9 received)

Belgium/ 1,373.0 14.00 20.00 13.0 124 97
F5.T7

U.S.A./ 1,473.0 7.60 12.00 12.0 93 99
H-8
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"[able A-4. SAS33B TMI-2 VIP creep test results.

Temperature Stress Time to rupture
Country/specimen (K) (MPa) (h)

ill i f Llll I II,I I I II I I I Illlll f lll,,,I I -- ,, ........................

Belgium/K-13 873.0 240.01 0.20

Belgium/K-13 873.0 225.00 1.00

Belgium/K-13 873.0 155.00 23.10

Belgium/K- 13 873.0 115.00 128.00

U.S.A./H-8 973.0 95.10 1.34

U.S.A./H-8 973.0 80.00 3.27

U.S.A./H-8 973.0 52.10 27.60

U.S.A./H-8 973.0 41.60 46.00

U.S.A./H-8 973.0 34.50 81.60

Belgium/F-5 1,073.0 70.00 0.95

Belgium/F-5 1,073.0 50.00 5.40
t

Belgium/F-5 1,073.0 40.00 15.50

Belgium/F-5 1,073.0 30.00 27.00

Belgium/F-5 1,073.0 23.70 111.00

U.S.A./H-5 1,173.0 35.00 1.09

U.S.A./H-5 1,173.0 26.00 4.55

U.S.A./I-I-5 1,173.0 19.00 18.10

U.S.A./H-5 1,173.0 14.80 42.30

U.S.A./H-5 1,173.0 9.51 159.50

Spain/K-7 1,273.0 16.90 1.90

Spain/K-7 1,273.0 11.50 7.54

Spain/K-7 1,273.0 8.70 29.64

Spain/K-7 1,273.0 6.30 152.80

U,S.A./M-8 1,473.0 9.00 0.98

U.S.A./M-8 1,473.0 6.00 7.26

U,S.A./M-8 1,473.0 4.00 48.20

U.S.A./M-8 1,473.0 3.40 55.10
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Figure A-41. SA533B Larson-Miller parameter versus log (stress) for tests between 723 K and
823 K, based on published data. A']6,A-17
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Table A-5. Power law coefficients used in creep strain relations.

Temperature
(K) A m n

672 5.2913E-15 4.2406 0.3324
755 9.7568E-12 3.1412 0.4440
839 2.8923E-10 3.0288 0.5137
922 4.0310E-7 2.0050 0.5252

1,000 2.7564E-5 1.7627 1.0000
1,050 1.5003E-8 4.1983 1.0000
1,150 3.5934E-7 3.5747 1.0000
1,250 3.3895E-8 5.7124 1.0000
1,373 1.4911E-6 6.2967 1.0000

The high temperature creep strain behavior for the scoping calculations in Secton 4.5.2 used
data provided from the USNRC-sponsored lower head failure program. TMI-2 VIP data was not
available at the time that these calculations were performed. The data was fit to the following power
law (or Bailey-Norton) form:

_cr = A(_ _'n(Dr(D - (A-2)

Table A-5 lists the values of the coefficientsA, m, and n as functions of temperature. The first
four entries are fits to the relations of Reddy and Ayres and are used as a backup for obtaining creep

strain rates when combinations of stress and temperature render unacceptable ratios of _/a m.

The Bailey-Norton constants for primary and secondary creep listed in Table A-6 are from
testing of the TMI-2 vessel materialand were used in Section 5.1 calculations to investigate enhanced
cooling. As with the data used to derive Larson-Miller parameters, creep data for tests conducted
at temperatures below the transition temperature (1,000 K) only include specimens which did not
reach 1,000 K during the accident. Some of the data listed in the tables (e.g., % total elongation in
Table A-3) were not actually used in the analysis, but are included for completeness.

Table A-7 contains equation fits for primary andsecondary creep, as well as tertiary creep, used
in Section 5.2 comparisons of stress-based versus strain-based failure criteria. The primary/secondary
fits were used until the tertiary point (also listed in Table A-7) was reached, at which point the
tertiary fits were used. Primary/secondary fits for Tables A-6 and A-7 are not identical because the
fits in Table A-6 attempted to use as much of the curves as possible, whereas the fits for Table A-7
do not include data beyond the tertiary point. In addition, a more accurate least squaresfitwas used
to obtain the constants in Table A-7.
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Table A4. SA533B TMI-2 VIP creep test results, Bailey Norton constants used in Section 5.1 slow
and rapidcooling analysis.

Temperature
(K) A m n

873.0 7.8163E-14 5.0287 0.98760

973.0 4.9614E-10 4.1548 1.16840

1,073.0 6.2661E-08 3.5945 0.79562

1,173.0 5.6481E-08 4.4051 1.04690

1,273.0 1.8897E-06 3.9414 0.93976

1,473.0 1.0505E-04 3.4700 0.91029

a. Constants are used in Equation Ao2.

A.2.3 Structural Failure Criterion
!

A stress-based failure criterion was defined by consensus of the Structural Mechanics Peer
Review Group.A'22 The procedure includes converting a multi-dimensional stress state to an
effective stress, interpolating the time to failure for constant stress and temperature using the
Larson-Miller parameter and predicting time to failure for the actual stress and temperature
history using a time damage model. The Huddleston criterion for calculating effective stress is
described below, followed by a brief discussion of the Larson-Miller parameter and the time
damage rule.

A.2.3.1 Huddlaston Criterion for Effactiva Stress. The effective(or equivalent)stress
used in theLarson-Millerparameteris a measuresuggestedbyReferenceA-21 andbasedon
biaxialcreeptestsof steel. The stressmeasurefor ferritic steelsmaybe written using

= av,nexplO.Z(11/S, - 1)] (A-3)

where

5 = the effective stress.
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Table A-7. SA533B TMI-2 VIP creep test results, Bailey-Norton constants used to compare
Section 5.2 creep failure criteria?

Primaryand secondary curves
Temperature

(K) A m n Notes

873 1.6672E-12 4.47023 0.71308
973 1.3925E-12 5.4352 1.21024 34.5 MPa omittedb

1,073 2.5619E-08 3.81621 0.79783
1,173 1.4268E-08 4.71562 1.08466
1,273 1.1152E-06 4.15893 0.97798 2 unphysical data points

removed from 6.3 MPa
1,473 8.9176E-05 3.5891 0.70114 3.4 MPa omittedc

Tertiary curves
Temperature

(K) A m n Notes

873 8.3387E-12 4.47023 3.946 225 MPa onlyd
973 3.5818E-28 13.4311 2.53973 80.0 and 95.1 MPa onlye

1,073 4.2601E-08 3.81621 2.4084 70 MPa onlyt
1,173 use I&II fitz
1,273 use I&II fits

1,473 5.7553E-08 7.25974 1.5341 6.0 and 9.0 MPa onlyh

Tertiarypoints

Temperature

(K) 0 (MPa) t (h) e_ (%)

873 225 0.66 5.30
873 155 15.0 7.49
973 95.1 0.674 4.88
973 80 1.907 6.71
973 52.1 15.0 7.31

1,073 70 0.729 2E9
1,073 '50 4.58 23.3
1,173 no tert. curves
1,273 no tert. curves
1,473 9.0 0.4215 12.94
1,473 6.0 2.51664 10.57
1,473 4.0 35.3 26.41
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Table A-7. (continued).

a. Constants are used in Equation A-2.

b. Removing the curve at 34.5 MPa results in much better fits for the remaining curves. The
remaining curves are at 41.6 MPa, 52.1 MPa, 80 MPa, and 95.1 MPa.

c. Removing the curve at 3.4 MPa results in much better fits for the remaining curves. The
remaining curves are at 4.0 MPa, 6.0 MPa and 9.0 MPa.

d. Only the 225 MPa curve was fit for tertiary. The remaining curves did not exhibit tertiary
within 15 hours.

e. Only the 80 MPa and 95.1 curves were fit for tertiary. The remaining curves did not exhibit
tertiary behavior within 15 hours.

f. Only the 70 MPa curve was fit for tertiary. The remaining curves did not exhibit tertiary
within 15 hours (23.7 and 30 MPa) or had a reasonably good fit to the primary and secondary
curves throughout their history (40 and 50 MPa).

g. The constants listed for primary and secondary behavior fit the entire history reasonably well.
A tertiary fit was attempted with 11.5 MPa and 16.9 MPa, but the fit was not good.

h. Only the 6°0 MPa and 9.0 MPa curves were fit for tertiary. The remaining curve at 4.0 MPa
did not exhibit tertiary behavior within 15 hours.

Ovm = the von Mises stress
w

J1 = the first stress invariant

Ss = a modulus of principalstresses.

J1 = °1 . °z '"o3 (A-4)

2 2 2 (A-5)S, = ol . a2 .o3 •

A.2.3.2 Time Damage Rule and the Larson.Miller Parameter. At each Gausspoint (for
localized vessel failure model) or vessel wall segment (for vessel global rupture model), the

damage was evaluated by calculating an equivalent, or effective, stress (5) and finding the
Larson-Miller parameter (LMP) for SA533B vessel steel from
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LMP = 29.97 - 8.8342 log(b) (A-6)

where @is in ksi, (see Figure A-36). Time to rupture (tr), for SA533B vessel steel, was obtained
at that stress and a known temperature (T) from

tr= 10[/-ACP0000)/T-111 (A-7)

where tr is in hours and T is in Rankinc.

Equations (A-6) and (A-7) were fit from TMI-2 VIP data where testing temperatures were
above 873 K. Implemented in the simple global vessel calculations, they were found to give very
conservative results when extrapolated to lower temperatures. Supplementing the TMI-2 VIP
data with lower temperature data from other sources,^a6'Aa7 the following relationships were
found to apply. These were used in the localized vessel failure calculations. (Note: Using these
equations in the simple global vessel calculations would not change the conclusions of that
analysis).

For 723 < T < 850 K,

LMP = 55.847 - 11.492 log(a) (A-8)

tr= 10//ACP(I,000)/T-251 (A-9)

For 850 < T < 1,473 K,

LMP = 30.014 - 12.127 log(a) + 5.1831 [log(a)]2 - 1.8394[log(a)] 3 (A-10)

tr = IoILMP(1,0OO)ff-11l (A-11)

The damage within a time step At is Att, and the accumulated damage at a Gauss point or wall
segment from all time steps i is

D = T. (_i/tr) (A-12)

This procedure is also discussed in Reference A-23.
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A.3 Geometrical Data

This section contains dimensions used in the TMI-2 margin-to-failure analyses. Dimensioned
diagramsof the vessel, instrument nozzle, cavity configuration, and reactor vessel insulation
placement are included in Figures A-42 through A-45.
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Figure A-42. Dimensioned drawing of TMI-2 lower head (see Table A-8 for references for
dimensions).
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Table A-8. References for TMI-2 lower head dimensions shown in Figure A.42.
I I, I 111 II IIIIIII1,1 I ,111|111r IIIIIIl,llmll I,llrlll I , I II Z III I I I I I I Ifll I III Illl If _1 I

Material SA533B1

Thickness-ceference 13.65 cm B&W Drawing 126970, Rev. 4 "Vessel
Heao and Suppt Assy & Details," 1/20/75.

Thickness--minimum 12.7 cm B&W Drawing 126971 E, Rev. 6" Inst.
Nozzle Def. & A,u;y.,"12/6/74.

Inner diameter (to base metal) 443.23 cm B&W Drawing 126970, Rev. 4 "Vessel
Head and Suppt Assy & Details," 1/20/75.

Outer diameter 470.53 cm B&W Drawing 126970, Rev. 4 "Vessel
Head and Suppt AMy & Details," 1/20/75.

_!addinJz

Material SS304

Thicknesv--nominal 0.48 cm B&W Drawing 126970, Rev. 4 "Vessel
Head and Suppt Assy & Details," 1/20/75.

Thickness.minimum 0.32 cm B&W Drawing 126970, Rex,. 4 "Vessel
Head and Suppt Assy & Details," 1/20/75.

Skir..._t

Material

Inner diameter 445.77 cm B&W Drawing 126970, Rev. 4 "Vessel
Head and Suppt Assy & Details," 1/20/75.

Thickness 5.1 cm B&W Drawing 126963 E, Rev. 11 "Arrgt.
Reactor Vessel Long. See.," 6/18/75.

Point of attachment (distance from 41.75 cm B&W Drawing 126970, Rev. 4 "Vessel
hemisphereto pointwhereskirtattachesto Headand SupptAssy& Details,"1/20/75.
outer surface)

Length(from hemisphereto endof skirt) 153.99cm

Radiusfor junctionbetweenskirtand 5.1 cm B&W Drawing 126970,Rev. 4 "Vessel
vessel Headand SupptAssy& Details,"1/20/75.

Distance between hemisphere and point 98.04 B&W Drawing 126970, Rev. 4 "Vessel
where skirt angles in at 10 degrees Head and suppt Ass), & Details," 1/20/75.
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Figure A-43. Drawing illustrating insulation placement around TMI.2 reactor vessel.A'24
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A-44. Dimensioned drawing of TMI-2 instrument nozzle. ^'_
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JU45. Drawing illustrating instrument tube arrangement belc_ TMI-2 r__ vemeLA'2s_
a. Personal communication with B&W personnel,September1992.
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Appendix B

Supporting Information for Melt
Penetration Calculations

B.1 Compilationof InstrumentationNozzle Data

In the information below, cut elevations and ablation elevations reported by MPR
Associatesaq should be considered as nominal distances. Elevations are given from the nadirof
the lower head inside the pressure vessel. Figure B-1 illustrates the relative positions of the
various elevations given in the information below for several of the nozzles. A discrepancy of
1.27 cm in the total length of nozzles D10 and Ell exists. The missing length might be attributed
to uneven cutting. In the dimensions presented below the missing length was assumed to exist
between the nozzle cut and the sample and was added into the fuel penetration elevation and
nozzle ablation elevation. Fuel penetration measurements were based on gamma scans.

Nozzle D10

Examining Lab: ANL
Length: 23.5 cm
Elevation of nozzle at cut: 28.8 cm

Fuel penetration elevation in nozzle: 42.8 cm rain., 29.9 cm max.
Debris penetration elevation in instrument probe tube: 28.8 cm
Debris composition in instrument probe tube: ceramic
Nozzle ablation elevation: 53.6 cm

Comments: A gamma scan for fuel depth indicated a small amount of fuel at the nozzle tip and
fuel throughout the nozzle, with the highest concentration at an elevation of 21.6 cm. The
instrument probe tube in the center of the instrument string had collapsed. (Surface
temperatures of 1,673 K were estimated at the 21.6 cm elevation.)

Ablation
elevation

_Fuel
penetration
elevation

V/J: ',I I, II _///////// llocatlon

M812.WHT.203*! 3

Figure B-1. Relative positioning of elevational data.
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Nozzle E7

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 1.3-1.6 cm
Comments: Nozzle was severely damaged. A crack extends through one wall of the nozzle. Due
to the short length, a gamma scan was not performed. The instrument string was removed from
the sample. No blockages were encountered with a wire probe test.

Nozzle Ell

Examining Lab: ANL
Length: 22.5 cm
Elevation of nozzle at cut: 28.4 cm

Fuel penetration elevation in nozzle: 42.5 cm
Debris penetration elevation in instrument probe tube: 28.4 cm
Debris composition in instrument probe tube: ceramic and metallic
Nozzle ablation elevation: 52.3 cm

Comments: Undamaged nozzle was cut to allow access to vessel sample. Gamma scan for fuel
depth showed a large concentration of fuel at the nozzle tip and a smaller amount inside the
nozzle approximately7.6 cm from the tip. The instrument string was loose but intact and was
pulled out. The outer surface of the nozzle tip appeared thermally ablated by aluminum. Debris
in the center of the nozzle consisted of fuel shards and oxidized instrument lead conduit.

(Surface deposits appear non-adherent below the 27.2 cm elevation, indicating temperatures less
than 1,273 K.)

Nozzle G5

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 4.4 cm
Comments: The nozzle was heavily damaged and too short to be gammascanned. A wire probe
test indicated the nozzle was completely plugged with melt. There are insufficient data to
determine if melt penetration ends above or below the cut.

Nozzle H5

Examining Lab: ANL
Length: 14.6 cm
Elevation of nozzle at cut: 10.7 cm

Fuel penetration elevation in nozzle: 22.4 cm rain., 19.6 cm max.
Debris penetration elevation in instrument probe tube: 10.7 cm
Debris composition in instrument probe tube: ceramic and metallic

!

Nozzle ablation elevation: 25.3 cm
Comments: The n°ozzlewas cut off flush with the vessel. About 15.9 cm was ablated from the

top of the nozzle. A gamma scan' for fuel depth was performed. Debris appeared to cover the
outside tip of the nozzle. A slug of Inconel was present in the annulus, extending to the bottom
of the nozzle. (Temperatures varied from 1,673 K at 36.6 cm elevation to less than 1,033 K at
the bottom of the nozzle, 29.0 cm elevation).
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Nozzle H8

Examining Lab: ANL
Length: 7.0 cm
Elevation of nozzle at cut: S.l cm

Fuel penetration elevation in nozzle: <6.4 cm
Debris penetration elevation in instrument probe tube: S.l cm
Debris composition in instrument probe tube: ceramic and metallic
Nozzle ablation elevation: 12.1 cm

Comments: Nozzle was approximately 15.2 cm long postaccident. About 5.I cm was broken off
during lower head defueling. After cutting the nozzle, the length was 7.0 cm. A gamma scan for
fuel depth indicated fuel throughout the nozzle, with the highest concentration at the nozzle tip.
Molten Inconel was found inside the nozzle within 1.3 cm of the bottom of the nozzle. The

temperature of the Inconel was estimated to be approximately 1,223 K.

Nozzle H9

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 24.1 cm
Comments: Nozzle sustained very little visual damage. The instrument string was still intact.
Gamma scans show high fuel concentrations at two positions in the nozzle, 5.I cm and 14.0 cm
from the point where the nozzle was cut. Probe testing revealed no blockage.

Nozzle KII

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 23.5 cm
Comments: Nozzle was badly damaged 7.6 to 20.3 cm above the vessel surface, with one-half the
wall thickness melted away. This was the only nozzle where melt ablated the outside of the
nozzle wall. The top 15.2 cm was leaning at an angle of 10-20 degrees. Gamma scans showed
fuel over the entire length of the nozzle, but complete blockage was not encountered by a wire
probe. MPR Associates reported that melt filled the cross sectional area of the remaining S.l cm
nozzle stub in the vessel.B'2

Nozzle KI2

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 25.7 cm with instrument string, 24.4 cm without instrument string
Comments: This was a relatively undamaged nozzle, but gamma scans showed a high, steady
concentration of fuel throughout the entire nozzle. No blockages were detected from a wire
probe test.

Nozzle L6

Examining Lab: ANL
Length: 24.1 cm
Elevation of nozzle at cut: 15.7 cm

Fuel penetration elevation in nozzle: 16.9 cm
Debris penetration elevation in instrument probe tube: 15.7 cm
Debris composition in instrument probe tube: ceramic and metallic
Nozzle ablation elevation: 39.9 cm
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Comments: The nozzle had minor damage to the upper 0.5 cm wall section. A gamma scan for
fuel depth was performed. Control materials entered the nozzle prior to fuel. No significant axial
temperature gradient was present in the nozzle.

Nozzle Lll

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 22.9 cm
Comments: This was a relatively undamaged nozzle except for a 5.1 cm region at the shoulder of
the nozzle, extending 5.1 to 10.2 cm from the bottom end. A gamma scan showed high fuel
activitypresent 7.6 cm from the base. No blockage of the nozzle was found from a probe test.

Nozzle M9

Examining Lab: ANL
Length: 25.4 cm
Elevation of nozzle at cut: 14.5 cm

Fuel penetration elevation in nozzle: 36.0 cm
Debris penetration elevation in instrument probe tube: 33.0 cm
Debris composition in instrument probe tube: ceramic and metallic
Nozzle ablation elevation: 39.9 cm

Comments: There was minor damage to the top of qozzle, believed to be caused by molten fuel
as opposed to a so!id crust of fuel. A gamma scan for fuel depth showed fuel only in the top
5.1 cm of nozzle. '

Nozzle M10

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 16.2 cm
Comments: There was severe melt damage to the top 6.4 cm of the nozzle. The upper portion
of the nozzle appears to have been melted. A gamma scan showed higher concentration of fuel
near the base end of the nozzle than at the tip. Wire probe tests indicated melt plugged the
nozzle to within 5,7 cm of the bottom end.

Nozzle R7

Examining Lab: INEL
Length: 23.2 cm
Comments: Fuel adhered to the top of the nozzle and protruded approximately 2.5 cm above the
nozzle. The instrument string was partially molten at the tep end. A gamma scan showed high
fuel concentration at the tip of the nozzle, with a smaller concentration halfway down the nozzle.
No blockages were determined from a wire probe test.
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B.2 Derivationof ModifiedBulk.FreezingModel Equations

The derivation begins with a heat balance on the debris,

mdCpd(Td-Tmp ) + mdL d : htdAut(T d - Tt)tso I + hwd_lwd(Td - Tc)tso I . (B-l)

The heat transfer coefficient between the debris and the coolant can be replaced by terms
accounting for the energy change of the coolant, derived from a separate heat balance around the
coolant in azimuthal contact with the debris. The heat balance is dependent upon the coolant
state. For example, assume the coolant is saturated liquid at the time the debris solidifies, then

hw_flwd(Td - Tc)tsot = msa,:l,t(Tsa,- Ti) • (B-2)

Substituting this expression into Equation (B-l),

md{Cpd(Td-T,,w) + Ld} : hut4,d(Td - T,)t,o, + m_a,cp,(T,a , - Ti) . (B-3)

In the above equations, tsoI is the time required for debris of length x_, to solidify while traveling

at a constant velocity vd, such that t_ot = xp/vd. The mass of debris and coolant are given as

_t 2

m d = PdX._dexp (B-4)

" 2 (B-s)m,a,I=p/(1 - x)-dexe

where x is the fraction of the effective cross-sectional area covered by debris. The Aid in the
heat transfer coefficient term is the circumferential contact area between the debris and the
nozzle wall,

A ul = x It(di + d,o)r_ . (B-6)

Substituting Equations (B-4) through (B-6), the heat balance, Equation (B-3), becomes

2 x

Pdx_eXp{CM(Td-Tmp) + Ld} = htdXlt(di + d*°)rp(Td - Tt)_d + P*a'/(1-x)_d2xpcpl(T*°*-Ti)4 (B-7).

After simplification and rearrangement, the dimensionless penetration distance is
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(d_ - also) htd(Td - T,
!

The definition of the effective diameter, de2 = d_-d_, was used in the simplification. The heat
transfer coefficient may be replaced by a Nusseit number correlation. A Nusselt number
correlation for liquid metals in concentric annulin'2 was u_. The correlation is

fd _0.3

peO.S[_./J (B-9)
Nu = 5.25 + 0.0188

The Peclet number in Equation (B-9) is defined as

Pe = deVdP_M (B-IO)
kd

Inserting Equation (B-9), the dimensionless distance for debris in contact with saturated coolant
becomes

xp -- .25Pe [Pd{c_(Td - TraP)+ Ld} - II -1){P_'fpl(Tsat - Ti)}] (B-11)- do)

5 r d
peo. i

pdc_l(Td-Tt) .25 .O.Ol j

As observed from Equation (B-11), several variations of the modified bulk-freezing equation are
possible. The form of the equation depends upon the Nmselt number correlation and the final
coolant conditions. Equations incorporating Nusselt numbers for annular nozzles will be
presented. Two cases of coolant state are implemented. At the time of solidification, the coolant
in radial contact with the debris is modeled as either subcooled liquid or saturated liquid. If the
coolant remains subcooled, but at a temperature above the initial temperature, the penetration
distance is

xp = 0.25Pe(di - dso)t

( d '_o.3) (B-12)
pe o. i

For the case in which the coolant in contact with the debris becomes saturated liquid, the relation
is
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5 t d _0_] (B-13)
pe o.

PdCpd(Td- Tt) "25 +0"0188 s_'_/ /

For the case in which no coolant is present and the debris fills the nozzle, a heat balance yields

x,- 0.25Pe(d,-do) [<rd- T,,,,). L,,/_,,,]

5 { d _o._1 (B-14)
peo. t

(Td - Tt) "25 +0"0188 s_'_/ /

One of the six nozzles examined at ANL was found to contain debris in a ring formation around
the inside of the nozzle wall. The above equations were modified for this variation in shape and
are presented below for the specific case of saturated coolant. The equation for the case of
subcooled liquid can be discerned from the equation above. For this debris shape, a more general
equation may be written where any thickness of the debris can be input:

0.25 Pe

xp - f ( d )o.3] " (B-15)

L pe o. i
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Appendlx C

TMI Model Description

C.1 TMI ModelDescription

Heat tramfer to the pressure vessel is modelled using an overall heat transfer coefficient,
which is obtained by assuming that the energy transferred through the crust equals the energy

transferred to the pressure vessel. The heat transfer coefficient through the crust, hc,u_ is given

by a value which represents steady state mnduction through the crust thickness, 8m,,. a

k,_= (¢-1)

The pressure vessel heat transfer coefficient, hr, is given by the maximumof the following two
values.

hpv = MAX[ k_ or tv kv/2.0 " (C-2)

An overall heat transfer coefficient, Udm* which represents heat transfer to the pressure vessel is
therefore given by

1 1 1 1
= +-- +--= • (C-3)

Udo,_ h¢,_ hey hi,,,

Note that an interracial heat transfercoefficient, h_,_,is included in the overall heat transfer
coefficient to account for the interracial thermal resistance that may be present due to surface
roughness between the crust and the vessel. Using the method suggested by Gamier,c1 values
for the gap resistance between the vessel and crust were estimated to range from 150 to
10,000W/m2K.

The heat fluxes to the fuel crust surface next to the pressure vessel at short times
(--1 minute) are dominated by the impingingjet, while at long times the heat fluxes are controlled
by natural convection due to internal heat generation in the melt pool. Heat transfer coefficients

due to the jet, hd/n, for the impingement region and the laminar boundary layer region around it
are exponentially reduced to the coefficients resulting from internal natural convection over a

a. A complete list of variablesis found in the Nomenclature
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time period that is longer than the time it takes the jet to drain, t,e_a. This relationship is shown
below.

Stagnation Region:

hi,. h. • _p t._, /s Dj. - h_

Laminar Boundary Layer Region:

] Nu(ry=_,_t,,] . (C.5)
I

The Nusselt number for the jet stagnation region and for the laminar boundary layer region were
modeled baaed on simulated experimentsc'2 and analysisc3 of the impingement of liquid jeu on a
wall with possible simultaneous melting and freezing. The complete formulations are provided in
Reference C-4.

The transition from jet impingement stagnation heat transfer to the natural convection
regime assumes that there is no substantial period over which the melt pool would be completely
stagnant. This assumption is based upon the assumptions: (a) that most of the melt arrives in a
molten state, and (b) that the characteristic time for the onset of natural convection is short
compared to the time of interest (several hours). The first assumption is based upon TEXAS
calculational results discussed in Section 3.2. The second assumption is based on results from
dimensional analyses, which indicate that the timescale for the onset of natural convection is
much less than one hour.c'4

Internal heat generation resulting from fission products causes some of the pool to remain
molten and can cause significant internal natural convection. The only appropriate correlation for

the heat transfer coefficient to the lower crust, h,_, for a hemispheric molten zone with mternal

heat generation, Qhs' was found from the work of Jahn and Reineke: c'5

h,_ ,,-f(q))O.54Ra°'ls_ (C-6)
n_

where
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while

and

f(9) " 0.2 if _p< 20 degrees

- 0.2 + 1.8 _p;20 if 20 < _ < 75 deffees (C-9)t

f(_)- 2.0 if_' > 75degrees.

The variation of the heat flux as a function of the angle, @,is given by the experimental and

theoretical work done by Jahn and Reineke. o's (See Figure C-1 for the definitions of @,Rm=,

and h.)

The overall heat transfer coefficient for heat transferred from the pressure vessel to its
surroundings is represented by a heat transfer coefficient through the outer half of the pressure

vessel thickness, hco,_, and a heat transfer coefficient on the outside of the pressure vessel, hpvo.
The heat transfer coefficient through the half thickness of the pressure vessel is represented by

kr (c-lo)hco_ ffi-----
t,12.0

and the overall heat transfer coefficient representing heat transfer to the surroundings is given by

1 1 1

- hc==_ + =_ • (C-11)

b,\

\ \ Upper cruet ..... I ....... \\. , / /

\ ,,... ,..........
M?ST.WHT- 11llil-t 1

Flflure C-1. Definition ofgeometrical parameters for estimating convective heat transfer from a
molten pool.c's
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Now that the heat transfer aspects surroundingthe lower crust are defined, an energy
' balance can be written which determines the growth of the crust:

dS,_e,,,,_

-
This balance is done for each control volume section of the pressure vessel, therefore allowing for
variable lower crust thickness. A major assumption in this energy balance for the crust is that the
changein sensible heat of the crust during its growth is small comparedto the latent heat

released during its growth; i,e., L,_,,t > > c_, where L,.,,_ is the latent heat of fusion, and c.. 4T is
the change in the average crust thermal energy over the time period of interest. For calculations
in Sextion 3.2, this inequality holds, and the assumption is reasonable.

For the upper energy loss,the heat transferred from the upper surfaceof the melt pool'to
the saturated water (584 K, 10 MPa) is now examined. Film boiling and radiation are the initial
heat transfer modes expected. This is based on the fact that the interface temperature is above
the critical temperature of water and nucleate boiling would not occur in such a circumstance.
Total heat flux up from the pool is determined by an overall energy balance based on two-phase
flow c_s,c.7,c.s and is given by

q n n 0.75qn (C-13)/_'q ._,_ + r •

The film boiling heat transfer from the upper surface of the melt pool while the jet is still
draining is given by the correlationc's

IlS{" -I lO:,I -T.j <c-,4..>q " ,= 0.425 ........ (Tp - _o.Ts

q# ,_ =q# _il.0 +0.98( T_ " Tz_)4_ "zs " (C-14b)IT,
The heat transfer to the water due to radiation is given by

r : Osbg - .

,amemissivityof 0.8 wasassumedfor the debriscrustbasedon knownproperties.These
correlationsare useddirectlyfor theheat transferfromthe melt pooluntil the jet stopsdraining,
at whichtime it is assumedthat a stablecrustcan form on the surfaceof the melt pool. Once
the crustforms,an overallheat transfercoefficientrepresentingthe heattransferto the water
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must be obtained. Again, the overall heat transfer coefficient can be used because it is assumed
that the heat transfer through the crust is equal to the heat transferredinto the coolant. Noting
from Equation C-1 that the heat transfer coefficient through the crust is given by

while the heat transfer coefficient for film boiling and radiation from the crust to the water is
given by

where q n _,." is calculated using Equation C-13 with Tp replaced by Tint, the interface
temperature at the upper surface of the crust. The overall heat transfer coefficient from the pool
to the water is a combination of the heat transfer through the crust and the heat transfer
coefficient from the crust to the water:

1 1 1

U_ - hc,u_ ffihfb--_ " (C-18)

As the upper crust thickens and the interface temperature decreases, it is expected that film
boiling will cease. Experience indicates that the minimumfilm boiling point would occur at this
critical temperature (647 K), and eventually nucleate boiling will occur on the upper crust surface.
In order to be consistent (i.e., keep the heat flux through the crust equal to that removed from
the crust), the interface temperature was calculated by equating the heat flux through the crust

and the heat flux given by nucleate boiling, q n NB

,.o '°'
t

with Tp replaced by the interface temperature. This modeling approach results in the
instantaneous removal of energy from the upper crust resulting in a steeper temperature gradient
in the crust. The heat flux increases correspondingly to the representative heat flux given by the
nucleate boiling correlation. As the interface temperature continues to decrease, the heat

transfer due to natural convection becomes important. Therefore, the heat flux is now given by

q n n // n (C-20)t _q _¢B+q tvc-q ONB
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where q ii is the heat flux at the onset of nucleate boiling (negligible) and the heat flux dueONB

to natural convection q # is given by Collier:c6NC

3 ]0.33

q. 0.14k/,[T _T..]4_ (C-21)LkrJ

The heat transfer to the upper crust from the molten pool due to convection from internal
heat generation is given byc5

huc = 0.36Ra°'235 (C-22)
Rm

where the above variables were defined during the discussion of the heat transfer to the lower
crust.

The energy balance to determine the growth of the upper crust is very similar to that of the
lower crust:

d _ uc_gs.t

PucrusrLucn'_uc'ua dt = UupAt°p(Tmp_'- Tbulk) (C-23)

-hueduc_T , - Tmt,_,) - q/# Vuc,ust •

As noted above in the discussion about the energy balance for the lower curst [Equation (C-12)],
these energy balances assume that the change in sensible heat of the crust during its growth is
small compared to the latent heat released during its growth.

In order to put the model together, an energy balance centered around the heat in and out
of the melt pool is used. Two differe ," balances are needed, the following energy balance is
applied while the jet is still draining,

ATpMpcl,= nicjet(T_- Tp)At + qH/ 5At (C-24)
0e

while this balance is applied after the jet has ended:
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The temperatures in the pressure vessel are incremented appropriately according to the
equation

AT,,MvC_ - U,_s,_pvi (T_, - Tw,at)_t - Uou/lt,,,o(Twatt- Tbutk)_t . (C-26)

One should remember that this energy balance follows the average temperature of the vessel wall,
Tv, as it changes with time due to heat flow in from the melt pool and heat flow out to the
ambient. The continuity of heat fluxes at the inner and outer vessel surfaces were then used to
determine the through-wall vessel temperatures, such as shown in Figures 3-14(a) and 3-15(a).

Other aspects of the TMI model that should be mentioned are the effect of the freezing
temperature range on the solid fraction and, consequently, its effect on the viscosity of the molten
pool and the effect of the porosity on the thermal conductivity of the crust. When the
temperature of the melt pool falls below the liquidus temperature of the debris (2,850 K), the
solid fraction in the molten pool will become a factor in the analysis. The solid fraction to
temperature relationship in the freezing range has been taken to be linear. That is, at 2,850 K,
the solid fraction of the melt pool is equal to zero; at 2,750 K, the solid fraction is equal to 0.5;
and at 2,650 K (i.e., the solidus temperature), the solid fraction is equal to 1.0. The viscosity
change due to the increase in solid fraction is important, as it plays a role when calculating the Ra
number for the heat fluxes due to internal heat generation. The relationship between solid

fraction, Xs, viscosity of the pool, I_, and viscosity of the jet, _, is shown below: C'9

The porosity in the crust will decrease the thermal conductivity. The relationship between

porosity, Pcn_, and thermal conductivity of a solid with and without porosity, kt,o,, and ks,
respectively, was obtained from Olander c'1°

where asf is the shape factor equal to 1.5 for equal size spherical pores.

Heat transfer from the vessel at temperature, Tv, to the containment at temperature, Ta, is

modeled using a heat transfer coefficient, ht,vo,that considers losses via natural convection and
radiation (i.e., heyo = hconv+ h,aa). The convective component of this coefficient, hconv,was
estimated to range from 6 to 30 W/m2K, based upon typical values cited in Reference C-11 for
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natural convection. The radiative component, hrad, was calculated to range from 20 to 65 W/m2K
using the following equation: ca2

as/,e_ (T_v- T_a) (C-29)
hrad -

L-L

Hence, the heat transfer coefficient on the outer surface of the vessel is estimated to range from
30 to 100 W/m2K.
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Appendix D

Best Estimate Calculations
for Tube Weld Failure

LOADS

pressure loads, Fp

OD = 0.0254 m (1.0 in) D.1
P = 15E6 Pa D-2

where OD is the outer diameter of the instrument tube and P is the system pressure.

Fo = (15E6 Pa)(g/4)(O.O254m) 2 = 7601 N

Deadweight loads, Fd

D-1ID = 0.01554 m
D-1OD = 0.0254 m

L t = 5.47 mD'3'a
p = 8400 kg/m s

where ID is the inner diameter, OD is the outer diameter, L is the length of the instrument tube
to the nearest unistrut support, and p is the density of Inconel-600.

Fd = (5.47 m)(p/4)l(O.O254 m) z- (0.01554 m)Zl(8400 kg/mS)(9.8 m/sz)
Fd -143 N

Total force on weld, Fro_

Fro_ = FI,+ Fd = 7744 N

SHEAR AREA OF THE WELD, A s

OD = 0.0254 m

L w = 0.01365 m b

where 01) is the outer diameter of the instrument tube andL w is the length of the weld below
the vessel cladding.

A s = tr(0.0254 m)(0.01365 m) = 1.089E-3 mz

a. Personalcommunicationwith Babcock& Wilcoxpersonnel,September1992.
b. Babcock& Wilcoxdrawing# 126971E6,October 1991.
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APPLIED SHEAR SIRF.SS _ AND EFFE_ _ o,m

x = Fto_A s ffi (7744 N)/(1.O89E-3 m 2) = 7.11E6 Pa

arm = lo?*_r = 12.32E6 Pa (1.786 ksi)

UL_IE STRENGTH MARGIN TO FAILURE, MF

MF = 1 - Ovm/Su= 1 - 12.32E6/30. 78E6 = 0.60 = 60%

where o n is the van Mises effective stress, and Su is the ultimate strength (30.78 MPa) of
Inconei-600 at 1,348 K (2,450°R) obtained from high temperature tensile tests.D4

Note: At 1,348 K, Su is 35 MPa; at 1,373 K, Su is 27 MPa.

TIME TO CREEP FAILURE USING LARSON-MILI.Ik'_RPARAMETER, t,

LMP = 36.196- 8.9433[log(arm)/
log(t,) - (LMP) (I OOO)/T- 13

where LMP is the Larson-Miller parameter, arm is the effective stress (in ksi), and T is the
temperature (°R). These equations are fit from high temperature creep rupture experiments.D4

LMP = 36.196- 8.9433[1og(1.786 ksi)l - 33.943
log(t,) = (33.943)(1000)/(2450°R)-13
tr = 7.2 h

95% CERTAINTY LIMI'ISFOR LARSON-Mn J._ PARAMErER

LMP(95%) = LMP + 2.069SD

SD = 0.42691 [0.90909 + {log(o_ - 0.86372}2/1.09944]°'s

where or,n is the Mises effective stress (in ksi).D'4'D'5
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Appendlx E

Results from Verification Calculations
for Localized Effects Model

E.1 Summary

The verification of the shell model (TSM) used tO evaluate the potential for localizedvessel
failure has provided several insightsinto the applicabilityof thisprogramfor use in lowerhead
severe accidentstructuralresponsecalculations.Firstof all, it mustbe rememberedthatthe
purposefor developingthis programwas to providea fast-runningsolutionto predictthe collapse
of a localizedportion of the vessel wall,resultingfromhot spots in a debrisbed restingon the
lowerhead. Thus, the programwould be appropriatefor scopingparameterstudiesin various
accidentscenarios. Results of the benchmarkproblemsused in thisverificationeffort indicate
that TSMperformswell for its intendedpurpose.

TSMwas benchmarkedagainstan ABAQUSE'Iaxisymmetricsolid finiteelement model usingtwo
hot spot loadcases. One load case consistedof a moderatethermalgradientin the hot spot
regionandan internalpressureof 45 MPa,andthe secondcase representeda moresevere
temperaturegradientin the hot spot regionand an appliedpressureof 55 MPa. These pressures
wereselected to enhance plasticdeformationthroughthe thicknessof the wall and are several
timesgreaterthan the 15.5 MPaexpectedin reactoroperations.The choice of these pressuresdid
help to identifya portionof the disagreementbetween ABAQUS andTSM.

In the cooler boundaryareasof the hot spot andthe cooler portion of the vessel wall underthe
hot spot, whichwasbasicallythat portionoutsidethe vessel midsurface,hoop and meridional
stresseswerewithin4% of the ABAQUS model results. TSMgenerallyunderpredictedthe
strainsin both of these benchmarkhot spot cases. Because TSMis basedon shell model
assumptions,whichneglect radialstressesthroughthe vessel wall, it underpredictedstressesand
strainsin the hoop and meridionalcomponentsin the very hottestareasof the model. Thiswas
because the vessel materialwas relativelysoft in these areasat the load case temperaturesand the
radialstresses,as calculatedin the ABAQUS model,were of the sameorderas the hoop and
meridionalstresses. Thus,the Poissoneffect fromthe radialstresseswould significantlyaffect the
hoop andmeddio_nalcomponents. TSM underpredictedhoop and meridionalstressesby asmuch
as 60%in these hottest areas,where the stresseswere typicallytwo ordersof magnitudelower
thanthe peak values on the shell outer surface. Total straincomparisonsrangedfrom
underpredictionsof 24%on the insidesurfaceto 11%on the outside surfacein the hot spot
regionfor the severe thermalgradientloadcase. In the cooler boundaryareasstraincomparisons
rangedfromunderpredictionsof 13% on the innersurfaceto 7% on the outer surface.
Examinationsof the plasticstrainsindicatedthatplasticityof the wallhad propagatedfromthe
outside inwardone Gausspoint furtherin the ABAQUS model thanin the TSM model for the
two hot spot loadcases.

It shouldbe noted, however,that the cooler outer portionsof the vesselwall carrythe majorityof
the pressureload in these cases and thatvessel wallmaterialyieldingeventuallybegins at the
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outer surfaceand propagatesinwardto final failure. Hoop and meridianstress levels are typically
35 timeshigher in the outer portionsthan the innerregionsof the vessel wall. Thus,model
accuracyin these highstressareasis most crucialto accuratepredictionsof vessel failuremargins.

The benchmarkthermalloadcases includeda maximuminternalpressureof 45 to 55 MPa,
while an accidentconditionwouldresultin maximumpressuresno greaterthan around15 MPa.
Therefore, additionalcaseswere examinedwhere the thermalIoadingsof both hot spot loadcases
were appliedto TSM andABAQUS modelswith aninternalpressureload of 15 MPa. For the
moderate thermalload case, TSMcalculate_stressesin the inside thirdof the wall 13% lower
than those of ABAQUS, while the remainingportion of the wallwas within3%. The severe
thermal loadcase stresseswere anaverageof 4% lowerthan the ABAQUS model results
throughoutthe wall. Total meridianand hoop strainsrangedfromunderpredictionsof 16% on
the insideto 2% on the outsideportionsof the vessel wall in the hot spot regionandwithin5%
in areasawayfrom the hot spot. This representsa substantiallybetter agreementthan the same
thermal conditionsat elevatedpressuresand indicatesTSM assumptionof negligibleradialstress
is acceptablefor loadinghistoriesrepresentativeof accidentconditions.

E.2 Introduction

Verificationcalculationswere undertakento compare results fromthe localizedcreep
rupture model, describedin Section 4.2.2 andAppendixD of Reference E-2, anda finiteelement
model developedwiththe ABAQUS code.E'I As describedin Reference E-2, Section4.2.2 and
AppendixD, the localizedcreep rupturemodel, whichwas developedat the Universityof
Wisconsin,Madison,is a finitedifferenceshell theorynxodel. Severalbenchmarkproblemshave
been performed to compareresultsfromTSM(see FigureE-l) and the ABAQUS finiteelement
code, whichusedan axisymmetriccontinuummodel (see FigureE-2). The remainderof this
appendixis divid0Aup as follows: SectionE-3 detailsthe fourbenchmarkproblems,Section E-4
describesTSMand ABAQUS models, SectionE-5 discussesthe resultsfrom the firsttwo
(sphericallysymmetric)benchmarkproblems,SectionE-6 includesthe resultsfromthe remaining
two (localizedthermal loading)benchmarkproblems,and SectionE-7 givesconclusions.
Variablesused in thissection aredefinedin the Nomenclature.

E.3 Description of Benchmark Problems
and Material Properties

Four benchmarkproblemswere suggesteda as verificationcalculationsfor TSM. The suggested
problemswere refinedduringthe analysisto reachrequiredfinalstates;specifically,the relative
contributionsof thermal and pressureloadingswere modified to achieveplasticityone-quarterof
the waythroughthe thicknessat some locationalong the shell. The purposeof the problemswas
to determinethe abilityof TSM to accuratelyresolvethe spatialvariationof displacement,stress,
andstrainfields in the vicinityof a localizedthermal loading(hot spot). None of the problems
includedcreep in the materialresponse;creepintroducescomplexitiesin the materialmodel and

a. ProfessorR. H. Dodds,memberof theTMI-2StructuralMechanicsPeerReviewGroup,Universityof
IllinoisatChampatp-Urbana,letterto S.A. Ch_lvez,INEL,regardingbenchmarkingcalculationsof model
forpredictinglocalizedrupture(ConsultingAgreement94-160236-HRS-284-92),July 20, 1992.
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Figure E-1. The shell model (TSM).

&node, i8oparametric elements (axisymmetrlc)

MTNI m-111Hl.11)

Figure E-2. ABAQUS model.
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global solution algorithms but not in the ability to represent the spatial variation of the computed
fields. The four problems considered were:

1. Internal Pressure Only:. This problem tested the elastic response of TSM by ramping an
internal pressure load to 10 MPa while employing material properties at 300 K. The
problem was essentially one-dimensional with no variation along the meridian. This problem
is shown as Case I in Figure E-3.

2. Internal Pumure, Background Temperature: This problem tested the elastic-plastic
response by employing an internal pressure and a background temperature profile. The
response was one-dimensional. The desired final state must show plasticity penetrating
one-quarter of the wall. The problem was run by taking the initial state as 0 MPa internal
pressure, and inside and outside surface temperatures (T/_,Tout)at 300 K. The subsequent
state of 10 MPa, T_ at 900 K and Toutat 700 K (and a linear temperature gradient
through-thickness) was reached by linearly ramping both pressure and temperature. This
second state corresponded to the backgroundstate for Problems 3 and 4. At this point,
yielding initiated at the outer surface of the shell in TSM. Continued ramping of both
temperatures and pressure to reach the desired final state was found to be unacceptable
because of the progressive softening of the shell at elevated temperatures (above 1,000 K).
The desired final state was reached by ramping the pressure to 35 MPa while holding T/n
and Tomat 900 and 700 K, respectively. This problem is shown as Case II in Figure E-3.

3. Internal Pressure, Moderate Localized Thermal I.mding: This problem tested the
elastic-plastic response by employing a moderate localized thermal loading onto a
background internal pressure and temperature profile, producing a two-dimensional loading
with modest gradients along the meridian directly underneath the hot spot. The desired final
state must show plasticity penetrating one-quarter of the wall. The problem first established
the spherically symmetric state described in Problem 2 (10 MPa pressure, temperature field
of T/n at 900 K and Tout at 700 K, linear through-thickness temperature gradient). At this
point, a moderate localized thermal loading was applied. This loading consisted of ramping

the temperature at the bottom inner surface to _,,400K (at ,_ = 0), with a linear gradient to

the outside surface and to the background profile at ¢ = 0.1 (see Figure E-l). Then the
internal pressure was increased to 45 MPa to reach the final state. This problem is shown as
Case III in Figure E-3.

4. Internal Pressure, Severe Localized Thermal Loading: This problem tested the elastic-plastic
response by employing a severe localized thermal loading onto a background internal
pressure and temperature profile, representing a two-dimensional problem with pronounced
gradients along the meridian. The desired final state must show plasticity penetrating
one-quarter of the wall directly underneath the hot spot. The problem first established the
spherically symmetric state described in Problem 2 (10 MPa internal pressure, temperature
field of T/n at 900 K and Tout at 700 K, linear through-thickness temperature gradient). At
this point, a Type 2 (hot lump defined by Equation 4-54, Ref. E-2) temperature distribution

was applied over 0 < ¢ < 0.1, with a peak temperature of 1,400 K. This temperature
profile was more severe than that of Problem 3 due to the nonlinearity of the distribution.
Then the internal pressure was increased to 55 MPa to reach the final state. This problem
is shown as Case IV in Figure E-3.
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Figure E-3. Benchmark problem loadings.



The materialproperties required for these analyses included Young's modulus as a function of
temperature, mean thermal expansion coefficient as a function of temperature, and yield strength
and plastic deformation characteristics as independent of temperature. The material properties
used were taken from Reference E-2 (Appendices B and E) and Reference E-3. Poisson's ratio
was taken as independent of temperature as v = 0.29.

E.4 TSM and ABAQUS Models

The spatial model for TSM calculations was made using the axisymmetric representatio/1
rs/r,, = (2 with 201 nodes, where rh is the horizontal distance from the vertical axis and rm is the
initial radius of the vessel middle surface (see Figure E-I). The model represented a spherical
head with a mean radius, r,,, of 2.2 m and a uniform thickness of 12.7 cm.

The ABAQUS model consisted of a quarter sphere that utilized axisymmetricsolid (8-node,
isoparametric with reduced integration) elements. The model was meshed with I0 elements
through the thickness and 272 along the meridian (uniformly spaced), giving approximately square
elements. The free ends of the quarter sphere were restrained for symmetry, the loading
conditions and geometry being symmetric about the two global axes. A second ABAQUS model
was prepared with 15 elements through the thickness and 408 along the meridian. Both
ABAQUS models were evaluated using ABAQUS, a multi-purpose finite element solution
package, for all four benchmark problems. The output data (stress, strain and displacement) for
the two ABAQUS models were compared, and the results showed that the data were within less
than I%. This indicated that the mesh refinement of the first ABAQUS model was sufficient to

accurately describe the response for the benchmark problems. Only the results of the first
ABAQUS model were compared to those of TSM in the following sections. Figure E-2 outlines
the ABAQUS model.

Note that the ABAQUS model was developed so that nodes in both TSM and ABAQUS
mooels overlapped at _"= 0, 0.I, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6, corresponding to TSM node numbers 1
(shell bottom), 21, 41, 61, 81, 101 and 121 (see Figure E-I). The through-thickness location of
information differed in the two models, with TSM providing information at ten Gauss points
through the thickness, while ABAQUS calculated information at element integration points, then
interpolated (and averaged) that information at the nodes. This latter difference required
interpolation of results from the ABAQUS nodes to TSM Gauss points in order for the
comparison of results to be made. All comparisons using average data weighted each data point
equally, unless specified differently in the discussion. In the spherically symmetric problems
(Benchmark Problems 1 and 2 only) the results were identical on all radial lines and only one set
of output information was given.

E.5 Results of Benchmark Problems 1 and 2

Benchmark Problems 1 and 2 were spherically symmetric problems. A separate means of
evaluating TSM exists in that closed-form solutions are available for infinitesimal deformation,
constant elastic property problems with arbitrarytemperature distributions through thickness.
Since some insight into the shortcomings of TSM can be gained by obtaining closed-form
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solutions, the resultsare summarized below. In a spherically symmetric problem, the meridian and
hoop strains and stresses become identical and the radial equilibrium equation is:

do,2(o,-%)
r

The Hooke's Law relationships are

%" I +V + _ (I+v)(1 -2v) "

Using the strain/displacement relationships:

sT= _du and e_,= rU (E-4)

the Hooke's Law form of the stress/displacement relationship may be substituted into the
equilibrium equation to obtain a second-order equation for u:

dZu +2[du_ "_ _u] = l-vdrl+vdsr . (E-5)

The complete solution of which is

u (r) = Clr - __Cz + 1 +.v. fberr/Zdr / (E-6)
rz rZ(1 - v)J.

subject to the resolution of constants C1 and Ca. If the requirements are that a, = -p at r ffia
and or ffi 0 at r = b, then the strains can be shown to be

1 - 2v p (a/b_ (1 + v)(a/r_" 2 (1- 2v)er,_,[1 (1 + v)(a/r)3_ (E-7)gqp = + + +

1 - (a/b_ E 2(1 -2v) 3(1 -_ [ 2(1 -2v)
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+ 1 + v _be r/2dr/

1 la/br_[ 2 2v) 3 (1 - _ '[ 2 (1 - 2v)

(1+V)eT 2(I +V)fb rl2dr I
+ (1 - v) - _-v_ a e, .

where etav is the average thermal strain, defined as

= 3 _ r2 dr (E-9)era; b3 _ a3 er •

In Benchmark Problem 1 (see Figure E-3), a purely elastic response showed that stresses
and strains varied through the thickness for the exact solution (from closed form equations) and
ABAQUS. The stress and strain results of the exact and ABAQUS solutions were within 1%.

TSM stress and strain results were constant throughout the thickness at the calculated average for
the shell.

For an internal pressure of 10 MPa with the inner surface temperature brought to 900 K
and the outer surface temperature brought to 700 K (from initially 300 K), a purely elastic
analysis produced TSM stresses that varied throughout the thickness. Those stresses were within
2% of the values for the exact solution. However, TSM strains were constant throughout the
thickness at the calculated average for the shell. The most obvious shortcoming of TSM is in the
isothermal problem. With the strains formulated as, for instance,

e, =e_ (1+ _./R_+ _,[ l/R,-1/R_o+ (y//%)secZy] (E-IO)

, and the deformed radius of curvature related to the initial radiusof curvature through

R, ---Rq° (1 + I_) (E-11)
(1 + _//_)

theninsphericallysymmetricproblems(p = ¢ = 0),substitutionofR¢ = R¢o (I+ e_) intothe
strain measure [see Equation (E-IO)] yields

e,,,= e_ (E-12)
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i.e., no through-thickness dependence. The exact result shows the strain measure has a constant
component and a component that scales inversely to distance cubed. The shortcoming is of less
consequence in the problem with a temperature gradient through the thickness because the
gradient in thermal strain provides a much larger bending component of stress than is obtained
from the finite thickness of the shell.

In Benchmark Problem 2 (see Figure E-3), yielding occurred approximately 1/4 way through
the thickness after ramping the internal pressure to 35 MPa. The ABAQUS data was
interpolated to coincide with TSM Gauss point data. Since TSM results varied somewhat from
ABAQUS, a comparison of the difference was in order. The comparison used the ABAQUS
results as the baseline. TSM values for meridional stress were on the average 1.0% below
ABAQUS in the outer two-thirds of the wall. In the inner one-third of the wall the meridional

stress levels predicted by TSM were an average of 50% below those given by ABAQUS. That
underprediction was due to the radial stresses in the area, whose magnitudes were on the same
order as those of the meridional stresses. TSM assumes that the radial component of stress was
negligible throughout the model. That assumption was not true in the inner third of the wall, and
TSM meridional stress levels reflected that error. Benchmark Problems 3 and 4 discuss that

assumption in detail.

TSM values for total meridional strain averaged 1% below ABAQUS. The ABAQUS plastic
strains began one Gauss point location closer to the inside surface than those of TSM. However,
TSM meridional plastic strains were an average of 1% above those of ABAQUS.

E.6 Results of Benchmark Problems 3 and 4

A far greater amount of output information was associated with Benchmark Problems 3
and 4 because the hoop and meridian stresses and strains were not generally identical and those
states varied along the shell meridian. In Problem 3, the inner surface temperature was raised to
1,400 K (over the defined local area), then the pressure was raised to 45 MPa to get yielding 1/4
way through the thickness in the vicinity of ¢ = 0. Yielding occurred to a greater extent under

these conditions at positions away from the bottom (edge of shell at to = 0) of the shell. In
Problem 4, the inner surface temperature was raised to 1,400 K (over the defined local area),
then the pressure was raised to 55 MPa to get yielding 1/4 way through the thickness at the shell
bottom. Again, yielding was more severe away from tO= 0 in this case.

E.6.1 Problem 3 Results

The moderate localized thermal loading applied in this problem is shown in Figure E-3. The
pressure was raised to 45 MPa to get yielding 1/4 way through the thickness in the vicinity of
tO= 0. It is of interest that yielding occurred to a greater extent under these conditions at
positions away from the bottom (edge of shell at tO= 0) of the shell. Due to the volume of data
and locations available in the models, the evaluation was limited to 7 specific meridional points
and their 10 associated through-thickness Gauss point locations. Four of the meridional points
were within the hot spot, one on the inside edge (near tO= 0), two in the middle, and one near
the outside edge. The fifth through seventh points were outside of the hot spot, the fifth being
near the outside edge of the spot, the sixth and seventh being well away from it (see Figure E-I).
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A graphical representation of the comparison between TSM and ABAQUS meridian and
hoop stresses is given in Figures E-4 through E-10. Note that TSM meridian and hoop stresses
inside the midplane in the hot spot underpredicted those calculated by ABAQUS. This portion
of the wall was .verysoft because of the temperature profile and the material definition. A small
percentage of the total load was carried by this half of the wall. It is noted that because of the
softness of the wall the radialcomponent of stress up to the midplane maintained a magnitude
higher than that of the hoop and meridian stresses. The underprediction of hoop and meridian
stresses by TSM was largely due to the absence of a radial stress component in TSM model. This
was confirmed by comparing the ABAQUS and TSM results at the same thermal conditions at a
lower pressure (discussed below). As discussed in Reference E-2, Section 4.2.2 and Appendix D,
TSM solution scheme assumed that radialstresses were negligible. This was true beyond the
midplane in the hot spot since the radial stresses quickly decreased to zero at the outside surface
while the hoop and meridian stresses increased by a factor of 50 to 100. TSM meridian and hoop
stresses in this area underpredicted those calculated by ABAQUS by about 2%. This portion of
the wall carried the majorityof the load, and shell yielding propagated from the outer surface
inward. Near the outside edge of the hot spot (point 61) and far-field (points 81 through 121),
meridian and hoop stresses were about 18% lower in the inner 30% of the wall than predicted by
ABAQUS, while the stresses over the outer 70% of the wall were within 3%.

TSM solution' scheme and model were prepared for the purpose of predicting a particular
failure mechanism (a bulging/shear-throughtype due to a,local hot spot) in a reactor vessel lower
head during an accident scenario. It is important to note that Benchmark Problem 3 included a
maximuminternal pressure of 45 MPa where an accident condition would specify maximum

, pressures closer to 15 MPa. Therefore, the moderate localized thermal loading of Problem 3 was
applied to TSM and ABAQUS models with a maximuminternal pressure load of 15 MPa.
Figure E-11 shows the comparison of the hoop and meridian stresses of the two models for node
point 41 (located in the middle of the hot spot). TSM stresses in the inside third of the wall were
13% (or less) lower than those of ABAQUS while the remaining portion of the wall was within
3%. These levels of agreement are representative of all points examined along the meridian
(1, 21,..121) and indicate that the discrepancies in Figures E-4 through E-10 are rooted largely in
the absence of a radial stress in TSM and not the severity of the temperature gradient.

TSM total meridian and hoop strain results for Benchmark Problem 3 underpredicted the
values calculated by ABAQUS on an average of 3.6%. Figure E-12 gives the comparison of total
hoop and meridian strains for node 41, which is typical of all node locations.

TSM Benchmark Problem 3 results at the middle of the hot spot (nodes 21 and 41) showed
that plastic strains (meridian and hoop) began at the seventh Gauss point location (of 10 total)
from the inside surface and increased to the outer surface. ABAQUS results identified plastic
strains beginning at the sixth location and increasing to the outside surface. The difference was
100% for the seventh location (where plastic strains were smallest), then decreased for each
successive location to an average of 8% at the outside surface (where plastic strains reached a
maximum). Outside of the hot spot (nodes 81 through 121), the plastic strain in both models
began one Gauss point location closer to the inside surface. The difference in plastic strains was
100% for the fourth location (where plasticity began in the ABAQUS model) but averaged 9% or
less for the entire outer half of the wall.
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E.6.2 Problem 4 Results

The severelocalizedthermal loadingfor this probleminvolveda nonlineartemperature
distribution(seeFigure E-3). The pressurewasraisedto 55 MPa to getyielding1/4waythrough
the thicknessat the shellbottom. Again,yieldingwasmoresevereawayfrom _ = 0. The same
meridianpointsand their associatedthrough-thicknessGausspoint locationswere evaluatedas in
Problem 3.

A graphical representation of the comparison between TSM and ABAQUS meridian and
hoop stresses is given in Figures E-13 through E-19. Note that TSM meridian and hoop stresses
up to the sixth Gauss point location (just beyond the midplane) in the middle of the hot spot
underpredicted those calculated by ABAQUS. This area of underprediction was larger than the
underpredicted area in Problem 3. This portion of the wall was very soft because of the
temperature profile_and the material definition. A small percentage of the total load was carried
by this portion of the wall. Because of the softness of the wall, the radial component of stress up
to the fourth Gauss point location from the inside surface maintained a magnitude higher than
that of the hoop and meridian stresses. As in Problem 3, the underprediction of hoop and meri-
dian stre.ssesby TSM was largely due to neglecting the radialstress component in the calculations.
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As discussed in Reference E-2, Section 4.2.2 and Appendix D, TSM solution scheme assumes that
radial stresses arc negligible. This was truc beyond the sixth Gauss point in the hot spot, since
the radial stresses quickly dropped off to zero at the outside surface while the hoop and meridian
stresses rose by a factor of 50 to 100. TSM meridian and hoop stresses in this area

undcrprcdictcd those calculated by ABAQUS by about 4%. This portion of the wall carried the
majority of the load, and shell yielding propagated from the outer surface inward. The far-field
(points 101 and 121) meridian and hoop stresses were within an average of 4% of ABAQUS
values for the entire wall.

Next, TSM and ABAQUS models were evaluated with the severe localized thermal loading
of Problem 4 applied with a maximum internal pressure of 15 MPa. Figure E-20 shows the

comparison of the hoop and meridian stresses of the two models for node point 41 (located in the
middle of the hot spot). TSM stresses throughout the wall were an average of 4% lower than
those of ABAQUS. The agreement between ABAQUS and TSM in the more severe

temperature gradient at 15 MPa pressure is comparable to the agreement between the two

models in a moderate temperature gradient at 15 MPa pressure, indicating again that the absence
of radial stress in TSM is pr_imarilyresponsible for the differences between the two models at
elevated pressures.

TSM total meridian and hoop strains in Benchmark Problem 4 underpredicted the values
calculated by ABAQUS by up to 24% on the inside surface to near 10% on the outside for
locations within the hot spot at elevated pressures. Away from the hot spot those values were

reduced to 12% on the inside and 7% on the outside surfaces. For the condition including the
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Figure E-20. Problem4 thermalloadingwith only15 MPa internalpressure:node41 stresses.
D

Problem 4 thermal loading with a maximum pressure of 15 MPa, the total meridian and hoop
strains in the hot spot were at most 16% lower than ABAQUS on the inside surface and within
2% on the outside. Outside of the hot spot all TSM total strainswere within 5% of ABAQUS
values. Figure E-21 compares the total strains of the two models for the Problem 4 thermal
loading with an internal pressure of 15 MPa.

TSM results for Problem 4 showed that all plastic strains (meridian and hoop) occurred one

or two Gauss point locations closer to the outer surface than ABAQUS. Those plastic strains
increased towards the outer surface. As in Problem 3, TSM plastic meridian and hoop strains

started at 100% lower values (at the smallest plastic strains), and steadily increased to, at most,
1% lower values than ABAQUS (where the plastic strains reached maximum values).

E.7 Conclusions

The verification of TSM has provided several insights into the applicability of this program
for use in lower head severe accident structural response calculations. First of all, it must be
remembered that the purpose for developing this program was to provide a fast-running solution
to predict the collapse of a localized portion of the vessel wall resulting from hot spots in a debris
bed resting on the lower head. Thus, the program would be appropriate for scoping parameter
studies in various accident scenarios. Results of the benchmark problems used in this verification

effort indicate that TSM performs well for its intended purpose.
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Figure E-21. Problem4 thermalloadingwithonly15MPainternalpressure:node41strains.

The two benchmark problems that applied a localized hot spot (Problems 3 and 4) with an
internalpressureof 45 to 55 MPa identifiedthatTSMdoes not accuratelypredictthe stressesin
the hottestregions. This was due to TSM assumptionthatthe radialcomponentof stresswas
negligible. However,it was pointed out that the hottestareascarrya verysmallpercentageof the
total pressureload. The assumptionof negligibleradialstresseswas shownto be validin the
cooler regionsunderthe hot spot,whichis essentiallythe portion beyondthe midplaneand away
from the hot spot. That portion of the wallcarriedthe majorityof the pressureloadin these
cases. It was note_ that vessel wall materialyieldingeventuallybegins at the outer surfaceand
propagatesinwardto finalfailure. Hoop and meridianstress levels aretypically35 times higherin
the outer portionsthan the innerregionsof the vessel wall. Thus, model accuracyin these areas
is most crucialto accuratepredictionsof vessel failuremargins.

Two additionalload caseswere evaluatedthatemployedthe thermalhot spot definitions
from Problems3 and4 witha pressureof 15 MPa. This lowerpressurewas morerepresentative
of accidentconditionson a reactorvessel. The evaluationof these two cases verified thatTSM
assumptionof negligibleradialstresseswas acceptablefor the morerepresentativeaccident
conditions.

TSM total straincomparisonsrangedfromunderpredictionsof 24% on the insidesurfaceto
11%on the outsidesurfacein the hot spot regionfor the severe thermalgradientloadcase at
elevated pressures. In the cooler boundaryareas,straincomparisonsrangedfrom
underpredictionsof 13%on the innersurfaceto 7%on the outer surface. Examinationsof the
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plastic strains indicated that plasticity of the wall had propagated from the outside inward one
Gauss point further in the ABAQUS model than in TSM model for the two hot spot load cases.
The magnitude of total strains for Benchmark Problems 3 and 4 were 3 to 5 times lower than the
plastic strain values. Use of TSM for predicting vessel response is considered acceptable for
pressure levels at or below 15 MPa.
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